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Résumé : Cette thèse consiste en l’étude détaillée de la         
structure, de la cinématique et de la dynamique de la Voie           
Lactée, avec un accent particulier sur la région du bulbe et le            
halo. Le but principal de ce travail est d’établir des contraintes           
dynamiques sur les paramètres physiques de la barre        
galactique afin de construire une carte cinématique détaillée        
des régions internes de notre galaxie. Cette carte peut être un           
ingrédient pour le modéle de synthèse de populations stellaires         
de Besançon, permettant de simuler la cinématique précise        
dans les régions internes du disque et dans la barre elle-même.  
Dans cette thèse, je présente plusieurs potentiels analytiques et         
semi-analytiques afin de reproduire le modèle de potentiel        
gravitationnel 3D de la Voie Lactée, où les perturbations         
produites par la barre Galactique correspondent assez bien à la          
cinématique globale observée dans les régions internes. 
J’ai développé une méthode de calcul des orbites stellaires         
déduites des profils de densité et du potentiel gravitationnel de          
plusieurs populations stellaires. Le logiciel que j’ai produit        
dans ce cadre, GravPot16, qui permet l’intégration des orbites,         
est disponible pour la communauté scientifique.  
 

J’ai également utilisé les données de haute qualité publiées         
dans la première version de la mission Gaia (TGAS),         
associées à des informations chimiques précises issues des        
données APOGEE, pour étudier les propriétés chimiques et        
dynamiques de la Voie Lactée. Je présente les premiers         
résultats de cette étude. 
J’ai par ailleurs effectué des simulations par particules-test.        
En utilisant environ 10 millions de particules sans masse         
comme traceurs de la cinématique stellaire, je présente une         
étude complète des variations de structures dans le halo         
stellaire liées à la formation des barres. En particulier, j’ai          
étudié les orbites typiques de la barre et les effets          
non-stationaires de la barre sur le disque et le halo 
Enfin, j’ai étudié les orbites des étoiles de composition         
chimique particulière prèsentes dans le disque et le bulbe et          
leur relation avec les étoiles des amas globulaires. Ces ré-          
sultats confirment des affirmations antérieures selon      
lesquelles une petite fraction du halo galactique comporte        
des étoiles dont l’abondance en éléments légers est        
normalement ob- servée uniquement dans les      
environnements d’amas globulaires. Ils fournissent un      
soutien crucial au scénario de fusion dans la région du bulbe           
de Voie Lactée aussi bien que dans le halo. 

Title : Structure and kinematics of the Milky Way as seen from barred Galactic model 

Keywords : Milky Way, Dynamics, Kinematics 

Abstract : This work of thesis concerns an in detailed study           
of the structure, kinematics and dynamics of the Milky Way,          
with a particular emphasis on the bulge region and the halo.           
The main goal of this work is to establish dynamical          
constraints on the physical parameters of the Galactic bar in          
order to construct a detailed kinematic maps of the inner          
regions of the our Galaxy. Such map can be used as an            
ingredient for the Besançon stellar populations synthesis       
model, allowing to provide accurate kinematic simulations in        
the inner regions of the disk and in the bar itself.  
In this thesis I present several analytic and semi-analytic         
potentials to approximate the 3D gravitational potential       
model of the Milky Way, observationally and dynamically        
constrained, where the perturbations produced by the       
Galactic bar fit fairly well the global kinematic trends in the           
Galactic bulge. 
Using ~10 millions massless particles as tracers of stellar         
kinematics, we present a full study of the orbits in the bar,            
and non-stationary effects of the bar on the disks and the           
halo.  

In particular we trace the kinematic imprints of disk particles          
trapped/scattered in the Galactic bar. 
Finally, we analyse the orbits of chemically peculiar stars in          
the Milky Way field and its relation with globular cluster          
stars from the analysis of spectroscopic data. These results         
confirm previous claims that a small fraction of the Galactic          
halo is made up of light-element abundance patterns        
observed only in the globular clusters environments. They        
provide a crucial observational support to the "merging"        
scenario of the Milky Way bulge region as well as in the            
halo. 
We develop a method to compute the stellar kinematics and          
orbits inferred from the density profiles and the gravitational         
potential for several stellar populations. As a by product of          
this thesis, we provide the GravPot16 package, a software         
designed for Galactic dynamics, and orbit integration. Also        
taking advantage of high quality data produced by the first          
data release of the mission Gaia (TGAS) combined with         
accurate chemical information from the APOGEE datasets, I        
present preliminary results of the Chemo-orbital properties of        
the Milky Way. 
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Résumé

Cette thèse consiste en l’étude détaillée de la structure, de la cinématique et de la dy-
namique de la Voie Lactée, avec un accent particulier sur la région du bulbe et le halo.
Le but principal de ce travail est d’établir des contraintes dynamiques sur les paramètres
physiques de la barre galactique afin de construire une carte cinématique détaillée des
régions internes de notre galaxie. Cette carte peut être un ingrédient pour le modéle
de synthèse de populations stellaires de Besançon, permettant de simuler la cinématique
précise dans les régions internes du disque et dans la barre elle-même.

Dans cette thèse, je présente plusieurs potentiels analytiques et semi-analytiques afin
de reproduire le modèle de potentiel gravitationnel 3D de la Voie Lactée, où les perturba-
tions produites par la barre Galactique correspondent assez bien à la cinématique globale
observée dans les régions internes.

J’ai développé une méthode de calcul des orbites stellaires déduites des profils de
densité et du potentiel gravitationnel de plusieurs populations stellaires. Le logiciel que
j’ai produit dans ce cadre, GravPot16, qui permet l’intégration des orbites, est disponible
pour la communauté scientifique. J’ai également utilisé les données de haute qualité
publiées dans la première version de la mission Gaia (TGAS), associées à des informations
chimiques précises issues des données APOGEE, pour étudier les propriétés chimiques et
dynamiques de la Voie Lactée. Je présente les premiers résultats de cette étude.

J’ai par ailleurs effectué des simulations par particules-test. En utilisant environ 10
millions de particules sans masse comme traceurs de la cinématique stellaire, je présente
une étude complète des variations de structures dans le halo stellaire liées à la formation
des barres. En particulier, j’ai étudié les orbites typiques de la barre et les effets non-
stationaires de la barre sur le disque et le halo

Enfin, j’ai étudié les orbites des étoiles de composition chimique particulière prèsentes
dans le disque et le bulbe et leur relation avec les étoiles des amas globulaires. Ces ré-
sultats confirment des affirmations antérieures selon lesquelles une petite fraction du halo
galactique comporte des étoiles dont l’abondance en éléments légers est normalement ob-
servée uniquement dans les environnements d’amas globulaires. Ils fournissent un soutien
crucial au scénario de fusion dans la région du bulbe de Voie Lactée aussi bien que dans
le halo.
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Abstract

This work of thesis concerns an in detailed study of the structure, kinematics and dynamics
of the Milky Way, with a particular emphasis on the bulge region and the halo. The main
goal of this work is to establish dynamical constraints on the physical parameters of the
Galactic bar in order to construct a detailed kinematic maps of the inner regions of the
our Galaxy. Such map can be used as an ingredient for the Besançon stellar populations
synthesis model, allowing to provide accurate kinematic simulations in the inner regions
of the disk and in the bar itself.

In this thesis I present several analytic and semi-analytic potentials to approximate
the 3D gravitational potential model of the Milky Way, observationally and dynamically
constrained, where the perturbations produced by the Galactic bar fit fairly well the global
kinematic trends in the Galactic bulge.

We develop a method to compute the stellar kinematics and orbits inferred from the
density profiles and the gravitational potential for several stellar populations. As a by
product of this thesis, we provide the GravPot16 package, a software designed for Galactic
dynamics, and orbit integration. Also taking advantage of high quality data produced
by the first data release of the mission Gaia (TGAS) combined with accurate chemical
information from the APOGEE datasets, I present preliminary results of the Chemo-
orbital properties of the Milky Way.

Using ∼ 10 millions massless particles as tracers of stellar kinematics, we present a full
study of the orbits in the bar, and non-stationary effects of the bar on the disks and the
halo. In particular we trace the kinematic imprints of disk particles trapped/scattered in
the Galactic bar.

Finally, we analyse the orbits of chemically peculiar stars in the Milky Way field and
its relation with globular cluster stars from the analysis of spectroscopic data. These
results confirm previous claims that a small fraction of the Galactic halo is made up of
light-element abundance patterns observed only in the globular clusters environments.
They provide a crucial observational support to the "merging" scenario of the Milky Way
bulge region as well as in the halo.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last years, a number of observational evidence have been accumulated showing a
Milky Way (MW) dominated by many composite structures belonging to the bulge1, the
interstellar matter, one or more Galactic disks with different scale parameters, surrounded
by a stellar component of the halo with different chemistry and kinematics properties (see
Carollo et al., 2007; Fernández-Alvar et al., 2017), and one more extended component the
so-called "dark matter". These components represent the basics of any Milky Way model
(see e.g., Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn, 2002; Robin et al., 2003; Pichardo et al., 2003,
2004; Hawkins et al., 2015; Pasetto et al., 2016, and references therein). To understand
how these structures have been formed it is necessary to investigate the properties of the
stellar content (stellar populations) of the Milky Way and in particular the dynamical
properties of each component, including orbital properties and resonnance traping. For
such studies realistic models of the Milky Way are required. Here we attempt to assemble
such models, that satisfy observational constraints as far as possible.

More generally, most of the photometric and kinematics studies of the formation pro-
cess and evolution of the MW have unveiled in unprecedented detail the existence of pe-
culiar structures in the primary "internal" components of the MW. For instance, within
the inner few kpc, the Galactic bulge appears to be dominated by a "boxy/peanut" mor-
phology or X-shape structure made-up of old (∼10 Gyr) and metal rich stars (Blitz &
Spergel, 1991; Binney et al., 1991; Rich, 1992; Whitelock, 1992; Weiland et al., 1994; Dwek
et al., 1995; Picaud & Robin, 2004; Benjamin et al., 2005; López-Corredoira et al., 2005;
Howard et al., 2009; Churchwell et al., 2009; Nataf et al., 2010; McWilliam & Zoccali,
2010; Saito et al., 2011; Robin et al., 2012; Ness et al., 2012; Gonzalez et al., 2012; Wegg
& Gerhard, 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2015; Nataf et al., 2015; Wegg et al., 2015; Ness &
Lang, 2016; Zoccali & Valenti, 2016; Ness & Freeman, 2016; Shen & Li, 2016; Schultheis
et al., 2017, and references therein), while a more spheroidal and metal poor structure
(e.g., Babusiaux et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2011; Soszyński et al., 2014; Kunder et al., 2016)
seems to coexist as a separate population from the so-called "3D bar-like structure".

Additionally it has been suggested that the Galactic bulge is also made-up of multiple
components with different chemistry and kinematic features, uncovering the composite
nature of the bulge (see e.g., Gonzalez et al., 2013; Ness et al., 2013a,b; Rojas-Arriagada

1Throughout this work we call "bulge" the full structure that is present within the central regions,
rgal < 4.5 kpc, independently of its origin.
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et al., 2014; Di Matteo et al., 2015; Schultheis et al., 2015; Kunder et al., 2015; Williams
et al., 2016; Babusiaux, 2016; McWilliam, 2016; Zasowski et al., 2016; Bland-Hawthorn
& Gerhard, 2016). Recently, Schiavon et al. (2017b) claimed to have found evidence
for a new population in the Galactic bulge with chemical abundance patterns strikingly
similar to those observed in globular cluster stars. Similar abundance variations have been
observed in other field stars, i.e., Fernández-Trincado et al. (2017, submitted) and Recio-
Blanco et al. (2017) discovered signature of second-generation globular cluster stars in
metal poor stars with α element deficiencies in bulge fields. Understanding this complex
chemical mixture towards the Milky Way bulge can help to answer questions about the
formation of the bulge itself.

Different scenarios have been put forward to account for many of these observed fea-
tures. Essentially the main concept is that the bulge was formed via: i) dissipative collapse
of a protogalactic gas cloud ; ii) hierarchical merging of primordial substructures ; and iii)
formation via instability of the inner disk. For more details on the formation scenarios,
see Eggen et al. (1962); Combes & Sanders (1981); Raha et al. (1991); Bureau & Free-
man (1999); Scannapieco & Tissera (2003); Immeli et al. (2004); Kormendy & Kennicutt
(2004); Athanassoula (2005); Ballero et al. (2007); Carollo et al. (2007); McWilliam et al.
(2008); Elmegreen et al. (2008); Saha & Gerhard (2013); Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard
(2013); Di Matteo et al. (2014); Joo et al. (2017); Laurikainen & Salo (2016); Ferraro
et al. (2016).

The presence of a triaxial structure in the inner bulge plus the so-called "spiral arms"
along the Galactic disk produces non-axisymmetries in the Galactic disk, causing stellar
orbital variations and consequently chemical mixtures in the Galaxy. In fact, Moreno
et al. (2015) have recently analyzed the intrinsic properties of these non-axisymmetries in
the Milky Way, and it has been suggested that the same underlying mechanism producing
the resonant trapping regions in the Galactic disk and Galactic halo could as well apply
to explain the origin of the so-called moving groups.

The present work has similarities with several work in the literature, proposing differ-
ent techniques and methods attempting to construct a detailed steady-state gravitational
potential of the Milky Way (e.g., Bienaymé et al., 1987; Allen & Santillan, 1991; Pichardo
et al., 2003, 2004; Binney, 2012; Bienaymé et al., 2015; Bovy, 2015; Smith et al., 2015;
Pasetto et al., 2016; McMillan, 2017; Rojas-Niño et al., 2016; Pouliasis et al., 2017, and
references therein), observationally and dynamically constrained. Among the main sim-
ilarities we can mention that the bases of these models is the adoption of one and/or
several stellar disk(s) surrounded by a dark matter component, and provide a reasonable
shape of the Galactic rotation curve beyond of the bulge regions, as well as predicting a
circular velocity at the solar radius of ∼ 220±30 km s−1, whereas the inner Galactic "ro-
tation curve" for mostly of present Milky Way models still suffers of severe uncertainties
probably generated by asymmetries like the stellar bar. So far, we are presently work-
ing on more detailed simulations, incorporing the structural properties of the present-day
Galactic bulge as inferred from star-count techniques (e.g., Robin et al., 2012).

As a first objective of the present thesis, we added a non-axisymmetric Gravitational
potential to the classical axisymmetric Gravitational potential model of the BGM. For
this purpose, we include the contribution of the Galactic boxy/peanut bar presented by
Robin et al. (2012). In this model, some modifications are made on the non-axisymmetric
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Galactic potential of Pichardo et al. (see model of superposition in 2004) to mimic the
BGM profiles. On the other hands, the Einasto spheroids that define the thin disk struc-
ture are mapped according to the density stratification methodology– see Pichardo et al.
(2004) for details. The Gravitational potential from these structures are combined con-
sistently with the mass model of all components including the Interstellar medium (ISM),
the thick disk, the stellar halo, and an isothermal dark matter component, in order to
reproduce the Gravitational potential of the updated version of the BGM.

This thesis has been based on different aspects of the Milky Way, aims to shed some
light in the comprehension of its structure, stellar content, and some kinematics behaviour,
particularly associated with the Galactic bulge.

The outline of the present work is as follows. After this general introductory chapter,
in §2 we briefly summarize the origin of the observational data used in this work. In
§3, the properties and construction of the gravitational potential model employed in this
thesis to compute stellar orbits and massless particle simulations are presented. In §4
a detailed description of the method employed to generate and to compute test particle
simulations, and the relevant results concerning the vertical and radial velocity dispersions
are provided. The chapter ends with a qualitative comparison of the distance and the
line-of-sight velocity (Vlos) as predicted by the Besançon Galaxy model (Robin et al.,
2003, 2012, 2014), our test particles simulations, and the APOGEE dataset towards the
Milky Way bulge. In §5 we present the main physical constrains of the Galactic bar,
and the predicted velocity maps (Vlos), and velocity dispersion profiles of our best-fit
model to BRAVA dataset, the chapter ends with relevant conclusions and discussion of
the limitations of our model. In §6 we discuss the effect of the "boxy/peanut" bar on
the shape and kinematics of the stellar halo. In §7 we introduce for the first time a new
approach to identify, characterize and quantify particles captured by the bar potential
and its relation with the Jacobi energy, and limit our result to the general understanding
of the observed kinematic behaviour towards the Galactic bulge. In §8 we present a first
application of our Galactic potential and orbital elements are analysed with focus on
the eccentricity and orbital Jacobi energy. The chapter ends with relevant discovery, a
chemically anomalous giant star in the Milky Way field and its relation with globular
clusters. The conclusions and perspectives of the present work are presented in §9.
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Chapter 2

Observational data

This chapter briefly describes the origin of the observational data used throughout this
work.

2.1 APOGEE
Through this work we make use of data (Data Release 13, DR13) acquired in the Apache
Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE; Majewski et al., 2015)
with the APOGEE multi-object fiber spectrograph (Wilson et al., 2010) of ∼ 300 fibers
mounted at the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 2.5-m telescope (Gunn et al., 2006), covering
a field of view of ∼ 3 sq. degree and observing in the spectral regime of 1.51 − 1.70 µm
(H−band). APOGEE is a near-infrared and high resolution (R ∼ 22, 000) spectroscopic
survey, part of the SDSS III (Eisenstein et al., 2011, SDSSIII), mapping ∼100,000 red
giant stars (Holtzman et al., 2015) around all components of the Milky Way (bulge, halo,
and disk). Figure 2.1 display the aitoff projection in Galactic coordinates of the DR12
APOGEE survey.

The APOGEE target information is widely described in Zasowski et al. (2013), and
this includes globular cluster stars, open cluster stars, moving groups candidates, among
others. The reduction of each APOGEE spectrum, as well as the determination of radial
velocities with typical uncertainties better than 1 km s−1, and derivation of elemental
abundances and stellar atmospheric parameters are based on the ASPCAP1 pipeline (a
software developed for the automated analysis of APOGEE spectra) (Nidever et al., 2015;
Holtzman et al., 2015; García Pérez et al., 2016). The ASPCAP pipeline interpolates in a
grid of synthetic spectra (Zamora et al., 2015) to find the best fit, through χ2 minimization,
to the observed spectrum by varying Teff , [M/H], log g, ε, [C/M], [N/M], and [α/M].

The APOGEE distances are computed from spectro-photometric bayesian methods,
with a typical random distance error of ∼30% for giants (see e.g., Santiago et al., 2016).
APOGEE is the only near-infrared spectrocopic survey able to provide accurate infor-
mation for many atomic (C, N, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Ni, P, Cl,
Ti, V, Cr, Cu, etc) and molecular (CO, CN, OH) species, and also with the ability to
identify neutron-capture element abundances including Neodymium, Nd II (Z = 60) (see

1The acronym ASPCAP means: The APOGEE Stellar Parameter and Chemical Abundances Pipeline
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e.g., Hasselquist et al., 2016), and Cerium Ce II (private communication from Cunha,
2017) (these elements will be available in the forthcoming APOGEE DR14), many of
these elements are now available in the APOGEE DR13 catalogue (SDSS Collaboration
et al., 2016).

Figure 2.1: Aitoff projection in Galactic coordinates of the DR12 APOGEE survey.
The black "star" symbol denote the galactocentric localization of the field giant star
2M16011638-1201525, which have unusual abundance pattern in the "light" elements (Al,
N, Mg, C) and also enhanced in the s−process elements (Nd II, Ce II) found in the
APOGEE survey by Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a); Hasselquist et al. (2016); Cunha
(2017), see §8.
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2.2 SEGUE
In §3 we use the same datasets listed in Table 3 in Bovy & Rix (2013) in order to
compare the measures of the vertical force with the predictions of our barred Milky Way
model, around the galactocentric radius between 4 kpc to 9 kpc, and at heights above
the Galactic plane of 1.1 kpc. These measurements come essentially from a sample of
G-type dwarfs stars (see Bovy et al., 2012) (along the galactocentric radius, 5 < rgal < 12
kpc, and height above the plane 0.3 < Z < 3 kpc), selected from the Sloan Extension for
Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SDSS/SEGUE) survey (Yanny et al., 2009),
and available as part of the SDSS-II Data Release 7 (DR7) (Abazajian et al., 2009).
SEGUE is a imaging and low-resolution (R ∼1,800) spectrocopic survey around of the
Milky Way targeting ∼ 240,000 stars in the spectral regime of 3900Å to 9000Å and in
the magnitude range 14 < g <20.3 (see Yanny et al., 2009). Additionally, SEGUE also
provides multicolor imaging in five photometric bands ugriz for ∼ 3500 sq. degree of the
Milky Way at low Galactic latitudes (b < 35◦). In §8 we also compare the eccentricity
distribution for a sample of ∼ 34,223 G-dwarfs stars from the SEGUE DR7 datasets
(see Dierickx et al., 2010) with distances and velocities available, with the eccentricity
distribution as predicted from our barred Milky Way model.

2.3 BRAVA
The Bulge RAdial Velocity Assay survey (BRAVA; Howard et al., 2008; Kunder et al.,
2012) is a large scale spectroscopic survey to obtain radial velocity for over ∼ 10,000
M-type giants samping the Galactic bulge, covering the Galactic latitudes b =-4◦, -6◦,
and -8◦, and Galactic longitudes −10◦ < l < +10◦, and using the Hydra multifiber bench
spectrograph (with a effective resolving power of R∼4,200 central λ ∼ 7900 Å, in order
to retain the TiO band at ∼ 7050 Å, and three CaT lines between ∼ 8500 - 8750 Å) at
the Cassegrain focus of the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) Blanco 4-m
telescope (for details, see Howard et al., 2008). Figure 2.2 display the observed BRAVA
fields towards the Milky Way bulge. The main result of the BRAVA survey shows that
the Galactic boxy bulge rotates cylindrically (Howard et al., 2009; Kunder et al., 2012)
and the N-body models including a boxy/peanut bar fit fairly well the BRAVA kinematics
(Shen et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2014; Portail et al., 2017, and reference therein), these
results have been recently confirmed from medium resolution spectroscopic survey ARGOS
(Abundances and Radial velocity Galactic Origins Survey Freeman et al., 2013; Ness et al.,
2013b), surveying ∼ 28,000 stars towards the Galactic bulge and the inner disk; and from
APOGEE data including the bulge region (Ness et al., 2016).

2.4 TGAS
In §8 we make use of a sub-sample of giant stars from the APOGEE DR12 combined with
accurate astrometric information from the Gaia Data Release 1 Tycho-Gaia Astrometric
Solution (TGAS) data (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016a), recently compiled by Allende
Prieto et al. (2016).
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Figure 2.2: Galactocentric distribution of the BRAVA fields.
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The TGAS datasets contains the Tycho-Gaia astrometric solutions (Michalik et al.,
2015; Lindegren et al., 2016), and provides the astrometric information, parallaxes, proper
motions and positions for ∼ 2 × 106 stars (with magnitudes below V ∼11.0) in common
with the Tycho-2 catalogue (Høg et al., 2000). Figure 2.3 shows the aitoff projection in
Galactic coordinates of the whole sky from the Gaia Data Release 1 TGAS sources.

Figure 2.3: Aitoff projection in Galactic coordinates of the Gaia Data Release 1 TGAS
dataset. The colours indicate the kernel density estimate per bin.

2.5 RAVE
The Radial Velocity Experiment (RAVE) (Steinmetz et al., 2006; Zwitter et al., 2008;
Siebert et al., 2011) Data Release 4(Kordopatis et al., 2013) is a large multi-fiber (six
degree field) spectroscopic survey (medium resolution, R ∼ 7, 000) mapping ∼ 483,330
stars around ∼20,000 sq. degree of sky towards the southern hemisphere with the 1.2-m
UK Schmidt Telescope of the Australian Astronomical Observatory (AAO), and observing
in the spectral regime of 8410Å−8794Å around Ca II triplet for stars in the magnitude
range 8 < I < 12. The RAVE DR4 catalogue provides radial velocity information with
uncertainties better than 2 km s−1, stellar parameters and distances with uncertainties
around 20%, and chemical abundances for six elements (Al, Si, Fe, Ti, Ni, Mg) with a
mean error of ∼0.2 dex (Boeche et al., 2008). Figure 2.4 shows the aitoff projection in
Galactic coordinates of the RAVE DR4 survey.
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Figure 2.4: Aitoff projection in Galactic coordinates of the RAVE DR4 dataset. The
colours indicate the kernel density estimate per bin.
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Chapter 3

The Milky Way potential

The main purpose of this chapter, is to present and discuss the numerical scheme of
the Gravitational potential model of the Milky Way, hereafter called "GravPot16" model,
combining the 3D mass density distribution of the Milky Way predicted by the Besançon
synthetic model (Robin et al., 2003, 2012, 2014). We have also performed 3D test particle
simulations aiming to set the kinematics of the Besançon Galaxy model and to explore the
dynamical properties of a barred bulge. The results will be presented in the next chapters.

To carry out this research we focus on the framework of the Besançon model of stellar
populations synthesis of the Galaxy (e.g., Robin et al., 2003, 2012, 2014), which reproduces
fairly well the stellar content of the Milky Way. The model was originally built by Robin
& Crézé (1986a,b) to compare the prediction of synthetic stellar populations in parts of
the parameter space (i.e., colours, luminosity, etc) along each line of signal in the sky
with observed stars, aiming to understand the link between observations and Galactic
components.

3.1 Overview of the Besançon Galaxy model

As already mentioned, the density profiles of the Besançon Galaxy model (BGM) intro-
duced originally by Robin et al. (2003) constitutes the backbone of the GravPot16 model
in terms of the mass density distribution. Here, we outline briefly the basics of the BGM
model:

The Besançon Galaxy model is a semi-empirical and self-consistent dynamical model,
built to reproduce different stellar populations of the Milky Way. In this sense, the
originality of the model is based on computations of self-consistent numerical solutions of
the Poisson equation, the first moment of the Boltzmann equation, and the age-vertical
velocity dispersion (e.g., Bienaymé et al., 1987) at the solar position, in order to constrain
the axis ratios (ε) of the thin disk. A set of density laws are generated in the process
of self-consistency that are directly translated in terms of general star count predictions,
used to constrain stellar populations models. Over time, the classical scheme of self-
consistency dynamics introduced for first time by Bienaymé et al. (1987) has remained
in many versions of the model, while the global Gravitational potential has been inferred
from axisymmetric components (see Bienaymé et al., 1987; Bienaymé et al., 2015).
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Since 2003, the BGM has been updated several times. Nevertheless, from the point of
view of dynamics, non-axisymmetric components have not been added. Here, we describe
briefly the more relevant changes during the last two decades:

• A 3D extinction model was added by Marshall et al. (2006).

• The fit of the warp and flare parameters in the outer disk was performed by Reylé
et al. (2009). In this work, we assumed negligible effects of this component on the
Gravitational potential, because we are interested in a kinematics study of the inner
regions of the Milky Way.

• In Robin et al. (2012) a new density law was presented, finding a boxy/peanut (B/P)
morphology (the boxy bar) in the inner regions of the Milky Way, inferred from star
counts in the 2MASS and SDSS surveys. The authors showed that the boxy bulge
is oriented at ∼ 13◦ (at positive longitudes), and the total mass contained in the
so-called bar is estimated to be ∼ 0.63×1010 M". Anticipating the results presented
in §5, we note that their results do not provide a good fit to the global kinematics
trends of the Milky Way bulge, leading to the hypothesis that incompleteness in the
dataset could potentially bias the determination of the main physical parameters of
the Galactic bar (angle orientation, mass, length scales, etc).

• Binary stars, and other parameters, such as the Initial Mass Function and Star
Formation History, and new evolutionary tracks have been recently revised in Czekaj
et al. (2014), still acccounting for the classical scheme of dynamical self-consistency

• An improved fit of the thick disc and stellar halo populations was performed by
Robin et al. (2014).

These modifications are needed to be accounted in the computation of the Gravita-
tional potential to accurately evaluate the kinematics response to several different poten-
tial models.

3.2 Updating the potential model
In the following, we describe the assembly of the overall global gravitational potential
It consists of seven thin disks, two thick disks, a Hernquist stellar halo, the presence of
the interstellar matter also contributes to the global potential, a bulge dominated by a
boxy/peanut shaped structure, and a spherical distribution of dark matter surrounding
the baryonic matter. These components constitutes the backbone of our Milky Way
gravitational potential model. We also consider the functional form of other galactic
contributions, i.e., a super massive black hole, and a stellar and central mass distribution,
which do not participate in our Milky Way’s model, unless otherwise noted. The whole
model is described as follows:

Φ(rgal, zgal) = Φaxi(rgal, zgal) + Φnon−axi(rgal, zgal) + Φopc(rgal, zgal) (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: 3D map of the gravitational potential resulting from the GravPot16 model
(axisymmetric plus non-axisymmetric model) in the Galactic non-inertial frame where the
bar is at rest. The black dashed line refers to the co-rotation radius about ∼6.5 kpc (see
text). ΦTotal(X,Y,Z) are in units of 100 km2 s−2.
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where, Φaxi(rgal, zgal) is the gravitational potential of the axisymmetric model; Φnon−axi(rgal, zgal)
is the gravitational potential of the non-axisymmetric model (the boxy/peanut bulge
structure), and Φopc(rgal, zgal) the optional gravitational potential associated with a super
massive black hole and/or a spherically symmetric potential of the form Miyamoto, with
the functional forms as given in Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.3, respectively:

ΦSBH(rgal, zgal) = − MBH

(r2gal + z2)1/2
(3.2)

where MBH = 4 × 1010 M" is the mass of the super massive black hole (SBH) at the
center of the Milky Way (e.g., Gillessen et al., 2009)

ΦCM(rgal, zgal) = − MCM

(r2gal + z2 + r2core)
1/2

(3.3)

where MCM is the mass of the spherically symmetric potential, and rcore is the core radius.
Each set of parameters, MCM , and rcore are adopted to follow the mass and major axis
of the bulge presented in Robin et al. (2012). The role of this component will be the
subject of further chapter, see §4. For this component, the potential is computed from
the spherically symetric distribution function given by Miyamoto & Nagai (1975).

The structural parameters of the density profiles of the Galactic components used in
this work, are summarized in Appendix A, and are essentially the same as in Robin et al.
(2003, 2012, 2014).

Figure 3.1 illustrates the 3D map of the potential energy resulting from our model
(seven thin disks, two thick disks, the ISM, the Hernquist stellar halo, the Galactic bar,
and the dark matter halo), in the non-inertial frame where the bar is at rest, as well as
the localization of the co-rotation radius (∼ 6.5 kpc), see §5.

In §4 we employ an axisymmetric model dominated by a spherically symmetric bulge
(see Eqn. 3.3), which is employed to grow adiabatically the "boxy/peanut" bar structure
into the bulge, to allow particles to reach a reasonable state of statistical equilibrium.

In the following subsections, the methodology employed to determining the Milky
Way’s potential for multiple disks, the interstellar matter, the stellar halo, the boxy/peanut
bar, and the dark matter are presented.

3.3 Axisymmetric approach

3.3.1 The thin disk
In Robin et al. (2003) the global mass density distribution of the thin disk is well mod-
eled from the superposition of oblate spheroid of parametrized surfaces a2i = r2gal + (z/εi)2,
where εi span range of reasonable values for the ratio of scale-height to scale-length and
depend on the age of the sub-component, see Appendix A. While the mass is well con-
strained from the observed rotation curve, wich gives adjusted values for εi from the
so-called method of "dynamical self-consistency" at the solar Galactic radius position, as
presented in Bienaymé et al. (1987), the gravitational potential in the current versions
describing the thin disk of the Besançon Galaxy model (e.g., Robin et al., 2003, 2012,
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2014; Czekaj et al., 2014) is not computed everywhere in space to allow computation of
stellar orbits.

Some improvements have been recently examined by Bienaymé et al. (2015) using
Stäckel potentials fitting, which adopt simple expressions for the integral of motions. This
method provides a good local approximation of axisymmetric potentials in disk galaxies as
has been pointed out in Bienaymé et al. (2015). However, such a Stäckel potential fit fails
at low galactic radius closer to the Galactic bulge, and beyond when non-axisymmetric
structures are considered, where the integrals of motions are not straightforwardly con-
served. In this work we therefore improve this picture, and we employ an axisymmetric
plus non-axisymmetric gravitational model, which is valid everywhere in the Milky Way.

A point to be emphasized is that here we employ the gravitational potential associated
to each thin disk component as the sum of "homogeneous oblate spheroid" where the
functional expressions are numerically solved (see Schmidt, 1956), and whose density
laws approximate the density model of Robin et al. (2003) with a step-stair function.
Each stair-step function represents a homogeneous spheroid component (see, for example,
the Fig. 10 in Pichardo et al., 2004). The basic idea to compute the three-dimensional
potential of the thin disk consists in considering that the mass density distribution can
be approximated locally in a linear form, i.e, by a succession of linear segments.

In our study, we fixed N = 200 components, which approximates well enough the
density profiles of the thin disk. We note that a larger value of N improves rapidly the
density approximation, but produces practically the same orbits. It is important to note,
that this part of the GravPot16 code was developed by Edmundo Moreno, and form part
of a more general axisymmetric model, where a new approach and new methodology
to solve 3D axisymmetric potentials will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Moreno,
Fernández-Trincado, et al., in preparation).

Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of the orbital projection onto the rgal - Z plane for the
globular cluster NGC 6712 derived from our potential model, when N = 200 and N = 500
is employed. Note that while the orbital structure is very similar in both cases, leading
to practically the same orbital parameters (eccentricity, apo-, and peri-galactocentric dis-
tances, etc), the variation of the orbital Jacobi constant, varies in an order of magnitude,
i.e., |(EJ − Einitial

J )/Einitial
J | ∼ 10−9 to |EJ − Einitial

J /Einitial
J | ∼ 10−11. It is a relatively

small error and accurate enough for orbital analysis, we have favored N = 200 to decrease
the computing time.

3.3.2 The thick disk and ISM
Robin et al. (2014) found that the superposition of a young and old thick disk was better
to adjust the 2MASS data, and two functional forms were used by the authors, a radially
exponential disk with a exponentially decaying vertical distribution "shape-A", and a
radially exponential disk with a vertical density of the form sech2 "shape-B". For the
computations in this work, we have adopted the second shape, the so-called shape B,
which consists of a simple hyperbolic secant squared with three parameters, i.e., the
local normalisation Cthick, the scale height hz, and the scale length hrgal . Appendix A
summarises such structural parameters for the two components of the thick disk and
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Figure 3.2: Projection of the orbit of the globular cluster NGC 6553 onto the rgal−Z
plane. The cyan line is the orbital projection from the adopted thin disk potential model
with N = 200 components, and black line for N = 500 components (see text for the
definition of N).
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interstellar matter employed in this work.
The gravitational potential is built following the same approach recently developed by

Smith et al. (2015), which consists in the superposition of three Miyamoto-Nagai disks
(3MN models), with different mass (Md), radial scalelengths (a), and common vertical
scaleheight (b), giving a good approximation to the radially exponential stellar thick disk
of the Milky Way, i.e., < 1.5% within 10 kpc, as compared with those calculated using
the expressions in Bienaymé et al. (1987); Kuijken & Gilmore (1989) widely used in pre-
vious versions of the Besançon Galaxy model (see Robin et al., 2003). The gravitational
potential of the thick disk and ISM becomes

Young thick disk,

Φyoung(rgal, zgal) ≡ −
3∑

i=1

fi(Mtotal)√
r2gal + (ai +

√
z2 + b2)2

(3.4)

where Mtotal = 7.38 × 109 M" is the total mass, the radial scalelengths a1 = 0.927 kpc,
a2 = 4.984 kpc, and a3 = 4.374 kpc, and the vertical scaleheight b = 0.513 kpc.

Old thick disk,

Φold(rgal, zgal) ≡ −
3∑

j=1

fj(Mtotal)√
r2gal + (aj +

√
z2 + b2)2

(3.5)

where Mtotal = 1.33 × 109 M" is the total mass, the radial scalelengths a1 = 0.898 kpc,
a2 = 6.622 kpc, and a3 = 5.85 kpc, and the vertical scaleheight b = 1.259 kpc.

ISM,

ΦISM(rgal, zgal) ≡ −
3∑

k=1

fk(Mtotal)√
r2gal + (ak +

√
z2 + b2)2

(3.6)

where Mtotal = 4.95 × 109 M" is the total mass, the radial scalelengths a1 = 2.79 kpc,
a2 = 11.93 kpc, and a3 = 10.34 kpc, and the vertical scaleheight bISM = 0.16 kpc.

fi(Mtotal), fj(Mtotal) , and fk(Mtotal), in Eqns. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are the 4th-order fit
to the total mass, calculated using the eqn. 7 and Table 2 in (Smith et al., 2015). In the
same manner the parameters a1-a3 are obtained, while b is the solution of the 3th order
polynomial fit as illustrated in Figure 5 in (Smith et al., 2015).

So far, we have compared the rotation curves derived using Eqs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6
with the one obtained using the expressions in Kuijken & Gilmore (1989). In our study
both methods (e.g., Kuijken & Gilmore, 1989; Smith et al., 2015) give practically the
same results (see Figure 3.3) within a 5 kpc sphere around the Milky Way bulge, which is
enough to derive the kinematics in this region from test particle simulations. Due to the
complicated behavior of our gravitational potential models we decide to adopt the 3MN
models from Smith et al. (2015) in order to minimize the computing time in test particle
simulations (see §5).
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Figure 3.3: Rotation curve of the young-thick disk (left panel), old-thick disk (middle
panel), and the ISM (right panel). The rotation curve of the 3MN models (e.g., Smith
et al., 2015) is shown (cyan line), and the rotation curve of an exponential disk (black
dashed line) as derived from expressions in Appendix A of Kuijken & Gilmore (1989) is
shown. The black dashed horizontal lines shows the difference in velocity between both
methods, and the black solid line is referred to the zero level.

3.3.3 The stellar halo

The stellar halo is the least massive structure in our fiducial model, and its contribution to
the total mass of the model is assumed to be < 1%. We model the stellar halo as the sum
of homogeneous oblate spheroids, following the step-stair method introduced by Pichardo
et al. (2004) in order to construct an inhomogeneous oblate spheroid. The density profile
has the form given in eqn. 6 in Robin et al. (2014), which we repeat in Appendix A for
completeness. The potential and forces are calculated using the expressions in subsection
3.1.1 in Pichardo (2003) based in Schmidt (1956), which we repeat here for completeness

− ∂Φ

∂rgal
= −4πe−3(1− e2)1/2rgal

∫ β

0

ρsin2βdβ (3.7)

− ∂Φ

∂z
= −4πe−3(1− e2)1/2z

∫ β

0

ρtan2βdβ (3.8)

Φ = −4πe−1
√
1− e2

[∫ rp

0

ρaβda+ sin−1e

∫ rN

rp

ρada

]
(3.9)

where ρ is the constant density of the spheroid (e.g., Pichardo et al., 2003), sinβ = e if
r=(x,y,z) is internal to the inhomogeneous oblate spheroid, and rp is the effective boundary
radius of the spheroid, where the density is equal to zero, and N = 200 is number of
partitions of the spheroid (shells). If r=(x,y,z) is external point to rp, then the solution
to β is given by r2galsin

2β + z2tan2β = a2e2, and the right hand term in Eq. 3.9 is zero.
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3.3.4 The dark halo
We maintained the isothermal sphere employed by Robin et al. (2003), and their potential
is calculated using the functional form as in Appendix A of Caldwell & Ostriker (1981),
repeated here to guide to the reader:

ΦDM(rgal, zgal) = −CDM ×
[
1 + ln

(
1 + (R100/rdm)2

1 + ((r2gal + z2)1/2/rdm)2

)]
+

CDM ×
(
tan−1((r2gal + z2)1/2/rdm)

((r2gal + z2)1/2/rdm)

) (3.10)

where CDM is a constant in Galactic units, related to the physical parameters tabulated
in A, i.e., the core radius (rdm) and the local density, both of them fitted to the observed
rotation curve as described in subsection 2.2.1 in Bienaymé et al. (1987). In this work,
the dark matter halo is truncated at R100 = 100 kpc (e.g., Bienaymé et al., 1987, we keep
the original configuration of the dark matter halo truncation radius adopted in the BGM;
see).

3.4 Non-axisymmetric approach
In Pichardo et al. (2004) three different techniques to produce a three-dimensional Galac-
tic bar structure were introduced (the ellipsoidal model, the prolate model, and the model
of superposition of ellipsoids). These models consist in the sum of concentric homogeneous
prolate spheroids (a > b = c) and homogeneous ellipsoids (a > b > c) where the func-
tional expressions of the potential and force are analytically solved. To calculate the best
combination of homogeneous spheroids and homogeneous ellipsoids a step-stair function
is employed to approximate the density law of a given bar density (e.g., see Appendix A
in Pichardo et al., 2004). Figure 3.4 taken from Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 in Pichardo
(2003) illustrates an example of the arrangement of homogeneous prolate spheroids (bot-
tom panel) to construct a prolate bar (or inhomogeneous prolate spheroid) which ap-
proximate the density model of Freudenreich (1998). The same figure (top panel) shows
estimates of the density profile following a step-stair function, where each spheroidal shell
have a constant density within a relative variation along the semi-major axis of similar
spheroidal surface.

In order to construct a comprehensive orbital study of particles in the Milky Way
bulge, we choose to employ the model of superposition of ellipsoids of Pichardo et al.
(2004) well-suited to approximate the observed profile of the "boxy/peanut" bar of Robin
et al. (2012). We build our triaxial potential by adopting the model of the triaxial boxy
bar presented in Pichardo et al. (2004), we search for the new set of parameters {k1, k2, k3,
k4, k5, k6, k7, k8, θ1, θ2}={ 1.1409, 1.4702, 1.0962, 0.237, 0.9980, 1.3424, 1.1802, 0.2537,
0.7669, 0.2609 } that approximates our density law. To generate these parameters, we use
a similar procedure as described in (Appendix C; Pichardo et al., 2004), i.e., we generate
a fine mesh of radial directions, and find the distances to the orgin of the corresponding
points on the surfaces (e.g., Pichardo et al., 2004) of the ellipsoidal model (ρmodel(r)) and
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Figure 3.4: These figures have been taken in its original form from Pichardo (2003).
Top panel illustrates the step-stair function, where the density of each spheroidal surface
approximates the density model of Freudenreich (1998) as a function of the semi-major
axis (as). The bottom panel illustrates the superposition of concentric homogeneous
prolate spheroid, where a(r) is the surface of an arbitrary point inside the region of
superposition.
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the density profile (ρbar−BGM(r)) of Robin et al. (2012), and determining the goodness of
fit from a χ2 measure between both profiles, we obtain the set scaled ellipsoidal surfaces
that approximate of the surface in Robin et al. (2012).

For the Galactic potential we use the same codes developed in Pichardo (2003), which
we modified to match the required density law. The main mathematical forms of the
gravitational potential of this model are extensively described in Pichardo et al. (2004).
The main adopted observational structural parameters of the bar fitted to 2MASS dataset
in Robin et al. (2012), the scale lengths are: a = 1.46 kpc, b = 0.49 kpc, c = 0.39 kpc, and
the exponents C|| = 3.007, and C⊥ = 3.329. They point out that the main parameters
of the bar are statistically better fitted with a angle orientation of the bar respect to
the Sun-Galactic center line of ∼ 13◦, with a mass of about 0.63 × 1010 M". However,
these last values (angle orientation and mass), seems in disagreement with the dynamical
approach in the present study. The pattern speed of the bar, the new mass estimation
and angle orientation will be extensively analysed in §5.

3.5 The overall rotation profile
Figure 3.5 display the resulting overall rotation profile as predicted by our Milky Way
model obtained by averaging the azimuthal radial force within the plane (〈∇Φ(x,y, z = 0,φ)〉)
along rgal(x,y, z = 0) as defined in Eq. 3.11, i.e., for a given galactocentric radius (rgal)
we compute the mean azimuthal radial force in a non-inertial reference frame to generates
the overall rotation profile compatible with that obtained by Sofue (2015).

V 2
c = −rgal(x,y, z = 0) · 〈∇Φ(x, y, z = 0,φ)〉 (3.11)

The mean rotation profile is scaled to the composite data (terminal velocity measure-
ment of CO and HI gas) from Sofue (2015), which gives a circular rotation speed of 244.5
km −1 at an assumed Galactocentric distance of the Sun in 8 kpc. Note that the rotation
profile is fitted beyond 4.5 kpc from the Galactic centre, and internal measurements from
the Sofue (2015) dataset were excluded, i.e., we do not consider any fit in the inner regions
(pink shadow region in Figure 3.5), for the following reasons:

1.) Stellar orbits and/or particle simulations (see §4, §5, §6, §7) in the inner regions
of the Milky Way do not draw perfect circular motion given the complex geometry
of the gravitational potential in these regions, or at least stellar circular motion
seems to be quite implausible. In other words, the observations does not provide
proof/detection for such orbital configurations.

2.) Chemin et al. (2015) claim that the Galactic velocity profile is very likely flawed and
does not represent the true Galactic rotation profile for inner galactocentric radius.

3.6 Setting the local dynamic self-consistency
In the previous sections, the axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric approaches employed
to assemble the entire gravitational potential model was briefly introduced. The rotation
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Figure 3.5: The overall rotation profile as predicted in this thesis. We determine the
rotation profile as Eq. 3.11, where ∇Φ(x, y, z = 0,φ) is the azimuthal average of the
radial force. The inferred rotation profile does not take into account the super massive
black hole and the central mass as described in the text. For comparison, the red and blue
dashed lines show the rotation curve as inferred for the stellar disk plus ISM and the dark
matter halo, respectively. The green line shows the rotation profile of the stellar halo,
and the gray symbols show the inferred rotation profile (rgal > 4.5 kpc) from observations
from the compilation of Sofue (2015). The overall rotation profile is slightly different
from previous versions of the Besançon Galaxy model. In other words, our model has
been built to take into account the contribution of the "boxy/peanut" bar towards the
inner regions of the Milky Way. It is important to note that the Gravitational potential
in the inner region can be relatively uncertain.
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Table 3.1: Variation of ratio of scale-height to scale-length (ε) for six stellar components
of the thin disk, and variations of the core radius and local mass density of the dark
matter component as function of the bar angle orientation.

Sub-population Age (Gyr) ∼ 13◦ 20◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦

1 0-0.15 0.01400 0.01400 0.01400 0.01400 0.01400
2 0.15-1 0.02245 0.02109 0.01850 0.01542 0.01218
3 1-2 0.03338 0.03150 0.02788 0.02351 0.01883
4 2-3 0.04331 0.04100 0.03653 0.03107 0.02516
5 3-5 0.05527 0.05248 0.04704 0.04036 0.03303
6 5-7 0.06865 0.06534 0.05889 0.05092 0.04209
7 7-10 0.08865 0.08462 0.07672 0.06691 0.05595
- rdm (kpc) 1.298 1.147 1.006 0.892 0.769
- ρ0(M"/pc−3) 0.5174 0.6543 0.8439 1.070 1.419

profile generated by the model is reasonably compatible with the observed rotation profile
as inferred from CO and HI gas, see §3.5. The next step is to implement and evaluate
the non-axisymmetric approach within the "dynamical self-consistency" introduced by
Bienaymé et al. (1987), aims to impose constraints upon the main parameters of the thin
disk and the dark matter component. The classical scheme of dynamical self-consistency
has been preserved in all versions of the Besançon synthetic model (e.g., Robin et al.,
2003, 2014; Czekaj et al., 2014), in this work, we also keep this approach. It is important
to note that the axisymmetric model is "locally" self-consistent but is not guaranteed
to be "globally" self-consistent. The effects of the bar in connection with the dynamical
self-consistency approach will be analysed.

It is important to note that the key point of the Besançon synthetic model to generate
the mass density distributions of each component (particularly the thin disk and dark halo)
is based on the so-called "dynamical self-consistency" employed in Bienaymé et al. (1987).
The method consists in adjusting the axis ratios of each of the thin disk subcomponent,
assumed isothermal because it corresponds to a given age, using an age−vertical velocity
dispersion (σw) at the Solar position, and the Galactic potential, through the Boltzmann
equation (Bienaymé et al., 1987). The potential is computed from the Poisson equation.
We iterate the process until convergence. We start up with a first guess of the gravitational
potential which is dynamically adjusted to the observed rotation profile, searching for the
best set of parameters, i.e., the axis ratios (ε) of the thin disk, the core radius and local
mass density distribution of the dark matter structure, in order to produce a reasonable
potential model able to match the rotation profile on the Galactic plane. Thus, the
main contribution of this work has been to add non-axisymmetries to the gravitational
potential of the Besançon Galaxy model, in order to derive the kinematics of the bulge
in presence of a boxy/peanut bar. In the §5, we will further interpret and show the
dynamical constraints of the bar, and the 3D kinematics maps of the model. It allows us
to determine the velocity field consistenly with the Galactic potential.

In the following, results are given for the axis ratios of the thin disk and the main
parameters of the dark matter for the non-axisymmetric potential. Table 3.1 lists the
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derived values for the axis ratios and for the dark matter parameters derived from the
Boltzmann plus Poisson approach, corresponding to five values of the bar orientation in
steps of ∼ 10◦, starting from the present-day bar orientation (e.g., Robin et al., 2012).
Note that small variations are found in the parameters as function of the angle orientation,
producing small variations (<5 %) in the resulting gravitational potential beyond 4.5 kpc
from the Galactic centre. The axis ratio of the younger population of the thin disk is
fixed to 0.01399 following Robin et al. (2003), because it is too young to be a relaxed
population.

Figure 3.6 shows the vertical force at 1.1 kpc as function of the Galactocentric radius
built up with observational data (∼16,269 G-type dwarfs from SEGUE) described in Bovy
& Rix (2013) compared with the predicted vertical force from our models. Small values
of angles (<30◦) are in perfect agreement with the range of values found by Bovy & Rix
(2013). These results allow us to be slightly more confident of the quantities predicted
by our Milky Way model, for at least, an acceptable range of Galactocentric radii. We
see that the impact of changing the orientation of the Galactic bar give practically the
same results for angles less than 30◦ and in all cases the shift is much higher than the
observational uncertainties. It is important to note that even when Bovy & Rix (2013)
fit an exponential function to the data, our model predicts a trend slightly different, and
similar predictions have also been observed with other set of Galactic models (see figure
7 in Pouliasis et al., 2017).

Figure 3.7 shows the rotation velocity profiles for three assumed bar mass models,
0.63×1010 M", 1.1×1010 M", and 1.6×1010 M". These are the respective mass that are
entirely transferred from the the spherically symmetric component to the bar structure
(see §4). The resulting rotation velocity profiles give practically the same results and
shapes beyond 4.5 kpc, while that in the inner regions the peaks are very sensitive to the
mass of the model. Clearly the "inner rotation profile" produced by the bar is far to fit
the observed data which remain uncertain to date (see review by Chemin et al., 2015).

Figure 3.8 shows the vertical force at 1.1 kpc produced by our bar model when three
values of mass for the Galactic bar are used §5. Within the errors, the vertical force
produces practically the same results beyond 5 kpc from the bulge regions, which is
consistent with measurements from SEGUE G dwarf stars (Bovy & Rix, 2013). Figure 3.9
display the significative variations of the vertical force in the region of inner galactocentric
radius as a function of the strength of the Galactic bar.

3.7 The GravPot16 package
As a by product of this work, I provide the GravPot16 package to the community by
running it on a public server at https://fernandez-trincado.github.io/GravPot16/
pages/simulator.html.

The acronym GravPot16 means: The Gravitational Potential of the Milky Way ver-
sion 2016. It performs a variety of dynamical analysis in the Milky Way, including orbit
integration.

The GravPot16 package has also been widely used in the literature since 2016 for orbit
computations (see Fernández-Trincado et al., 2014, 2015a, 2016a, Anders. F in prepara-
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Figure 3.6: The vertical force at 1.1 kpc as function of the Galactocentric radius as
measured by SEGUE G dwarf (grey dots) by Bovy & Rix (2013) compared with five toy
models with increasing angle of orientation of the Galactic bar.
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Figure 3.7: Rotation velocity profile for three models with different bar mass (Non-
axisymmetric model) and different mass for the spherically symmetric component (Ax-
isymmetric model): 0.63× 1010 M" (panel a), 1.1× 1010 M" (panel b), and 1.6× 1010 M"
(panel c). Grey symbols to guide the eye based on the observations of HI and CO from
Sofue (2015).

tion, Fernández-Trincado et al. 2017, submitted). It is also used to set the kinematics
of the Besançon synthetic model from 3D test particle simulations, and to constraint the
physical parameters of the Galactic bar (see §5).

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as conference proceedings at
"Potential of the Galaxy from the Besançon galaxy model including non-axisymmetric
components: Preliminary results" (Fernández-Trincado et al., 2014); "Mapping the inner
stellar halo of the Milky Way from 2MASS and SDSS-III/APOGEE survey" (Fernández-
Trincado et al., 2015a). The whole model, will be presented in a forthcoming paper as
"The Besançon Galaxy model for Galactic dynamics: I. A new approach of the stellar
population synthesis model for orbit computations" (Fernández-Trincado et al., in prepa-
ration).

3.8 Assemble the Milky Way gravitational potential
models

Through this thesis we chose the following ensemble of potentials to describe the dynam-
ical properties of the Milky Way:

1.) Model 1: We assume an axisymmetric Galactic model to be made up of the su-
perposion of seven disk components (where the potential has been built from ho-
mogeneous oblate spheroids), two thick disk components (Eqns. 3.4 and 3.5), the
potential associated to the interstellar matter (Eqn. 3.6), the stellar halo contri-
bution (Eqns. 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9), a spherically symmetric potential to model the
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Figure 3.8: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 3.6 compared to
three revised ranges of mass of the Galactic bar.
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Figure 3.9: This Figure is similar to Figure 3.8 compared to three revised ranges of mass
of the Galactic bar, but showing the trends of the vertical force at 1.1 kpc in the inner
Milky Way.
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Galactic bulge (given by Eqn. 3.3), surrounded by a component of dark matter
(Eqn. 3.10).

2.) Model 2: We assume a non-axisymmetric Galactic model to be made up of the
Galactic components of the Model 1, but now the spherically symmetric bulge po-
tential is replaced by a "boxy/peanut" potential model as described in section 3.4.

To the best of our knowledge, the dynamical effects of a boxy bar has not been
considered before in the Besançon stellar populations synthesis model. Thus, in next
chapters we have implemented the above mentioned GravPot16 model to compute stellar
orbits (applications of the model) and test particles simulations to study the effects of the
boxy bar in the structure of the inner Milky Way.
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Chapter 4

Test particle simulations: Initial
conditions

This chapter describes the construction of controlled massless particles through a fixed
Milky Way potential and their response after that a bar structure is created. In connection
with the results presented in the next sections (see §5), we aim to establish constraints of
the important dynamical parameters of the Galactic bar, i.e., its pattern speed, mass, and
angle orientation. In general, the number of particles in our simulations are sufficient for
reliable values of the mean and the velocity dispersion toward the bulge fields. Here we
present some kinematics behaviour beyond of bulge region.

The gravitational potential that we use to represent the Milky Way model is composed
of different mass components developed in §3 which is a sum of the potentials belonging to
seven thin disks components, two thick disks components, the interstellar matter (ISM), a
Hernquist stellar halo, surrounded by a dark matter halo component truncated at 100 kpc.
Also a spherically symmetric potential of the form Miyamoto is employed to progressively
creates a bar structure in the inner regions of the Milky Way model, allows us to obtain a
smooth distribution of particles and stays stable afterwards.

4.1 What has been called the "bar structure" in the
Besançon Galaxy model?

Before we describe our approach to studying the kinematics of particles simulations in
the bulge, it is important to understand what means the so-called bar structure in the
Besançon synthetic model. As already mentioned, the bar component suggested by Robin
et al. (2012) is a dominant structure in the inner Milky Way mapped from photometry in
J and Ks bands from the 2MASS dataset, adopting a density law similar to that of Picaud
& Robin (2004). Adopting a Monte Carlo approach, the authors were able to measure
a boxy/peanut distribution in the Milky Way bulge, finding a boxy/peanut morphology
similar to that of measures from the VVV survey (see Wegg & Gerhard, 2013), and the
WISE survey (see Ness & Lang, 2016). However, the origin and nature of this structure
is still to be understood, and its existence is still under debate (see Lee et al., 2015;
Joo et al., 2017, for an alternative interpretation based on multiple stellar populations).
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Besides,it is important to note, that in Robin et al. (2012) a single burst population of
age ∼8 Gyr has been favoured to represent the stellar population of a boxy/peanut bar in
the current picture of the Besançon synthetic model (e.g., Robin et al., 2014). However,
in the same work, Robin et al. (2012) cautioned the reader about complementary data to
achieve a proper estimation of the age range in the bulge.

Several groups in the past claimed that the bulge is mainly old (Zoccali et al., 2003;
Clarkson et al., 2008; Schultheis et al., 2017), however, there are a few studies that provide
evidence that at least some stars in the bulge are young (as young as 5 Gyr) (e.g., Bensby
et al., 2011; Clarkson et al., 2011; Bensby et al., 2013; Gesicki et al., 2016; Schultheis et al.,
2017). Haywood et al. (e.g., 2016), provided a best fitting of the CMD in the SWEEPS
field, and claimed that there is no evidence that the bulge is exclusively old, it leads to
the interpretation of a bulge formed through dynamical instabilities in the disk (see also
Gesicki et al., 2016). Assuming this hypothesis is correct, we examine the kinematics
prediction of kinematically cold and warmer stellar disks acting simultaneously, induced
mainly by a steady-state boxy bar potential model, in order to place constraints on the
physical parameters of the bar. This procedure is shown in next sections.

4.2 Generating the spatial distribution of particles
In the following we explore eight different types of initial conditions for our simulations,
designed to mimic the typical density distribution of five thin disk populations (Robin
et al., 2003), two thick disk populations and an initially "oblate" distribution of particles
assumed to follow a Hernquist stellar halo (Robin et al., 2014), all of them correspond-
ing to the potentials described in §3. We emphasize that these components are part of
global Galaxy model chosen in Robin et al. (2003, 2014) to characterise the stellar disk
and the stellar halo of the Milky Way from the population synthesis approach (Crézé &
Robin, 1983) of the Besançon synthetic model. As was pointed out by Romero-Gómez
et al. (2015), the fact that the parameters of the Galactic components defining the initial
conditions are the same facilitates the relaxation of the particles.

Both, disks and stellar halo are represented by Ntotal ∼ 106 particles respectively.
Notice that each particle system generates low resolution realizations, where the density
is ∼ 1000 to 3000 particles in boxes of 100 pc wide in Cartesian coordinates. This is
sufficient for our general purposes but for the moment they are not sufficient enough (<
3000 particles per kpc3) in the solar ring (∼ 8 kpc) to study the imprints of the Galactic
bar on velocity distribution beyond the bulge regions (this is the matter of a future work
where we expect to improve the resolution). Important considerations carried out in this
study are:

1) The two younger stellar disks component of the Besançon synthetic model, with
stellar ages ranging from less than 1 Gyr, were excluded in our test particle simu-
lations. Assuming an isothermal state and/or achieve relaxation in the system for
a youngest population is still uncertain, and a resulting system of particles associ-
ated with this population could lead to transient effects due to the bar, producing
unreliable results.
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2) We set initial conditions for five cold thin disk populations, with stellar ages ranging
from 1 Gyr up to ∼ 10 Gyr. Hence, in the nomenclature of Robin et al. (2003),
our kinematically cold disk components are classified as: Pop 3 (populations with
ages between 1 Gyr up to 2 Gyr), Pop 4 (populations with ages between 2 Gyr
up to 3 Gyr), Pop 5 (populations with ages between 3 Gyr up to 5 Gyr), Pop 6
(populations with ages between 5 Gyr up to 7 Gyr), Pop 7 (populations with ages
between 7 Gyr up to 10 Gyr), and the two warmer thick disk components with ages
according Robin et al. (2014), i.e., Pop 8 (population with ages ∼ 10 Gyr) and Pop
11 (population with ages ∼ 12 Gyr).

3) We also explore the results of an initially "non-rotating" Hernquist stellar halo.

To generate the initial spatial distribution of particles, we employ the Von Neumann
accept/reject technique (Press et al., 1992) to make discrete realizations of the density
profiles of the thin-, thick- disk and stellar halo presented in Robin et al. (2003, 2014). For
instance, Pop 8, assigned to be a warmer thick disk, follows exactly the spatial distribution
according to a density profile of the form ∼ sech2( |Z−Z!|

2hZ
)× exp(−R−R!

hR
) (see e.g., Robin

et al., 2014). Other Galactic components (Pop 3, Pop 4, Pop 5, Pop 6, Pop 7, Pop
9, Pop 11) are setup by following the density profiles presented in Appendix A. Figure
4.1 illustrates the initial (t = 0 Gyr) spatial distribution of the particles in the X - Z
projection. The plot shows the different scale lengths that initialize the distribution of
each stellar component.

4.3 Initializing the particle velocities
Finally, here we initialize the particle velocities to the positions generated above. The
Besançon Galaxy model is well-suited for this purpose. The basic idea is that the Besançon
Galaxy model computes a first guess of velocities (U, V,W ) time-independent for each
stellar population observationally restricted (e.g., Bienaymé et al., 1987; Robin et al.,
2003). It is important to note that our initial conditions are based on locally self-consistent
recipes, but not fully self-consistent globally, and will thus be slightly relaxed before
turning on the non-axisymmetric potential. The exact procedure used in this work to set
up the initial velocity vectors is the following:

1.) The age-velocity vertical dispersion relation (σW ).

2.) The tangential velocity dispersion, σV , and the radial velocity dispersion, σU both
are defined relatively to σW by the ratios σU/σV and σU/σW , taken into account
the variations of the asymmetric drift (Vad) at the Galactocentric positions (rgal, Z),
and vertical dispersion gradient (dσU

dR ), as pointed out in Robin et al. (2003). Where
Vad has been computed as: Vad =

σ2
U

2VLSR
{R

ρ
dρ
dR + 2× R

σU

dσU
dR + (1− σ2

V

σ2
U
) + (1− σ2

W

σ2
U
)}

where dρ
dR is the density gradient (see Robin et al., 2003).

Through this thesis the velocity dispersions (σU , σV , σW ) are defined at the Solar po-
sitions, while the galactocentric velocity dispersions (σR, σφ, σZ) are given in a cylindrical
reference frame with center in the Milky Way.
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Pop 9 (stellar halo) 
Pop 11 (old thick disk) 

Pop 8 (young thick disk) 
Pop 7 (thin disk) 
Pop 6 (thin disk) 
Pop 5 (thin disk) 

Pop 4 (thin disk) 
Pop 3 (thin disk) 

Figure 4.1: X-Z projection illustrating the initial spatial distribution of the particles.
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It is important also to note that we make use of Vad as a function of distance from the
Galactic plane, as recently has been proposed from the Stäckel approximation introduced
by Bienaymé et al. (2015).

In this thesis we have chosen to use the age-velocity dispersion relations as derived from
the Hipparcos and RAVE datasets, as listed in Table 4.1. These velocity dispersions were
obtained following the method described in Robin et al. (2017) using a MCMC method
to fit the kinematics of each population, but using only RAVE data as a preliminary
study. These values are not published because supersided by the new analysis using
RAVE plus TGAS data. Then, for each particle drawn in Figure 4.1, we apply velocities
(U, V,W ) from the kinematics predicted by the Besançon synthetic model, computed from
the expression in Eqn. 4.1 and Enq. 4.2,

σz(rgal) = σpop
z × exp−(R−R!)× dσZ

dR (4.1)

σplane = σpop
plane × exp−(R−R!)×

dσplane
dR (4.2)

where R" = 8000 pc (the Solar radius), σpop
z is the vertical velocity dispersion, and

σplane = σU = σV the components of velocity dispersions (U, V ) at the Solar position, as
listed in Table 4.1, with dσZ

dR and dσplane

dR the radial gradients of the velocity components
(U, V,W ), assumed in the Besançon synthetic model (axisymmetric model) to be equal
to −0.1 × 10−03 km s−1 pc−1, and R = rgal if R > 2 kpc, otherwise R = 2 kpc. In this
work, we provide new predictions for dσZ

dR and its response to a "boxy/peanut" bar, while
the adopted value of dσplane

dR in the Besançon synthetic model gives practically the same
results (see results below).

It is important to note that the kinematics of the Besançon synthetic model (Bien-
aymé et al., 1987; Robin et al., 2003, 2012, 2014; Bienaymé et al., 2015) is based on
several assumptions and approximations, observationally constrained. However, we must
emphasise that the kinematical model in the inner regions is still very uncertain in all
the versions of the BGM, and sometimes is arbitrarily taken from scaled Milky Way-like
N-body models from Fux (1999); Debattista et al. (2005), which do not follow the mass
density distribution and gravitational potential of the BGM itself. Having said that, we
emphasise that this thesis provides for the first time, a consistent way to predict the kine-
matics of the whole Galaxy, where the velocity field information is inherited according
from the density and gravitational potential of the Besançon Galaxy model.

4.4 Adding the bar potential to the system

First, we now design control simulations with the gravitational potential model described
in §3. The starting point consists in integrating the initial conditions forward in time in
the axisymmetric case, Model 1 as described in §3. The particles evolve in an axisym-
metric potential during a period of time long enough (5 Gyr) to ensure that the particle
system is relaxed within that potential. Once the system has been relaxed the bar is
introduced slowly to the potential in order to avoid transient structures. We employ the
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Figure 4.2: Adiabatic growth of the boxy bar (see text).
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Table 4.1: Velocity dispersions (σU , σV , σW ) as derived from the RAVE-Tycho dataset.
Population σU σV σW ε

Gyr km s−1 km s−1 km s−1

(0 - 0.15) 11.993 8.515 5.757 0.01400
(0.15-1) 15.969 11.338 7.665 0.02109
(1-2) 21.462 15.238 10.302 0.03150
(2-3) 26.133 18.555 12.544 0.04100
(3-5) 31.881 22.636 15.303 0.05248
(5-7) 38.223 27.139 18.347 0.06534
(7-10) 44.909 31.885 21.556 0.08462
(10) 50.000 35.000 25.000 -

(stellar halo) 131.000 106.000 85.000 -
(12) 61.590 49.272 40.033 -

same technique widely used in the literature to grow adiabatically the bar into the simula-
tions (see Monari et al., 2013; Romero-Gómez et al., 2015; Martinez-Medina et al., 2016).
In our case it consists in transferring mass from the central mass (spherically symmetric
bulge) to the bar structure progressively during a time (0 < t < tgrowth ). We arbitrarily
take the value tgrowth = 2 Gyr long enough to avoid transient effects, afterwards the bar
is stably involved with the background potential. Then, in a similar way as described
in (Romero-Gómez et al., 2015), when t = tgrowth we have an entire bulge dominated
by a boxy/bar potential in the inner Milky Way, with physical parameters that will be
constrained later. Once the "boxy/bar" potential stays stable in the system, we integrate
the particles in the potential during another 3 Gyr (tadd), to reach a state of statistical
equilibrium (e.g., Romero-Gómez et al., 2015). The mathematical expression employed
to grow adiabatically the bar in our system, is the same as described in Dehnen (2000),
which we repeat here as

Mbar = MCM

(
3

16
ζ5 − 5

8
ζ3 +

15

16
ζ +

1

2

)
; ζ ≡ 2

t

tgrowth
− 1 (4.3)

where MCM is the mass of the central mass, and Mbar is the mass of the boxy/peanut
bar. Figure 4.2 illustrates the process of mass transfer between the central mass to the
Galactic bar. An animated illustration of the adiabatic growth of the bar in our model can
be found at the official website of the GravPot16 model (https://fernandez-trincado.
github.io/GravPot16/).

Secondly, the integration of the motion equations is done with the Runge-Kutta algo-
rithm of seventh-eight order of Fehlberg (1968). This integrator uses a constant stepsize
that is set at the initial condition, and produces a relative error smaller, i.e., Jacobi’s
integral is conserved within a relative variation of ∼10−11. It is important to note that
the results presented in this thesis consider only the "last stages" in Milky Way evolution,
i.e., this last stages is thought-out to be affected by non stationay processes as has been
pointed out by Antoja (2010).
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4.5 Velocity dispersions and azimuthal velocities

In this section, we compare different states of the particle system before and after the
adiabatic growth of the Galactic bar within the potential. Figure 4.4 shows the mean
azimuthal velocity (Vφ) as a function of Galactocentric distance (rgal) for the initial con-
ditions (IC, t = 0 Gyr), and for the final positions of the set of particles after 5 Gyr
(labeled as Axi) forward integration in an axisymmetric potential, and for the last stages
(tgrowth+ tadd = 5 Gyr) of the particle system in statistical equilibrium with the final non-
axisymmetric potential model. It is important to note that because of the asymmetric
drift, this is not a "rotation curve".

From the final result of the simulations in the non-axisymmetric potential, we have
chosen arbitrarily ten azimuthal angles or bands with orientations of 10±8 degree, 20±8
degree, 40±8 degree, 60±8 degree, 80±8 degree, add the particles in the symmetric bands
190±8 degree, 200±8 degree, 220±8 degree, 240±8 degree, 260±8 degree, with respect
of the major semiaxis of the Galactic bar, and the Galactocentric radius in bins of 0.6
kpc. These bands are illustrated in Figure 4.3. As expected, beyond the bulge regions,
the predicted azimuthal velocity from the axisymmetic and non-axisymmetric potential
(see Figure 4.4) follow similar behaviour to the initial conditions, and differs notably in
the inner Galaxy, we can also see how the inner peak disappears leading to the smooth
azimuthal velocity, except for the component of the stellar halo and the warmer disk at
larger rgal.

In the case of the axisymmetric model (black line), the Galactic bulge is a spherically
symmetric distribution of mass of the form Miyamoto & Nagai (1975) as already men-
tioned with a core radius with dimension similar to the major semiaxis of the bar. Given
the symmetry of a fully axisymmetric potential model, one would expect to find a Galac-
tic bulge marginally dominated by very eccentric orbits, while several resonant family of
orbits appear due to the bar, thus changing the phase-space of the initially symmetric
particle system, as can be seen from the trends in differents bands associated with the
differents orientation of the bar translate also as the relative strength of the bar through
azimuthal angle variations. In other words, perturbations due to the bar can oust parti-
cles where they migrate to the disk, halo and/or rearrange particles in the bar itself. This
is clear and particularly interesting that the bar induces more easily kinematic features
to particle systems kinematically warmer, as can be seen in Pop 8 (young thick disk),
Pop 11 (old thick disk) and Pop 9 (stellar halo). In particular the bar produces signifi-
cant kinematic variations notably in hotter populations, as can seen in the Pop 9 (stellar
halo), i.e., the initial conditions and the axisymmetric approach keep consistent results, a
stellar halo initially non-rotating stays in the same state and statistically in equilibrium
after 5 Gyr forward integration. The initially non-rotating stellar halo tends to form a
"transient halo" as a consequence of the presence of the Galactic bar, with particles in
"prograde" motion towards the inner Galaxy, and in "retrograde" motions beyond of the
bulge regions. This is not surprising at all, because, from the observational point of view,
some claims has been made in the literature, for instance, Carollo et al. (2007) found that
the inner stellar halo exhibit a small (or zero) prograde rotation towards the inner Milky
Way. In §5 and §6 we will analyze the noticeable influence of the Galactic bar on the
structure and kinematics of the disk and stellar halo.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the particles bands analyzed in this work as a function of
the azimuthal angle (see text). As example, the grey lines represents to the logarithmic
surface density contours of the disk particle (Pop 3) as seen face-on in the non-inertial
reference frame where the bar is at rest.
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Figure 4.4: Radial distribution of the mean azimuthal velocity Vφ as a function of Galac-
tocentric distance (rgal at relatively smaller heights from the plane (|Z| < 0.3 kpc). The
black dashed line refers to the initial conditions (t = 0 Gyr), the black line is the resulting
Vφ from the axisymmetric model after 5 Gyr forward integration, and the colored lines
are the resulting Vφ along different azimuthal angles labeled here as αbar, and after 5 Gyr
forward integration in the non-axisymmetric potentital which includes a boxy/peanut bar
(see text).
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Figure 4.5 shows how the radial velocity dispersion (σR) and vertical velocity disper-
sion (σZ) respond to the Galactic bar, along of rgal and different bar orientations. We see
a similar trend between the axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric models at large Galac-
tocentric radii, i.e., the velocity dispersions decays exponentially with rgal. However in
the bulge regions, σR and σZ , increase in the axisymmetric case, while decrease when
the Galactic bar is added. The results of these simulations are very similar to that of
the initial conditions near the solar position, with similar trend for the imposed radial
velocity dispersion at the beginning and the resultanting (σR).

Concerning to σZ , we find that the vertical velocity dispersion in the current version of
the BGM could be not properly a good representation of the imposed density laws, here
the need to invoke test particle simulations, where a steady-state gravitational potential
is capable to predicts the properties of the phase-space under perturbations (produced by
the so-called bar). For the stellar halo, a process of radial migration of particles is triggered
becoming apparent in the formation of transient components in the inner Galaxy. It will
be discussed in §6. We note that our initial conditions are not perfectly self-consistent on
a global scale, this can immediately be seen from the fact that the mean velocities and
velocity dispersions evolve in the axisymmetric case in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. For our
initial stellar velocities of the stellar halo, this has not been thought through in depth,
and there is thus no reason for this stellar halo to be in true equilibrium. In general,
our idealised initial conditions turns out to be pretty much stable for the time-scales over
which we integrated it, but this does not mean it is truly in equilibrium. With our method,
we find that the initial conditions are not perfect and not fully self-consistent globally.
Although it is out of the scope of the present study to making the axisymmetric Besançon
Galaxy model fully self-consistent, we do not exclude the use of these techniques in the
near future.

4.6 Predicted Vertical velocity dispersion

Here, we provide predictions of the vertical velocity dispersions (σZ) for each disk compo-
nent, when a boxy/peanut bar is added to the Milky Way model (see text above), and we
give the best set of parameters that should be used to set the kinematics of the Besançon
Galaxy model.

Figure 4.5 shows clearly that the stellar halo is significantly sensitive to the Galactic
bar, and the smooth kinematic trends in the axisymmetric model disappears in the non-
axisymmetric model, as a consequence of the bar. Some tests using additional integration
time (+2 Gyr, +3 Gyr) discard the possibility that the particle system does not remain
stable, i.e., an increment of the integration time gives practically the same results. We
will employ in the near future the results from particle simulations to set the kinematics
(using the mean and dispersion of the particle velocities in smaller boxes) of this Galactic
component within the Besançon Galaxy model.

Figure 4.6 in the same fashion as Figure 4.5 shows the final fits to Eqn. 4.4 and Eqn.
4.5, where σ"

z , σ"
R ,

dσZ
dR , and dσR

dR now are free parameters. In Table 4.2 we list the best
values of these parameters. Each data point and error bar in Figure 4.6 is referred to
〈σZ〉 ± σ and 〈σR〉 ± σ per radial bins (see text above), from the distributions in the
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Figure 4.5: Top panel (first and second row): Radial velocity dispersion (σR) as a function
of Galactocentric distance (rgal) with the same lines as in Figure 4.4. Bottom panel (third
and fourth row): Vertical velocity dispersion (σZ).
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non-axisymmetric model as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Note that the predictions (values listed in Table 4.2) are comparable to observations at

the Solar positions for σ"
z as listed in Table 4.1. However, we find some discrepancy (∼7

km s−1) for the particles belonging to the thick disk components (Pop 8 and Pop 11). We
run tests with different values of the integration time (+0.5 Gyr, +1 Gyr, +1.5 Gyr, +2.0
Gyr, +2.5 Gyr) to verify that our results are not affected by possible system instabilities.
Figure 4.7 shows that the particles stay stable after this test, and gives practically the
same results as shown in bottom panels in Figure 4.6. This suggests that the particles in
the disks stay stable with the background potential.

We ran additional tests for the particles in the thick disk components. We changed the
initial conditions to new measurements from the TGAS-RAVE datasets by Robin et al.
(2017)1 The results are illustrated in Figure 4.8. We do not find agreements between
observations and models for the thick disk, these values are significantly deviated (∼24
km s−1) for the old thick disk (Pop 11) when the TGAS-RAVE datasets is considered, and
(∼5-7 km s−1) for the young thick disk (Pop 8) for the combination Hipparcos-RAVE and
TGAS-RAVE, and (∼7 km s−1) old thick (Pop 8) disk for the Hipparcos-RAVE datasets.
However, note that these differences are comparable to the illustrated error bars at the
Solar position. Conclusion: These additional tests allow us to be slightly more confident
on the stability of the system and to know the range of uncertainties of our predictions.

σz(rgal) = σ"
z × exp

−(rgal−R!)× dσZ
drgal (4.4)

σR(rgal) = σ"
R × exp

−(rgal−R!)× dσR
drgal (4.5)

where R" = 8000 pc is the Solar position.

Table 4.2: Velocity dispersions as derived from test particle simulations.
Population σ"

R
dσR
dR σ"

Z
dσZ
dR

Pop km s−1 km s−1 pc−1 km s−1 km s−1 pc−1

3 21.88 -0.000110 10.76 -0.000253
4 25.84 -0.000111 13.48 -0.000231
5 32.23 -0.000098 15.84 -0.000257
6 37.86 -0.000112 18.88 -0.000251
7 44.53 -0.000107 22.11 -0.000254
8 49.25 -0.000087 19.13 -0.000239
11 66.29 -0.000062 33.14 -0.000241

1During the preparation of this thesis book, Robin et al. derived new values for σU , σV , and σW

at the Solar positions from the TGAS-RAVE datasets. Those values are very similar to the ones used
in this work for the thin disk components, while significant variations were found for the thick disk:
σpop−8
U = 40.01 km s−1, σpop−8

V = 31.86 km s−1, and σpop−8
W = 27.9 km s−1, and σpop−11

U = 75.6 km s−1,
σpop−11
V = 55.40 km s−1, σpop−11

W = 66.4 km s−1. The results for the TGAS-RAVE dataset are shown in
Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Top panel (first and second row): Radial velocity dispersion (σR) as a function
of Galactocentric distance (rgal). Bottom panel (third and fourth row): Vertical velocity
dispersion (σZ). The red lines indicate the best-fit velocity dispersion (see text). The error
bars indicate the standard deviations obtained by combining the trends among different
azimuthal angles (see Figure 4.3).
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Table 4.3: Velocity dispersions as derived from test particle simulations.
Population σU σV σZ σ"

R
dσR
dR σ"

Z
dσZ
dR

Pop km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 pc−1 km s−1 km s−1 pc−1

( 1 - 2 ) Gyr 21.462 15.238 10.302 21.88 -0.000110 10.76 -0.000253
( 2 - 3 ) Gyr 26.133 18.555 12.544 25.84 -0.000111 13.48 -0.000231
( 3 - 5 ) Gyr 31.881 22.636 15.303 32.23 -0.000098 15.84 -0.000257
( 5 - 7 ) Gyr 38.223 27.139 18.347 37.86 -0.000112 18.88 -0.000251
( 7 - 10 ) Gyr 44.909 31.885 21.556 44.53 -0.000107 22.11 -0.000254
( 10 ) Gyr 50.000 35.000 25.000 49.25 -0.000087 19.13 -0.000239
( 12 ) Gyr 61.590 49.272 40.033 66.29 -0.000062 33.14 -0.000241

Figure 4.7: This plot represents the same measurements as in Figure 4.6, but now in-
creasing by 2 Gyr the time of integration in the non-axisymmetric potential.
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Figure 4.8: This plot represents results for the particles in the thick disk components,
adopting initial conditions from new measurements based on the TGAS+RAVE datasets
(Robin et al., 2017).

Anticipating the results presented in §4.9, all our analysis above has been presented
employing a non-axisymmetric potential that includes a "boxy/peanut" bar with the
following physical parameters: bar pattern speed of 35 km s−1 kpc−1, bar angle orientation
of ∼ 20◦, and bar mass of ∼ 1.2× 1010 M" as listed in Model 22 listed in Table 5.1. This
is seen that these parameters produces smaller values of χ2 than others, however, a visual
examination indicates that Model 36 listed in the same table produces also a best-fitting
model, with the following bar parameters, Ωbar = 55 km s−1 kpc−1, mass of 1.6×1010 M",
and αbar = 20◦ (see §5). We also run tests with these values to examinate the sensitivity
of the results when the main bar parameters change. The results are presented in Figure
4.9. This figure shows similar measurements as in Figure 4.6, but now adopting the
Model 36 as presented in Table 5.1. As can been seen, the vertical and radial velocity
dispersion gives practically the same results at the Solar position, however, towards the
Galactic centre larger values appears as a consequence of the strength of the Galactic
bar as expected. In other word, a massive bar induces higher velocity dispersion that a
less massive one, but beyond this region similar kinematics behaviour is observed to our
previous results. We are aware that there are more sophisticated method to discriminate
between bar models, however, this thesis is based on the Besançon Galaxy model, which
is limited to inclusion of other important Galactic components like spiral arms, that up
to this point it is out of the scope of the present work.

On the other hand, the inclusion of other non-axisymmetric structures requires to
re-examine the veracity of the process of Self-consistency dynamical.
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Figure 4.9: This Figure represents similar measurements as in Figure 4.6, but now adopt-
ing the following bar parameters: Ωbar = 55 km s−1 kpc−1, mass of 1.6 × 1010 M", and
angle orientation of αbar = 20◦ (see §5).
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4.7 Qualitative comparison of the BGM with test par-
ticle simulations

Figure 4.10 provides a visual comparison of line-of-sight velocity (Vlos) as a function of the
distance as predicted by the Besançon Galaxy model (Robin et al., 2014) taking into con-
sideration similar magnitude range, and spatial distribution that APOGEE observations,
and test particle simulations (this thesis), and observations from Data Release 13 (DR13;
SDSS Collaboration et al., 2016) of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III (SDSS-III; Eisenstein
et al., 2011). We consider particles and observations covering Galactic longitudes from
−5◦ < l < 20◦ and Galactic latitudes |b| < 20◦, and line-of-sight distances < 14 kpc.

We selected 15,216 sources towards the bulge fields from Data Release 13 APOGEE
catalogue with estimated spectro-photometric distances computed based on a Bayesian
approach (see e.g., Allende Prieto et al., 2006; Santiago et al., 2016, for detailed description
of the method). It is important to note that we ignored any quality control cuts in the
data, as we are interested in a qualitative exploration of the effects of the bar structure
in the inner Milky Way. The motivation is to examine how internal perturbations affect
the kinematics in the bulge regions.

In a recent paper, Y. Zhou et al. (submitted) used the effective temperature (Teff )
as a distance proxy (where cool stars with Teff < 4000 K, implies that the majority
of these stars belongs to the Galactic bulge, in good agreement with the few available
spectrophotometric distances available), and claimed that the observed larger velocity
distribution observed towards the Galactic bulge field is dominated primarly by cool
giant stars suggesting that the vast majority of them belongs to the Galactic bulge, while
giant stars in higher temperatures are likely foreground contaminants. Unfortunately our
simulations (this work) do not predict stellar parameters, but our results will be combined
with the Besançon Galaxy model to provide parts of the parameter space (i.e., Teff , log
g, luminosity, metallicity, etc.), although it is out of the scope of this thesis.

Comparison between our simulations and APOGEE sample confirms the recent claim
by Y. Zhou et al. (in preparation), finding that the majority of the sample belonging to
the inner bulge, produces larger velocity distribution due to the induced dynamical effects
of the Galactic bar and clearly decreases for foreground particles/stars, as illustrated in
the middle and bottom panel of Figure 4.10. Thus, one might expect that any sample
dominated by bulge stars shows a particularly larger velocity distribution as consequence
of the Galactic bar. Note also that the Besançon Galaxy model2 (Robin et al., 2014) (top
panel in Figure 4.10) predicts a more symmetric velocity distribution in the inner Galaxy.
In general our simulations produce a mild tilt as consequence of non-axisymmetries in the
Galactic bulge. Such kinematic behaviour seems to be revealed also in the observations,
even when the distances are uncertain. In the same figure (middle panel) a lack of particles
is observed at distances less than 2 kpc from the Sun, and ∼ −100 to ∼ 100 km s−1, due
to the low resolution of the simulations in the foreground of the bulge region.

2We do not apply any relevant selection function, as we are interested in a visual comparison between
our simulations with what is expected by the BGM in the same bulge fields.
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Figure 4.10: Line-of-sight velocity (Vlos) as a function of the distance, predicted by the
Besançon Galaxy model (top panel), test particle simulations carried out in this thesis
(middle panel), and Data Release 13 APOGEE datasets (bottom panel). The colours
indicate the kernel density estimate, normalized to the maximum number per bin.
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Chapter 5

Constraining the physical parameters of
the Galactic bar

In the following, we attempt to constrain the physical parameters of the Galactic bar
inside the Besançon population synthesis model, aiming to reconstruct the 3D velocity
field toward the inner regions of the Milky Way. We have taken advantage of the Milky
Way potential model built for this purpose and presented in §3. Our choice of initial
conditions was presented in §4 and is based on the density disk profiles and stellar halo of
the BGM (Robin et al., 2003, 2014). We perform controlled test particle simulations in an
imposed gravitational potential, where the particles reach progressively a state statistically
in equilibrium with the potential, and at the same time they inherit information of the
density distribution and kinematics of the system (e.g., Romero-Gómez et al., 2015).

We choose 36 configurations for the Galactic bar model, with varying the main param-
eters of the bar structure (mass, angle orientation, and pattern speeds), and we search
for the better set of physical parameters that fit fairly well the global kinematic trends of
the Galactic bulge. We employ the following values for the mass of the Galactic bar:

1.) Mbar = 0.63× 1010 M" from Robin et al. (2012), these authors estimate the mass of
the Galactic bar based on the integrated luminosity function, taking into account
the contribution of white dwarf stars.

2.) Mbar = 1.10 × 1010 M", a medium value, similar mass has been widely used by
Fernández-Trincado et al. (2015c,b, 2016b).

3.) Mbar = 1.60×1010 M", this is the value of mass recently employed by Moreno et al.
(2015).

Note that these values in mass are within the range suggested in the literature (e.g.,
Kent, 1992; Dwek et al., 1995; Blum, 1995; Stanek et al., 1997; Portail et al., 2017). The
considered bar angle (αbar) for the present-day orientation of the bar (angle between the
major axis and the Sun-center line of sight, at positive longitudes), spans from 13◦ (value
found by Robin et al., 2012), 16.5◦ (intermediate choice), and 20◦.

Following Portail et al. (2017), we choose four values for the bar pattern speed in
the range 25-55 km s−1 kpc−1 in steps of 10 km s−1 kpc−1. The combination of these
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parameters produce 36 models listed in Table 5.1. Finally, each model is compared to
the mean and dispersion of the radial velocity distribution as a function of longitude and
latitude in the Galactic bulge according to the BRAVA datasets (Kunder et al., 2012).

With the set of parameters above mentioned, we create controlled test particle sim-
ulations that can be compared to data. These simulations are considered only in the
last stages of the Milky Way evolution, as has already been mentioned. We focus on
the following two steps to produce these simulations in statistical equilibrium with the
background potential:

1.) Forward orbit integration in an entirely axisymmetric model: We run
forward orbit integration in the Model 1 (see §3), where the Galactic bulge is
assumed to follow a spherically symmetric potential of the form Miyamoto & Nagai
(1975). Then, the particles are integrated during t = 5 Gyr, time in which the
particle system reaches a state stable (statistical equilibrium) with the background
potential. Here, we adopt for the bulge the set of masses 0.63× 1010 M", 1.1× 1010

M", and 1.6 × 1010 M". Once the particles reach an equilibrium state with the
background potential, the Galactic bar is adiabatically added to the axysimmetric
potential during a certain number of revolutions, see next step.

2.) Forward orbit integration in a non-axisymmetric model: Velocities and
positions at the end state of step (1), are now the initial conditions of a system
dominated by perturbations of the gravitational potential. The particles moving
forward in time during 5 Gyr, and during the first 2 Gyr the bar grows slowly, time
in which the mass of the spherically symmetric bulge (step 1) is entirely transfered
to the bar structure (see 4). The initial bar parameters are then: αbar = 13◦, 16.5◦,
and 20◦, mass of 0.63 × 1010 M", 1.1 × 1010 M", and 1.6 × 1010 M", and pattern
speeds Ωbar = 25 km s−1 kpc−1, 35 km s−1 kpc−1, 45 km s−1 kpc−1, and 55 km s−1

kpc−1. In the next section, we analyze the particle system in the final state, i.e.,
the state of the particles in statistical equilibrium with the bar potential plus the
axisymmetric potential. We point out that our non-axisymmetric procedure is not
self-consistent at all, and this should be contrasted in the future (postponed for a
future study) whether giving mass to our test-particles could allow to close the loop
and reproduce the bar potential that we have used in the first place. The same
for the densities of the disks in general, where this would need to regenerate the
potential if the disks thicken (which apparently does happen).

5.1 Simulating the BRAVA datasets from the BGM
We used our test particles to compare the kinematic predictions towards the Galactic
bulge fields to measurements (with typical uncertainties of ∼ 5 km s−1) from the Bulge
Radial Velocity Assay (BRAVA) survey (Kunder et al., 2012).

We have taken advantage of the Besançon population synthesis model to simulate the
BRAVA datasets. We generate synthetic M-giant stars towards the bulge BRAVA fields
in the apparent magnitude range 8.2 < Ks < 9.25 (Kunder et al., 2012; Gardner et al.,
2014), adopting the Marshall et al. (2006) 3D map extinction.
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For each bulge field, the BGM predicts the distribution of M-giant stars per stellar
population, including the thick disk, the seven components of thin disk, the stellar halo,
and a boxy/peanut "bar" distribution. Note that the BGM predicts synthetic M-giant
stars along the bar structure according to its density profile, and does not necessarily made
consistent predictions between its kinematic and density profile. We then used a simple
selection function to choose all particle disks along a given line-of-sight and more or less
covering the same spatial distribution as expected from the BGM to ensure that we are
comparing simulations to data in the same volume. To define the selection function, we
estimated for each BRAVA field the expected distribution in distances from the luminosity
function of M giants in a similar way as Gardner et al. (2014). Figure 5.1 shows the
predicted heliocentric distance of the synthetic sample of M-giant stars from the Besançon
population synthesis model compared with the selected distribution of disk particles. As
already pointed out by Gardner et al. (2014), a detailed selection function is more complex
and this implies considering other parameters as: Teff , log g, which are not available
from the test particle simulations. However, for our general purposes the distance and
kinematics are relatively enough to compare simulations to data.

On the other hand, kinematic studies of the Galactic bulge as Shen et al. (2010); Ness
et al. (2013b); Gardner et al. (2014); Zasowski et al. (2016), etc, are based on simulations
of a bulge formed via a simple bar instability mechanism (Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard,
2011; Di Matteo et al., 2015), and even when these simulations fit fairly well the kinematic
trends of the Milky Way bulge, they fail to reproduce the complex kinematic trends of
each stellar population individualy, when separated per metallicity bins (see discussion in
Di Matteo et al., 2015). In the following sections, we examine the kinematic behaviour
from test particle simulations.

5.2 Comparing test particle simulations to real obser-
vational data

Table 5.1 provides the 36 simulations run in this thesis using the potentials of theModel 2
as described in §3, varying the bar mass, the bar pattern speed and the bar angle. In each
parameter configuration, we applied a χ2 test between simulations and real observational
data to select the best-fitting parameters. The χ2 has been defined as

χ2
BRAV A =

NBRAV A∑

i=1

(
VBRAV Ai − Vmodeli

σBRAV Ai

)2

(5.1)

where the subscript i stands for each BRAVA data point, NBRAV A = 74 is the number
of data points also associated to the number of BRAVA fields used in this work, covering
Galactic longitude from -10◦ to 10◦ and Galactic latitudes −4◦, −6◦, and −8◦, each
BRAVA fields consists of ∼100 stars distributed in a field of view of ∼3 square degree.
VBRAV Ai and σBRAV Ai are mean velocities and velocity dispersions for each BRAVA field,
and Vmodeli is the mean velocities as predicted by the model along each BRAVA field. The
results are presented in Table 5.1. Note that models 1, 5, 9, 22, 36 have smaller values of
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Figure 5.1: This plot shows the heliocentric distance distributions of M-giant stars pre-
dicted by the Besançon populations synthesis model (black histograms) along 66 BRAVA
fields, and the distributions of the selected disk particles (red histograms).
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Table 5.1: Primary sample of disk particle simulations in this thesis
Model Mass αbar Ωbar χ2

BRAV A

M" ×1010 degree km s−1 kpc−1

1 0.63 13.0 25 2.52
2 0.63 13.0 35 4.13
3 0.63 13.0 45 5.05
4 0.63 13.0 55 5.66
5 0.63 16.5 25 2.53
6 0.63 16.5 35 4.08
7 0.63 16.5 45 5.24
8 0.63 16.5 55 5.58
9 0.63 20.0 25 2.55
10 0.63 20.0 35 4.19
11 0.63 20.0 45 5.14
12 0.63 20.0 55 5.66
13 1.1 13.0 25 3.24
14 1.1 13.0 35 2.39
15 1.1 13.0 45 2.41
16 1.1 13.0 55 2.94
17 1.1 16.5 25 3.12
18 1.1 16.5 35 2.29
19 1.1 16.5 45 2.26
20 1.1 16.5 55 2.98
21 1.1 20.0 25 3.12
22 1.1 20.0 35 2.05
23 1.1 20.0 45 2.26
24 1.1 20.0 55 2.69
25 1.6 13.0 25 8.96
26 1.6 13.0 35 4.07
27 1.6 13.0 45 2.83
28 1.6 13.0 55 2.43
29 1.6 16.5 25 8.84
30 1.6 16.5 35 4.19
31 1.6 16.5 45 2.88
32 1.6 16.5 55 2.54
33 1.6 20.0 25 8.90
34 1.6 20.0 35 3.99
35 1.6 20.0 45 2.73
36 1.6 20.0 55 2.37
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χ2 than others, while visual examination indicates that models 1, 5, and 9 give practically
the same results, with similar χ2. However, for our analysis we have favored the model
22, with a bar mass of ∼ 1.1× 1010 M", a bar pattern speed of 35 km s−1 kpc−1, and bar
orientation of 20◦, wich produces the smaller value of χ2.

Although this procedure gives the best value in terms of a goodness of fit parameters
to the data, a visual examination indicates that other models fit fairly well the overall
kinematic trends in the bulge, therefore we cannot rule out other set of bar parameters,
such as Model 36 listed in Table 5.1, this would correspond to χ2 = 2.37, with a bar
mass of ∼ 1.6× 1010 M", a bar pattern speed of 55 km s−1 kpc−1, and a bar orientation
of 20◦. Hence, we have seen that there is a clear degeneracy inherent in the parameter
space (Ωbar, αbar, and mass). There is a clear tension between models and observations.
For instance, Monari et al. (2017a,b) showed that the existence of the Hercules stream in
the local velocity space favours a fast bar, while bulge dynamical models reproducing the
stellar kinematics from BRAVA datasets favours a slow bar (e.g., Portail et al., 2017),
as also seen in this thesis based on the best χ2. To alleviate this tension other elements
should be taken into account in our test particles simulations, for example considering the
contribution of spiral arms plus bar, allows to examine simultaneously the local velocity
space and kinematics behaviour in terms of stellar populations synthesis. However given
the limitations of the Besançon Galaxy model to take into account other non-axisymmetric
structures like the spiral arms, any new conclusion is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Finally, we caution the reader that through this thesis we have favored a slow bar, i.e.,
our Model 22 that produces the best fit to the BRAVA datasets with χ2 = 2.05. It is
important to note that the main goal of this work is to set the kinematics of synthetic
stellar populations from barred test particle simulations, therefore in §4 we have discussed
the main impact in the kinematics when a fast and massive bar is employed.

5.3 Relevant result from this chapter

Our first result leads to a "slow bar", with a bar pattern speed of Ωbar = 35 km s−1 kpc−1,
a mass of ∼ 1.2× 1010 M", and the present angle between the semi-major axis of the bar
and the Sun-Galactic center line of ∼ 20◦. As we have already mentioned these parameters
fit fairly well the global kinematic trends observed from the BRAVA datasets, placing the
bar corotation radius around rcorotation ∼ 7 kpc (very near to the Solar radius) as shown
in Figure 5.2. These values are consistent with the recent dynamical studies towards the
Galactic bulge (Portail et al., 2017), but in disagreement with the results from Monari
et al. (2017a,b), however, the Besançon Galaxy model do not consider other additional
perturbations like the spiral arms which play an important role in the local velocity space
(e.g., Antoja et al., 2009; Antoja, 2010). Hence, given the very low resolution of particles
in the solar position (8 kpc) any new conclusion concerning the effects of the bar at the
Solar position is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The mean velocity and velocity dispersions of the models listed in Table 5.1 are il-
lustrated in Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11. Note that the models 1 - 12
with a bar mass of the order of 0.63 × 1010 M", even if they fit the rotation curve, do
not reproduce the velocity dispersions as observed in the real data. This bar mass seems
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Figure 5.2: Resonance curve in our barred Milky Way model for corotation Ω, this plot
shows the localization of the bar resonance. The black dashed line indicates the best fit
of the pattern speed found in this thesis, to be Ωbar = 35 km s−1 kpc−1 (see text).
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to be insufficient to gives a bar strength able to produce the velocity field, see the under-
estimated velocity dispersions profiles Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, except when a value of
the bar pattern speeds of ∼ 25 km s−1 kpc−1 is adopted, giving an acceptable fit only at
latitude −8◦.

We show in Figures 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 that for a bar mass 2.5 times bigger (1.6× 1010

M") the velocity dispersion profiles are overestimated, except when a value of the bar
pattern speeds of ∼ 55 km s−1 kpc−1 is adopted, in agreement with data. Figure 5.6, 5.7,
5.8 show that a bar mass ∼ 1.1× 1010 M" and a bar pattern speeds ∼ 35 km s−1 kpc−1

provides a very good fit to the velocity and velocity dispersions profiles.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the global kinematic trends toward the Galactic bulge as pre-

dicted by our best model that fits fairly well the observed BRAVA data. For comparison,
we plot the rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles of our best model to different
Galactic latitudes towards the Galactic bulge (see Figure 5.13). We can see from 5.13 that
our best model predicts the expected kinematic trends towards the Galactic bulge, i.e.,
the velocity dispersion profile increases with decreasing Galactic latitude, in very good
agreement with observations.

Figure 5.3: Rotation curve (top panel) and velocity dispersions (bottom panel) along three
different Galactic latitudes (−4◦, −6◦, −8◦) compared to BRAVA data (black symbols)
with the sampling error. For each plot, three physical parameters of the bar are illustrated:
Ωbar = 25 km s−1 kpc−1 (yellow line), Ωbar = 35 km s−1 kpc−1 (grey line), Ωbar = 45 km
s−1 kpc−1 (red line), Ωbar = 55 km s−1 kpc−1 (blue line), for an assumed bar orientation
to be αbar = 13◦ with the Sun-GC line of sight, and a total mass for the bar assumed to
be 0.63× 1010 M".

Figure 5.14 shows the mean motion of particles in each disk sub-component for the
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Figure 5.4: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.3, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 16.5◦.

Figure 5.5: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.3, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 20◦.
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Figure 5.6: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.3, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 13◦ and a bar mass of 1.1× 1010 M".

Figure 5.7: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.6, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 16.5◦.
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Figure 5.8: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.6, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 20◦.

Figure 5.9: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.3, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 13◦ and a bar mass of 1.6× 1010 M".
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Figure 5.10: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.9, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 16.5◦.

Figure 5.11: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.9, but now
adopting a bar orientation of αbar = 20◦.
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Figure 5.12: Rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles for our best-fitting model for
the BRAVA data. The blue line shows the predicted global kinematic trends towards the
Milky Way using the set of bar parameters of the model 22 listed in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.13: Rotation curve (left panel) and velocity dispersion profiles (right panel) from
our best model. For comparison, three different Galactic latitudes are shown.
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Figure 5.14: Top panel: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.13,
but for disk sub-components particles and the stellar halo particles. Bottom panel: This
Figure represents the same measurements and models (grey lines) as in top panel. Here,
we shows two interesting kinematic features of the stellar halo particles, the rotation curve
and velocity dispersion profiles for stellar halo particles following the bar structure are
illustrated in red dashed lines compared with the stellar halo particles not following the
bar structure (red solid line).
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Figure 5.15: This Figure represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.14, but now
adopting the Model 36, with a bar orientation of αbar = 20◦, pattern speed of Ωbar = 55
km s−1 kpc−1, and bar mass of 1.6× 1010 M".

model 22 shown in 5.12, the predicted rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles for
each stellar population (as it has been traditionally called in the BGM), associated to
particles in the disk and stellar halo are illustrated in the same. The plot is a comparison
between the different stellar populations and the real data towards the Galactic bulge.
Note that Figure 5.12 reproduces well the global kinematical trend, despite the fact that
the data represent a mix of different populations having different kinematics. The compar-
ison of each sub-population is interesting because it allows to show what is the influence
of each population on the global fit, and as a function of latitude and longitude. In Fig-
ure 5.14, we clearly identified that different initial conditions produce different kinematic
trends towards the Galactic bulge, i.e., in high Galactic latitudes where only the warmer
and older disk particles (brown line) seems to explain the velocity dispersion profiles,
while in low latitudes (−4◦) the younger components ( thin disks and young thick diks)
seems to be successful to explain relatively well the observations. This result supports the
vision of a bulge composite nature (e.g., Recio-Blanco et al., 2017). The need to call upon
a hotter disk component (e.g., Di Matteo et al., 2015) is not confirmed by our predicted
velocity dispersion profiles, at least at low Galactic latitudes (−4◦ and −6◦). In other
word, it is clear that kinematics colder disk particles are able to explain the observations,
however, note that this may be sensitive to the imposed initial conditions, which do not
follow the real evolution scenario of the Milky Way, and the initial conditions imposed in
this work are the ones inferred from the present-day observations in the solar neighbour-
hood. A confirmation from N-body simulations adopting multiple disk populations, with
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differents length scales, and different kinematics may help to shed some light or confirm
our results and the recent discussion in the literature (Di Matteo et al., 2015). We run
tests with the values of the Model 36 to verify that our analysis are not strongly affected
by possible variations in the main physical parameters of the Galactic bar. Figure 5.15
shows similar results as 5.14, and confirms that small variations in these parameters do
not lead to substantial difference in the overall results presented in this work.

Concerning stellar halo particles, Figure 5.14 displays the predicted kinematic trends
for this component (cyan solid line). It shows a small rotation with a high and flat velocity
dispersion profiles at all the Galactic latitudes. Anticipating the results presented in §6
and §7, bottom panel in Figure 5.14 illustrates the same measurements as in the top panel
of the same Figure, but we now see two marked kinematic trends for the stellar halo. Such
models lead to an inner stellar halo with negligible or zero rotation compatible with those
particles not following the bar morphology (red solid line), while that stellar halo particles
that participate in the bar (∼20% of particles towards the bulge region, see §7) structure
are able to produce a marked rotation strikingly similar to those observed in the real data
as expected for a system showing cylindrical rotation, but these halo particles following
the bar do not participate in the "boxy/peanut" morphology. These results reinforce the
vision that a small fraction of the inner stellar halo shows cylindrical rotation with low
velocity dispersion profiles in comparison to its not rotating counterpart.

Main conclusion: Our results support the recently discovered population of
RR Lyrae which shows negligible rotation (Kunder et al., 2016) towards the
Galactic bulge. Hence the majority of the halo stars does not participate to
the bar structure (∼ 77%, see §7) and have no rotation, but a minority follows
the bar (∼ 22%). It is in good agreement with recent conclusions from N-body
simulations (Pérez-Villegas et al., 2017a)..

5.4 Velocity maps and predicted shape of the inner disk

Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 illustrate the predicted line-of-sight velocities and dispersions
of disk subcomponent particles and the stellar halo particles of our best model, where the
logarithmic surface density contours show that the bar dominates the particles distribution
of the system in the inner ∼ 4 kpc. In our frame a negative velocity corresponds to
a motion away from the Sun, and the peak velocities near the Galactic centre exhibit
the characteristic winged patterns of the velocity field first noted in N-body simulations
by Debattista et al. (2015) as a consequence of the boxy/peanut bar. Note that the
stellar halo particles exhibit small rotation in the inner Milky Way, this component will
be discussed in §6 and §7. It is important to note that Figure 5.17 shows two significant
peaks distributed around the end of the semi-major axis of the bar which we can associate
with the boxy/peanut morphology of the bulge, and the velocity dispersion decreases near
the minor axis. We will discuss this limitation in the next subsection.

The bottom panel in Figure 5.18 shows the predicted velocity dispersion maps toward
the regions of the bulge (< 4.5 kpc) in Galactic coordinates. Two significant peaks
are manifested at high latitudes, that can be due to a nuclear and/or extra component
not considered in the Besançon Galaxy model. The top panel in Figure 5.18 shows the
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velocity maps in Galactocentric coordinates, again negative velocity 〈Vlos〉 corresponding
to a motion away from the Sun. The eighth panel in the same figure displays the kinematic
feature of the stellar halo which exhibit null or negligible rotation due to the influence of
the bar (e.g., Saha et al., 2012; Pérez-Villegas et al., 2017a), and the stellar halo particles
following the bar produce cylindrical rotation as was illustrated in the bottom panel in
Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.19 displays the predicted shape of disk sub-components particles in the region
delimited by |X| < 10 kpc and |Y | < 10 kpc (left panels) and |X| < 5 kpc, |Y | < 5 kpc
and |Z| < 2.5 kpc (right panels), in presence of the "boxy/peanut" bar potential. The
rows 1 to 5 correspond the thin and cooler disk particles with different scale lengths and
axis ratios. In our model the thin disk populations exhibit a prominent "boxy/peanut"
morphology, thin at short radii, thicker at intermediate radii around 1 kpc, and thin again
at rgal >2 kpc. However, the two thick disk populations (Pop 8 and Pop 11) are puffed up
at large radii as consequence of the bar. The old, hotter, and concentrate thick disk does
not underline a significant boxy/peanut bar, while the young, warmer, and the young
thick disk (Pop 8) seems to underline a noticeable "boxy/peanut" morphology similar to
that in the thin disk. Even when our simulations predict a "boxy/peanut" bulge for a
young, and concentrate thick disk, this is a consequence of imposed initial conditions. The
nature of a younger and concentrate thick disk in the central part is not well understood
yet, and remains elusive.

5.5 Concluding remarks
1.) The thin disk: Our test particles simulations show that disk particles participate

in the "boxy/peanut" morphology of the bulge. This model reproduces well the
kinematics of BRAVA data at various latitudes and longitudes. More observational
constraints at latitudes around 10◦ in the bulge region are needed to validate this
model.

2.) The young thick disk: Note that our young thick disk particles produce a notable
"boxy/peanut" structure due to the effects produced by the boxy bar potential.
In other words, the imposed initial conditions observationally constrained at the
solar position produce such morphology towards the inner Milky Way. It cannot
be interpreted as a probability that a dominant "boxy/bulge" is formed from a
young thick disk. Our simulations are not able to follow such scenario because the
fact that we are setting the initial conditions from present-day kinematics. N-body
simulations with an alive potential would be necessary to follow the evolution in time
of this component. There may be a possibility that this structure is associated with
the component B (metal-poor populations, 〈[Fe/H]〉 = −0.25 dex) or the so-called
thick boxy/peanut-bulge observed in the ARGOS survey (Ness et al., 2013a,b).
Accurate proper motions at the extremity of the bar obtained by the Gaia mission
will help to shed some light on these findings.

3.) The old thick and hotter thick disk is puffed up by the Galactic bar, and only a not
significant fraction of particles streaming into the boxy/peanut morphology.
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Figure 5.16: Predicted line-of-sight velocity maps of our best model (see text) in the
region delimited by |X| < 10 kpc and |Y | < 10 kpc (firt and second row), and a zoomed-
in view of the same region delimited by |X| < 5 kpc and |Y | < 5 (third and fourth row).
Corotation radius is shown in white and black dashed line, and the Solar radius is shown
in white and black solid line. The thin black lines shows the logarithmic surface density
contours of the disk and halo particles. Colors indicate 〈Vlos〉 in units of km s−1.
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Figure 5.17: This Figure represents the X, Y maps of the velocity dispersion for each
stellar population. Colors indicate σVlos in units of km s−1.
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Figure 5.18: The predicted mean line-of-sight velocity (first and second row) and velocity
dispersion maps (third and fourth row) in longitude-latitude of our best model for each
disk sub-component and the stellar halo particles. In these panels, only particles with
|X| < 3.5 kpc, |Y | < 3.5 and |Z| < 3.5 kpc around the bulge regions have been selected.
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Figure 5.19: Density maps projected on the X, Y and X, Z planes for seven disk models
(the legend within each plot indicates the stellar population, see text) in the non-inertial
reference frame where the bar is at rest. The colours indicate the kernel density estimate
within < 4.5 kpc.
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4.) A small fraction of the stellar halo particles participates in the bar structure as shown
in Figure 5.14. In §7 we shall show that this small fraction does not participate in
the "boxy/peanut" bar.

Here, we want to emphasise that even though our simulations reproduces the overall
kinematic trends towards the Milky Way bulge, our variety of initial conditions and our
potential model fail in representing the observed velocity dispersion towards the inner
part of the Milky Way. Figure 5.20 shows the rotation curve and velocity dispersion
profiles of our best model. This plot represents the same measurements as in Figure 5.12,
for comparison we add the kinematic trends as function of the Galactic latitude. We
note that even though our model reproduces fairly well the rotation curve along Galactic
latitude, it appears to generate a dip in the velocity dispersion profile at latitudes below
2◦. In other words, our approach to generate a Galactic bulge dominated by a boxy/bar
morphology (see §4) is insufficient to match kinematic trends (velocity dispersion profile)
in the central part.

We concluded that we need an additional mass in the inner Milky Way in order to
reproduce the BRAVA velocity dispersions at low Galactic latitudes, these results seems to
support the existence of an extra population in the nuclear region (see e.g., Robin et al.,
2012). The morphology of this additional mass is beyond the scope of this thesis but coud
be addressed in the near future using kinematic constraints from infrared data (APOGEE).

Figure 5.20: Rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles as function of the Galactic
longitude (panels in column 1, 2, and 3), and the kinematic trends as a function of the
Galactic latitude is illustrated in the column 4.
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Chapter 6

The Stellar Halo

In this chapter we discuss the characteristics of the so-called "stellar halo", thought-out to
be the old structure with small net prograde rotation (Carollo et al., 2007, 2010; Hawkins
et al., 2015) surrounding the inner primary Galactic components (disk and bulge). From
the "theoretical" point of view we perform 3D test particle simulations, in order to review
the spatial distribution and kinematics inherited from non-axisymmetric potentials.

6.1 The stellar halo as seen from test particles simula-
tions

The discovery of a significant metal-rich (〈[Fe/H]〉 ∼ -1 dex) population of RR Lyrae stars
with a very peculiar kinematic distribution in the Milky Way bulge (see Kunder et al.,
2016), has consequently challenged our understanding of the formation of the Milky Way
bulge.

Kunder et al. (2016) claimed to have found evidence for a distinctive population,
kinematically hotter (high velocity dispersion) observed within the BRAVA-RR1 stars,
with negligible rotation toward the Galactic bulge. The authors interpreted these results
as an early population formed before the Galactic bar (e.g., Kunder et al., 2016). The
authors also cautioned the reader that if the BRAVA-RR stars had an halo-bulge origin,
then this component would be the most "metal-rich" stellar halo population identified in
the Milky Way (see e.g., Kunder et al., 2016, and reference therein). Most recently, Pérez-
Villegas et al. (2017a) claimed to have found similar kinematics behavior ("slow rotation")
in the stellar halo component, based on the interpretation of N-body simulations of a bulge
formed via bar instabilities, in the same work it have been hypothesised to be associated
to angular momentum transfer during the bar evolution (see e.g., Pérez-Villegas et al.,
2017a).

In this chapter, we have used test particle simulations designed to match the Milky
Way (see §3), to examine such properties of the stellar halo from a different approach. It is
important to note that variations present in our test particle simulations are consequence
of non stationary effects.

1BRAVA-RR: Bulge RR Lyrae Radial Velocity Assay
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Figure 6.1: Density maps (black contour levels) viewed along different axes for the stellar
halo. The colours indicate the logarithm of the surface density. Simulations shows the
distribution of particles before bar formation (left), and after adding the bar to the system
(right).
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Figure 6.2: Density profiles as a function ofm =
√

rgal2 + (Z/q)2, before (magenta dashed
line) and after bar formation for four different patterns speed of the bar ( blue, grey, red,
and green dashed lines), see text. The density profile of the initial conditions is drawed
with as a black dashed line.
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Figure 6.3: Axis ratios variations as a function of the semi-major axis a. The red and
black dashed lines refers to c/a, and the continuous lines shows the axis ratios b/a as
function of the semi-major axis. Here, we show results to the non-axisymmetric model
with Ωbar = 35 km s−1 kpc−1 (see §5).
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Figure 6.4: Kinematics maps toward the bulge regions as predicted for our halo particle
simulations, before and after bar formation. Left for the axisymmetric model and right
the non-axisymmetric model or after bar model is added. The black squares shows the
Galactic localization of the BRAVA-RR stars studied by Kunder et al. (2016).
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Figure 6.5: Radial velocity distribution of the BRAVA-RR stars (blue histogram) from
Kunder et al. (2016) compared with the velocity prediction of our model before (red
histogram) and after (black histogram) bar formation. The mean velocity and velocity
for each distribution are shown in the top corner.
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6.2 The inner structure of the stellar halo

In this thesis, we have employed a Hernsquist model to represent the stellar halo of the
Milky Way following the reviewed version of the Besançon Galaxy model (see Robin
et al., 2014). The stellar halo has been modeled as an oblate spheroid with a double
power-law, its mass distribution has a density of the form ∼ 1

Ra×(Rcore+m)n , where m =√
rgal2 + (Z/q)2, and a flattening q = 0.77 (e.g., Robin et al., 2014).
It is important to note that the initial spatial distribution of the particles does not

follow exactly the same density law than in that study, i.e., the particles have been
generated randomly using the Von Neumann accept/reject technique (Press et al., 1992),
and the resulting flattening of the system is slightly different, q ∼ 0.6 Robin et al. (e.g.,
2014), this was eventually determined to be due to stochastic effects, and to the purpose of
this analysis, we only consider the particle system in a state of statistical equilibrium with
the background potential, i.e., the last stages afterwards integration in the axisymmetric
and non-axisymmetric approach.

Figure 6.1 shows the predictions of stellar halo particles, before and after that the
bar potential model is added to the system. In the same figure we see that a stellar
halo initially oblate everywhere has changed its geometry after that the bar has been
added. In other words, the Galactic bar has distorted or changed the initially symmetric
distribution of particles in the central parts of the Milky Way. Hence the density law has
been modified as a consequence of the presence of the bar. This was first noted by Pérez-
Villegas et al. (2017a) adopting a single power-law density profile in N-body simulations.
Our work from a different approach, confirms the validity of this finding.

Figure 6.2 displays the relative density profiles changes between the initial conditions,
before and after bar formation, for four different values of bar pattern speed (see preceding
chapter). Notice that after bar formation the density profile comes to be ellipsoidal
significantly near the centre of bulge region, and stays stable or relatively similar to the
axisymmetric model at large Galactocentric radii.

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 clearly reveals that the inner stellar halo has formed an
ellipsoidal structure as consequence of the bar potential, and where before a = b )= c,
now it is a )= b )= c, with a, b, and c the semi axis of a spheroid oblate and an ellipsoid,
respectively. To illustrate these variations, Figure 6.3 display the axis ratios, c/a, and b/a
as a function of the semi-major axis a, we can see as b/a ∼ 1 goes to b/a < 0.65 in the
inner Galaxy, a < 1, and c/a ∼ 0.6 tends to c/a ∼ 0.45, while that at large radii remain
similar.

The conclusion to this experience is that a small fraction of particles (∼22%, see §7)
are trapped by the "boxy/peanut" structure during "bar formation"2, and cause orbital
variations that can disperse particles or assemble the bar geometry in the inner Milky
Way but the effect is marginally significant at large rgal. Then, those particles of the
stellar halo that participate in the bar structure produce small rotation in the system.
For instance, Pérez-Villegas et al. (2017a) has quantified this effect, and find that ∼ 12%
of their orbital particles follow the bar. We get a value relatively higher ∼ 20−30% as we

2In this thesis bar formation refers to the adiabatic growth of the "boxy/peanut" structure towards
the Galactic bulge, as already described in §4
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will see in §7. We note that changes in the bar pattern speed does not produce significant
changes in the density profiles in Figure 6.2. However we have determined in §5 that a
bar pattern speed of 35 km s−1 kpc−1 fits the global kinematics of the Milky Way bulge
fairly well, thus we choose this value for the rest of our interpretations. In next section
we study the effects of the bar in the velocity distribution of these halo particles.

6.3 Predicted kinematics of the inner stellar halo
Figure 6.4 shows the kinematics maps of our predictions for the halo particles, before
and after bar formation, and the localization of the BRAVA-RR stars. We find that our
simulations predict a kinematics towards the Milky Way bulge in agreement with previous
results (Kunder et al., 2016). Note that the mean Vlos before bar formation is close to
zero, with a relative velocity dispersion of ∼120 km s−1 around the BRAVA-RR fields.
After bar formation, the velocity field changes as consequence of the bar, and the initially
non-rotating halo particles acquire a slow mean rotation, the relative mean variation of
Vlos ∼ 35 km s−1 at high Galactic longitude (|b|>5◦), with a velocity dispersion relatively
high ∼ 135-150 km s−1 around the BRAVA-RR fields, and ∼105 km s−1 towards the
nuclear part. So far, our results confirm the claims of Pérez-Villegas et al. (2017a), i.e.,
the rotating halo particles is due to the influence of the Galactic bar.

Main conclusion: In connection with the results presented in §7 we confirm that
a small fraction of particles (∼20%) in the stellar halo are able to participate in the
bar structure producing a small rotation in the system and variations in the density
profile as has been pointed out by Pérez-Villegas et al. (2017a). It is noteworthy that
the dependence of the conclusions on different possible initial conditions has not been
explored. The initial conditions consist of very idealised stellar halo particles that do not
pretend to be strict models of the Milky Way and were not set to be in equilibrium for
the stellar halo.

In the following section, some additional orbital properties are presented related with
the trapping the particles into the bar potential.
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Chapter 7

Particles captured by the bar potential
and its relation with the Jacobi energy

In this chapter we deal with the Jacobi energy distribution in the inner regions (< 4.5 kpc)
of the Milky Way. Our aim with this analysis is to investigate the properties of the orbital
elements of disk particles and stellar halo particles in presence of a boxy/peanut bar. Note
also that very little attention has been paid in the literature to explore the properties of
the orbital elements of stellar populations towards the Galactic bulge, due to the lack of
accurate distance and proper motions available in the literature which makes it difficult to
fully resolve the three dimensional velocity vector of each star.

Another major limitation is that the regions of the bulge are dominated by high extinc-
tion and crowding, making it difficult to estimate accurately distances. However, many of
these restrictions will be reduced in the near future when we are able to derive 3D velocity
measures and distances accurately, with the help of large scale near infrared spectroscopic
surveys as APOGEE (for details, see Gunn et al., 2006; Eisenstein et al., 2011; Zasowski
et al., 2013; Majewski et al., 2015; SDSS Collaboration et al., 2016), in combination with
early observations of the Gaia data release (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016a,b) which will
provide proper motions and parallaxes for stars in the end of the bar region (Romero-
Gomez et al., 2016), i.e., within ∼ 5 kpc from the solar position, allowing us to study
quantities such as the orbital Jacobi energy in the Galactic bulge, etc.

7.1 Maps of the Jacobi energy towards the Galactic
bulge

In this chapter we compute the orbital Jacobi energy (EJ) per unit mass as defined in
Eqn. B.19, aiming at examining the structure and kinematic behaviour of particles into
the Galactic bulge. We make use of the Jacobi energy (EJ) as an orbital proxy, which
may split each disk sub-component and stellar halo in two sub-groups, one with particles
following the bar structure and one with particles that do not participate in the Galactic
bar.

For our computations, we employ the value of αbar = 20◦, bar pattern speed of Ωbar =
35 km s−1 kpc−1, and a bar mass of 1.1× 1010 M" as listed in Table 5.1 (Model 22), see
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discussion in §5. It is important to note that EJ is model-dependent, therefore, if the bar
paramters of the Model 36 are employed, the values of the Jacobi energy are shifted by
∼-103 km2 s−2, however we note here it does not affect our interpretations.

The maps of the mean Jacobi energy 〈EJ〉 in boxes 200 pc wide in Cartesian (X, Y ,
Z) coordinates for each disk sub-component and the stellar halo are shown in Figure 7.1.
These maps illustrate the orbital Jacobi energy view of the inner region of the Milky Way.
On the other hand, particles in the disk sub-components and/or stellar halo component
located inside the corotation radius (< 6.5 kpc) with an orbital Jacobi energy below
−2.7×105 km2 s−2 can be captured easily by the bar structure due to the influence of the
Galactic bar, forming agglomerations of particles in the Galactic bulge, which show the
"boxy/peanut" structure for particles into the disk sub-components, and/or "ellipsoidal"
morphology for the particles in the stellar halo, as seen in Figure 7.2. Table 7.1 lists the
percentage of particles in our simulations that are trapped into the bar potential for each
sub-component of the disk and halo.

Table 7.1: Percentage of particles captured by the bar potential.
Population bar-following particles not bar-following particles flag

% %
3 41.6 58.4 thin disk
4 40.3 59.7 thin disk
5 38.7 61.3 thin disk
6 36.9 63.1 thin disk
7 33.8 66.2 thin disk
8 68.3 31.7 young thick disk
11 52.3 47.7 old thick disk
9 22.4 77.6 stellar halo

Consequently, in our test particle simulations the Galactic bulge contains several fam-
ilies of resonant orbits, made up of several stable periodic orbits, including orbits type
x1v1 the so-called "bananas" orbits and other high resonant families, which show the
"boxy/peanut" features of the bulge. In other words, particles with typical Jacobi ener-
gies below −2.7×105 km2 s−2 can travel through the bar structure and becomes vertically
unstable in certain regions, while higher values of EJ > −2.7 × 105 km2 s−2, can move
away of the "boxy/peanut" regions of the bar, which provide a significant part of the
in-plane density as illustrated in Figure 7.3. These particles do not participate into the
bar structure. This experience provided us with an important result regarding the orbital
structure of the bulge. We find a clear correlation between the shape of the bulge, the
orbital Jacobi energy, but the real initial conditions are unknown.

Figure 7.2 reveals the particle density distributions for EJ < −2.7 × 105 km2 s−2.
Note that the "boxy/peanut" structure (bar-following particles) is mainly sensitive to
the initial conditions, because populations with lower velocity dispersion in the initial
conditions have also lower velocity dispersion after the bar potential is included. This
plot shows how particles in the thin disk (Pop 3, Pop 4, Pop 5, Pop 6, and Pop 7) are
clearly grouped together in the regions dominated by the "boxy/peanut" bulge, as seen
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Figure 7.1: Mean Jacobi energy, 〈EJ〉 maps for all the particles using our model 22 as
listed in Table 5.1. The black star symbol correspond to the Solar position (X = 8 kpc,
Y = 0 kpc, and Z = 0 kpc), the white continuum line refers to the solar radius, and the
white dashed line corresponds to the corotation radius (see §5). Colors indicate 〈EJ〉 in
units of 100 km2 s−2. The black thin lines corresponds to the logarithmic surface density
contours of the model disk particles and stellar halo particles seen face-on.
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from side-on (boxy-like structure), and face-on (peanut-like structure) in the same figure.
The same figure shows how particles in a cold thin disk (Pop 3) trace a dominant thin
"peanut" bulge towards the midplane, and have shorter radial extent, while that particles
in a warmer thin disk form a thicker "boxy/peanut" structure seen mainly at higher height
above the plane (see Figure 7.2), depending significantly on the initial conditions.

We claim from these results, even when we are not able to follow the formation of the
bar from disk instabilities as would be the case in N-body simulations (which can even
suffer several buckling events) (see e.g., Martinez-Valpuesta & Shlosman, 2004; Martinez-
Valpuesta et al., 2006; Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard, 2011; Portail et al., 2015a), our
Galactic bar itself leads to different bar shapes, depending mainly on the initial conditions,
where the kinematically coldest particles in the disk trapped in the bar become vertical
unstable near the mid-plane, and kinematically hotter particles forming a pronounced
and vertically extended "boxy/peanut" morphology, except the stellar halo, which have
higher velocity dispersion. This could explain why López-Corredoira (2016) did not iden-
tified young stars (with ages < 5 Gyr) following the "boxy/peanut" morphology at high
latitudes (|b| > 6◦).

The thick disk particles (Pop 8 and Pop 11) have neither a clearly defined "boxy/peanut"
morphology. In Figure 7.2 we plot the distribution of particles in the thick disk taking
EJ < −2.7× 105 km2 s−2. Again, agglomerations of particles are seen in the inner Milky
Way, with particles into bar-following orbits. The young thick disk (Pop 8) forms a shorter
and thin ellipsoidal component centrally concentrated, while the old thick disk (Pop 11)
is puffed up into a thicker ellipsoidal component given its higher velocity dispersion.
In the same figure, note that the halo bar-following orbits do not show any prominent
"boxy/peanut" morphology as we have discussed in §6, and an ellipsoidal distribution of
particles dominates the inner regions of the stellar halo, a small fraction of halo particles
rotate with the bar due to the influence of the bar.

Figure 7.3 plots the distributions of particles that do not participate in the Galactic
bar, i.e., particles with orbital Jacobi energy EJ > −2.7×105 km2 s−2 forming a structure
surrounding the Galactic bar. We note that a significant fraction of particles seems to
move away of the inner part of the Galactic bar, producing a significant ring-shaped region
surrounding the Galactic bar with a larger radial extent. The fraction of these particles
becomes marginally significant for kinematically hotter components. In other words, this
effect is more remarkable for particles distributed on the cold disk, producing a midplane
structure (particles moves mainly on the plane) toward the inner region of the Milky Way,
and dominated by eccentricities lower that 0.8 as illustrated in Figure 7.4.

The particles in the Galactic disk which streaming into the bar structure have higher
eccentricity1 (see Figure 7.4), moving to higher altitudes. The old thick disk with EJ >
−2.7×105 km2 s−2 moves away from the midplane due to its kinematically warmer nature,
while the particles in the stellar halo are scattered to large distances above the midplane
traveling around the bulge in an erratic manner and lie on more eccentric orbits. The
bottom panel of Figure 7.4 shows how our particles in the disk sub-components and the
stellar halo are divided by the orbital Jacobi energy, EJ ∼ −2.7× 105 km2 s−2, and how
they are distributed in the Milky Way.

1The eccentricity is defined as e = Rmax−Rmin
Rmax+Rmin
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Figure 7.5 shows the characteristic orbital energy versus the orbital Jacobi energy, EJ ,
as defined in Moreno et al. (2015), for each disk sub-component and the stellar halo. We
computed the same orbital elements for 63 Galactic globular clusters (see Appendix C)
studied by Moreno et al. (2014). These diagrams shows that conservatively a value of
∼ −2.7×105 km2 s−2 for the orbital Jacobi energy excludes the Galactic globular clusters
from the bar potential. This allows us to be slightly more confident on the adopted value
to split the particles into the two already mentioned groups (bar-following particles, and
bar-not following particles), because there is not evidence of globular clusters trapped
into the bar structure.

Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 illustrates some families of orbits supporting the "boxy/peanut"
morphology and the "ring-like" structure as a function of the orbital Jacobi energy and
their eccentricity. Note that the meridional orbits for EJ > −2.7 × 105 km2 s−2 sup-
port the existence for such "ring-like" structure surrounding the Galactic bar, and some
few particles with EJ ∼ −2.6 × 105 km2 s−2 and high orbital eccentricities > 0.8 may
participate into the bar structure as higher order resonances.

Main results: Such a selection EJ < −2.7× 105 km2 s−2 would preferentially select
particles streaming along the Galactic bar, causing the main peak in shorter radii, and are
therefore the main contribution to our high eccentricities, with particles that participate
in the "boxy/peanut" shaped of the Galactic bulge, while a ring-like distribution at larger
radial extent is revealed when particles with orbital Jacobi energy EJ > −2.7 × 105 km2

s−2 are selected, with particles streaming at near circular orbits (or less excentric orbits).
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Figure 7.2: Density distribution of particles in the disks and stellar halo with orbital
Jacobi energy EJ < −2.7× 105 km2 s−2.
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Figure 7.3: Density distribution of particles in the different disks and the stellar halo with
orbital Jacobi energy EJ > −2.7× 105 km2 s−2.
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Figure 7.4: Top panel: histograms of the corresponding eccentricities, showing the prop-
erties of particles with orbital Jacobi energy EJ < −2.7× 105 km2 s−2 (blue histograms)
and orbital Jacobi energy EJ > −2.7 × 105 km2 s−2 (black histograms). Bottom panel:
histograms of the corresponding Galactocentric radius (rgal).
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Figure 7.5: Characteristic orbital energy versus the orbital Jacobi energy (EJ) as derived
from our best barred Milky Way model. The grey dots are the test particle simulations
(see text), the red regions are the particles in our simulations that participate in the bar
structure (< 4.5 kpc), the cyan regions are the particles that does not participate in the
bar structure (< 4.5 kpc), and the black dots are the globular clusters plotted in Figure
8.8.
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Figure 7.6: This figure shows the orbital projection on the Galactic plane X, Y in the
non-inertial reference frame where the bar is at rest, for a sample of particles in the disk
associated with population 5, see text. EJ is the orbital Jacoby energy per unit mass in
unit of 100 km2 s−2.
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Figure 7.7: This figure shows the orbital projection on the Galactic plane X, Z, for the
same sample as in Figure 7.6.
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7.2 Non-stationary effects towards the Galactic bulge

We look for non-stationary effects toward the Galactic bulge and its relation with the
orbital Jacobi energy.

Figure 7.8 illustrates the Vlos distributions for particles streaming in the Galactic bar,
for the corresponding orbital Jacobi energy EJ < −2.7 × 105 km2 s−2 (hereafter bar-
following particles), and particles with orbital Jacobi energy EJ > −2.7 × 105 km2 s−2

(hereafter not bar-following particles). We note that bar-following particles can produce
a main Vlos peak, a broad distribution centered on zero dominated by particles streaming
along the bar structure, while particles which do not follow the bar clearly split into two
symmetric peaks at |Vlos| ∼ 200 km s−1 of particles streaming in the ring-shaped structure
surrounding the bar. These distributions are much narrower for the younger disks indicat-
ing that these components/structures are cooler. The kinematically warmer component
(Pop 11) shows a less pronounced peak with a quite broad distribution dominated by
particles moving away from the Galactic plane, while the stellar halo (Pop 9) dominated
by not bar-following particles produces a kinematically hotter distribution in a random
motion dominated by particles around the Galactic bar, that travel in an erratic manner.

Figure 7.9 shows the predicted kinematic maps corresponding to bar-following particles
(top panels) and not bar-following particles (bottom panels). A slow prograde rotation
is seen in the disk sub-components for particles trapped in the Galactic bar, with low
values of EJ , while a fast prograde rotation is seen in the disk sub-components made
up of particles with higher values of EJ . The halo component, shows clearly a prograde
rotation for low values of EJ due to influence of the bar, which is dominated by bar-
following particles, while the halo particles that do not participate in the Galactic bar
and have negligible rotation.

Figure 7.10 shows the corresponding velocity dispersion profiles. This plot compares
different observed behaviors, showing a higher dispersion at higher latitude due to insta-
bility generated by the "boxy/peanut" shaped of the gravitational potential, and break
down near the Galactic center, specially due to missing central mass in our model, as
already noted in §5.

Figure 7.11 shows the same as Figure 5.12 but now the rotation curve and velocity dis-
persion profiles are divided into two groups, bar-following particles and not bar-following
particles. The not bar-following particles show a higher rotational velocity with higher ve-
locity dispersion profiles compared with bar-following particles. We see that the particles
not trapped in the bar follow similiar behaviour to the overall kinematic trends as observed
from the BRAVA datasets, as well as the velocity dispersion profiles. The particles that
participate in the bar structure show a slow rotational velocity with similar behaviour
to the observed rotation curve, but their velocity dispersion profiles does not match the
observations towards higher Galactic longitude (|l| > 5◦). This result would imply that
what we observe towards the Galactic bulge region from the BRAVA datasets cannot be
explained essentially on the basis of particles trapped into the bar structure, without the
need to add any significant kinematics from particles with higher orbital Jacobi energy
EJ > −2.7× 105 km2 s−2.

In Table 7.1 we list the percentage of particles that parcipates in the bar structure.
We find that an important fraction (∼ 30− 70%) of particle orbits on the inner disk and
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Figure 7.8: Vlos distributions of particles streaming in the Galactic bar (blue histogram)
compared to not bar-following particles (black histogram).

contributes to the bar structure. The fraction of particles on the stellar halo that follows
the bar is estimated to be ∼ 20% in good agreement with recent measurements(e.g.,
Pérez-Villegas et al., 2017a).

7.3 The high Vlos feature in the Milky Way Bulge is not
due to the Bar

Nidever et al. (2012) claimed to have found several cold and high velocity peaks in the
inner Milky Way from the APOGEE survey. The authors suggest that such peaks can
be explained by stars streaming in the Galactic bar. Most recently, Aumer & Schönrich
(2015); Molloy et al. (2015a) based on interpretation of N-body simulations find that
the high-Vlos peaks detection firstly reported from the commissioning data of APOGEE
(Nidever et al., 2012) can be explained by stars travelling alongside the bar. Contrary to
these works, Debattista et al. (2015) claimed to have found evidence for a nuclear disk
from N-body simulations, which produces the high-velocity feature observed by Nidever
et al. (2012). Here we show that particles captured into the bar potential do not produce
significative cold high velocity peaks in the bulge region as has been recently claimed by
Nidever et al. (2012); Aumer & Schönrich (2015); Molloy et al. (2015a). We find that
significant (∼ 30−70%) high-Vlos peaks are a natural consequence of a midplane structure
which is not associated with the Galactic bar.
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Figure 7.9: Predicted velocity maps corresponding to bar-following particles (first and
second row) and not bar-following particles (third and fourth row) in the disk and halo
components.

Thin disk ~1-2 Gyr Thin disk ~2-3 Gyr Thin disk ~3-4 Gyr Thin disk ~4-5 Gyr

Thin disk ~7 Gyr Thick disk ~10 Gyr Thick disk ~11 Gyr
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Figure 7.10: Predicted velocity dispersion maps corresponding to bar-following particles
(first and second row) and not bar-following particles (third and fourth row) in the disk
and halo components.
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Figure 7.11: Rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles for bar-following particles
(blue dashed line) and not bar-following particles (blue line), compared to the BRAVA
datasets.
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Chapter 8

Qualitative comparison of eccentricities
to models

In this chapter we present a first application of the use of the Galactic potential described
in §3. From the Galactic potential, if position and velocities of stars are known with a
sufficient accuracy, it is possible to integrate the orbit of the stars. We apply this method
to compare orbit integrations with data in the literature. First we compare the distribution
of eccentricities that was observed from SDSS DR7 data by (Dierickx et al., 2010). Then
we consider TGAS (Gaia first data release) which contain accurate positions on the sky,
parallaxes and proper motions. These data, when combined with radial velocities from
the APOGEE survey (Zasowski et al., 2013; Majewski et al., 2015), allow to integrate
orbits for stars in the solar neighbourhood. The third application is done using field stars
with globular cluster-like second-generation abundance patterns identified in the APOGEE
survey as tracers of the cluster disruptions and possible accretion origins. We compute
the orbital elements of these stars in the Milky Way potential presented in §3.

8.1 Eccentricities from the SDSS DR7 datasets

In order to assess that our model is able to produce consistent outcomes, we compare
eccentricities computed from our potential with other integrations of orbits available in the
literature. In particular, we focus in this section in the eccentricity distributions of a local
sample of ∼31,535 G-dwarfs stars (from the SDSS DR7), which is made predominantly
of "thick disk" stars (Dierickx et al., 2010), covering the height range 1 < |Zmax| < 3
kpc. The authors claimed that the observed eccentricity distributions fit fairly well a
"gas-rich merger" scenario, where most thick disk stars were born in situ as expected
from numerical simulations carried out by Sales et al. (e.g., 2009).

In Figure 8.1 we compare the eccentricity distributions of these stars as computed from
axisymmetric potentials (e.g., Dierickx et al., 2010), with these ones from our barred Milky
Way model (through this chaper, we employ the bar parameters of the Model 22 as listed
in Table 5.1). We find that our barred Milky Way model predicts more low-eccentricity
stars than predicted by Dierickx et al. (2010) using a simple potential model. Also our
comparison shows that our predictions are reasonable in an absolute sense.
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Figure 8.1: Eccentricity distributions of ∼31,535 G-dwarfs stars (grey histogram) from Di-
erickx et al. (2010) compared with eccentricity distribution (blue histogram) as predicted
from the corresponding Galactic model presented in this work.
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We now make use of the eccentricity distributions from the same sample as computed
from our model, and qualitatively compare them with our predictions using test particle
simulations (as presented in §4 and §5) confined to a sphere of radius 5 kpc around the
Sun (covering the height range 1 < |Zmax| < 3 kpc ). The results are given in Figure
8.2. The observed eccentricity distribution does not coincides with the expected positions
of the young (Pop 8) and old (Pop 11) thick disk, while the sub-components of the old
thin disk are qualitatively similar to the locally observed distributions. On the basis
that our simulations are observationally and dynamically constrained, we suggest that
the distribution of eccentricities cannot validate the scenario proposed by Dierickx et al.
(2010), since we obtain the same distribution from thin disc particles. Our claim is based
on a qualitative comparison, and an adequate selection function in combination with our
eccentricity predictions could rule out the proposed scenario by Dierickx et al. (2010).

Figure 8.2: Predicted eccentricity distributions from test particle simulations (black line),
see §4 and §5, compared to the observed eccentricity distribution (red dashed line) from
the SDSS DR7 datasets (Dierickx et al., 2010), and re-computed in this thesis using a
barred Milky Way model (see §3).

8.2 Eccentricities from theTGAS and APOGEE datasets
Recently, Allende Prieto et al. (2016) have analyzed the main orbital elements in the Milky
Way for a few giant stars in the solar neighborhood, for which high quality astrometric
information is available from the first Gaia Data Release published as part of the Tycho-
Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS ) catalogue (see e.g., Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016b).

A sample of 3,621 nearby giant stars with uncertainties in the parallaxes <30%, and
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uncertainty in the radial velocity better than 1 km s−1 from the APOGEE survey, has
been selected in the same work, combining astrometric measurements from the TGAS
catalog with accurate radial velocity and chemistry from the SDSS-III Data Release 12
(Holtzman et al., 2015; Alam et al., 2015). They aimed to infer the main orbital elements
(Zmax, e, and the mean orbital radius Rm) under an axisymmetric Milky Way potential,
making use of the galpy software1 (Bovy, 2015). The authors interpreted their results
as: Stars formed farther away from the solar circle tend to be near their orbital peri
center, showing larger velocities and on average lower metallicities, while those closer to
the Galactic center are usually closer to their orbital apocenter, therefore moving slower
and with higher metallicities (exact copy from conclusions in Allende Prieto et al., 2016).

We complement this work by adapting our barred Milky Way model, and our test par-
ticles simulations (see §4 and §5) to the same sample, to enable a qualitative comparison
between predicted orbital elements to observed data.

Using the same datasets, we computed the eccentricity distributions as inferred from
our barred Milky Way model (using the bar parameters of the Model 22 as listed in
Table 5.1), we then compare the observed eccentricity with the predicted eccentricity
distributions from eight snapshots of test particle simulations (five thin disk particles:
Pop 3, Pop 4, Pop 5, Pop 6, Pop 7, two thick disk particles: Pop 8, Pop 11, and one
stellar halo particles: Pop 9 ) confined to a sphere of radius 1.5 kpc around the Sun (the
test particle simulations used in this section are the same ones built in this thesis). Figure
8.3 and Figure 8.4 show the results.

Figure 8.5 shows the [Fe/H] vs. [α/Fe] distributions for the selected sample (similar
to Figure 1 in Allende Prieto et al., 2016). We establish the local thick and thin disk
component by splitting the data into α−rich and α−poor, respectively, adopting an arbi-
trary cut around [α/Fe] ∼ 1.12 dex. In Allende Prieto et al. (2016) extreme values were
adopted to define these components, i.e., [α/Fe]<0.1 to define the thin disk component
and 0.17 <[α/Fe]< 0.3 to the thick disk component, excluding thus the intermediate
population from the TGAS -APOGEE datasets.

In Figure 8.3 we find that the thin disk component (hereafter α−poor population)
shows a significant peak (towards low eccentricity, < 0.2) present at e ≈ 0.1, and share
common eccentricities to the eccentricity distributions of particles in the cold thin disk
as illustrated in Figure 8.3 (Pop 3, Pop 4, Pop 5, and Pop 6, with stellar ages ranging
from 1 to 7 Gyr, see Robin et al., 2003) of the Milky Way as predicted from our test
particle simulations (see Figure 8.3). There is also a significative peak beyond e > 0.2
that has thick disk-like eccentricities (see Figure 8.3). Most of these stars chemically
ressemble the so-called "thick disk" (α−enhanced). The two significative peaks show a
clear separation between both components of the disk. Note also that an intermediate
population observed in the TGAS-APOGEE datasets (0.1 <[α/Fe]< 0.17 dex) fit fairly
well the eccentricity distribution as predicted for the Pop 7 of particles in a cold thin
disk, with stellar ages ranging from 7 - 10 Gyr (see Robin et al., 2003). In other words,
an intermediate population as observed in the TGAS-APOGEE sample, is kinematically
consistent with the thin disk but shows intermediate chemistry. This could indicate that
these stars could have formed in a differente manner (see Jofré et al., 2017).

1Phttp://github.com/jobovy/galpy
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The α−enhanced stars show a central peak which is stronger at e ≈ 0.3 (see Figure 8.3),
this peak coincides with the expected positions of the thick disk as seen from test particles
simulations in Figure 8.3. There is also one significative tail with higher eccentricity (e >
0.2) on the α−rich population, this presumes additional thick disk contamination exists
in the thin disk sample. In other words, α−rich stars that have likely been dynamically
ejected into the thin disk due to dynamical process (perturbations from the Galactic bar
and/or spiral arms), and more likely associated with "heating" (which is a change in
the eccentricity conserving the angular momentum) (see e.g., Sellwood & Binney, 2002;
Minchev & Famaey, 2010; Jofré et al., 2017). We note from the results in Figure 8.3,
that the eccentricity distributions from α−poor stars fit fairly well with that predicted from
particles in cold disks, without the need to invoke any additional dynamical process, while
the α−rich stars seem to show signatures to be affected by internal dynamical process.
Again, a suitable selection function can help to see whether or not the observed eccentricity
distribution is inconsistent with that predicted by our models.

In Figure 8.4, an alternate form to the results presented in Figure 2 in Allende Prieto
et al. (2016), and represent mainly thin and thick disk stars. In similar manner as in
Figure 2 in Allende Prieto et al. (2016), the bins represent the average values of the
characteristic orbital energy as defined in Moreno et al. (2015), the orbital Jacobi energy
EJ (see §B), the maximum height above the plane Zmax, and the eccentricity e, on finer
bins in [Fe/H] vs. [α/Fe] plane.

The main orbital elements have been computed using our barred Milky Way model
introduced in §3, and the bar parameters of the Model 22 as listed in Table 5.1. This
plot shows how the main orbital elements change from one population to another, i.e.,
α−rich stars tend to high eccentricity and height above the plane, and α−poor stars tend
to relatively low eccentricity within the Galactic plane, which is kinematically consistent
with thin disk population, while intermediate populations with [α/Fe]∼ 0.12 dex tend to
have intermediate orbital elements, with intermediate kinematics behaviour as illustrated
in Figure 8.3. This has also been pointed out in Jofré et al. (2017); Allende Prieto et al.
(2016).

Note that we have introduced two new orbital elements, the so-called "characteristic"
orbital energy and the orbital Jacobi energy, extensively studied in Moreno et al. (2015)
as proxies to perturbations by resonances2 with the Galactic bar in the Galactic disk and
Galactic halo. It is interesting to note that α−rich stars and on average lower metallicities
appear at lower characteristic orbital energy and higher orbital Jacobi energy closer to
the Galactic center, in good agreement with the orbital Jacobi maps presented in Figure
7.1, α−poor stars and on average higher metallicities appear at high characteristic or-
bital energy and lower orbital Jacobi energy displaced away from the solar circle. Even
more interesting result, the intermediate population (0.1<[α/Fe]< 0.17 dex) and on av-
erage lower metallicities ([Fe/H]< −0.2 dex) tends to be in intermediate values for the
orbital Jacobi energy, and characteristic orbital energy, while the intermediate population
(0.1<[α/Fe]< 0.17 dex) and on average higher metallicities ([Fe/H]> −0.2 dex) nearly
covered by resonant families which lie in the Galactic plane. The typical orbits found in

2In Moreno et al. (2015) was introduced for the first time the characteristic diagrams of energy
to delineate the trapping of stars by resonances on the Galactic disk and Galactic halo produced by
nonaxisymmetric components.
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this region are illustred in top panel of Figure 8.6. Similar orbits are extensively analyzed
in Moreno et al. (2015), with a characteristic orbital energy ranging between ∼ −1750
and −1715× 102 km2 s−2, also populated by α-rich stars, where resonant family of orbits
seems to delineate a trapping region (see Moreno et al., 2015) on the Galactic plane due to
perturbations produced by the Galactic bar. This is illustrated in the diagram shown in
Figure 8.6 (red shaded region) made mainly of disk stars (the TGAS -APOGE datasets).

In other words, a scenario where the intermediate population is brought into the solar
neighbourhood by dynamical process (Jofré et al., 2017) seems plausible, and could be
supported by the resonant trapping regions. A second possibility is that many of these
stars are likely bulge interlopers, suggesting that contamination from the Galactic bulge is
relevant to trace intermediate populations at the Solar position (alpha−intermediate). If
our claim is correct, the intermediate population could had a distinct origin3 at the Solar
position, probably associated to resonant trapping regions, and might be the result of
dynamical process dominated by perturbations from the Galactic bar, and/or stars ejected
from the bulge. Future work: Chemical abundances from the SDSS-IV (Sloan Digital
Sky Survey-IV) DR14 (Data Release 14) combined with TGAS data will be combined to
produce a more complete and statistically significant sample, to disentangle the nature of
the intermediate population and its relation with moving groups.

8.3 Tracking stellar orbits of field giant stars with glob-
ular cluster second-generation abundance patterns

Recently, Schiavon et al. (2017b) claimed to have found evidence for a new population
present in the inner Milky Way, made up of nitrogen-rich stars, which shows chemical
abundances patterns clearly distinguishable from the bulge itself, and strikingly similar
to those observed in globular cluster stars.

The nitrogen-rich bulge population is also significantly more metal-rich (〈[Fe/H]〉 ∼
-1 dex) than the halo, and homogeneously distributed along the Galactic bulge, and
kinematically indistinguishable from the rest of the bulge population (e.g., Schiavon et al.,
2017b), i.e., they are not systematically different in terms of kinematics of the rest of the
population of bulge. The authors interpreted these results in several ways, and two
possibilities are associated with an inner halo population origins, and/or fossil relics of
dissolved globular clusters. More recently, Martell et al. (2016) claimed to have found
evidence of such chemical anomalies in nitrogen-rich stars similar to that of the nitrogen-
rich bulge population, in metal-poor stars along the outer halo (e.g., Martell et al., 2016),
which suggests that dissolved metal-poor globular clusters seems to be responsible of
such chemical patterns beyond of the Galactic bulge. They in general are rare among
bulge and outer-halo populations. Identify such chemistry behaviour in the field, could
provide crucial observational support to a "merging" scenario for bulge and/or thick disk
formation (see discussion in Sales et al., 2009; Ferraro et al., 2016). Observational evidence
to such scenario seems to be supported by number of recent discoveries in bulge globular

3Intermediate population showing intermediate dynamical behaviour have also been discussed in Al-
lende Prieto et al. (2016); Jofré et al. (2017), however its origin remains elusive to date
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Figure 8.3: Predicted eccentricity distributions (bins are of equal size, 0.1) from test par-
ticles simulations (black dashed line), compared to the observed eccentricity distributions
from the Gaia DR1 TGAS and APOGEE datasets. Histograms in blue and orange show
respectively the eccentricity distribution for a α−rich disk, and α−poor disk using the
same cuts as employed in Allende Prieto et al. (2016) (first and second row), and our
arbitray cut (third and fourth row). Green histograms shows the eccentricity distribution
for α−intermediate (+0.1<[α/Fe]< +0.17 dex).
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Figure 8.4: [Fe/H] vs. [α/Fe] distribution showing the mean orbital elements per bin: the
characteristic orbital energy (Emax+Emin

2 ) as defined in Moreno et al. (2015), the orbital
Jacobi energy EJ , maximum height above the plane Zmax, and the eccentricity e. The
black dashed lines show the cuts employed by Allende Prieto et al. (2016) to split the
sample into thin disk and thick disk component, while the grey line show our arbitrary
cut to divide the sample into a α−rich disk and a α−poor disk.
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Figure 8.5: [Fe/H] vs. [α/Fe] distribution taken from the compilation of the TGAS plus
APOGEE datasets from Allende Prieto et al. (2016). The red dashed line show our
arbitray cut to split the sample into a thin disk and thick disk component.
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Figure 8.6: Top panel: Characteristic orbital energy (Emin + Emax)/2 vs. the orbital
Jacobi energy EJ in the non-inertial reference frame as defined in Moreno et al. (2015).
The red shadow regions shows the formation of agglomerations of stars associated with
periodic orbits in the Galactic disk (see e.g., Moreno et al., 2015), and dominated mainly
by α-rich and α−intermediate populations. Bottom panel: This panel displays the typical
meridional orbits (at the non-inertial reference frame, where the bar is at rest) found along
of the formation of the agglomeration of stars seen in the top panel, from high to low
orbital Jacobi energy. The red symbol indicate the initial position of the star before
integration, and the blue circle refers to the Solar radius.
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cluster stars, sites that harbor the signatures of multiple bursts of star formation (e.g.,
Ferraro et al., 2016; Schiavon et al., 2017a; Rojas-Arriagada et al., 2016; Tang et al.,
2017).

Recently, we have started an extensive search of globular cluster like abundance pat-
terns in the Milky Way field, in order to investigate whether chemical variations within the
Galactic bulge and outer halo are exclusively found in that regions. We found evidence for
such chemical anomalies at low galactic latitudes. In Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a)
we claimed to have identified a giant star in the field with nitrogen and aluminium over-
abundances, and low ratios of other light elements like magnesium, oxygen, and carbon
(chemical patterns only observed in globular cluster populations) kinematically consistent
with the Milky disk but chemically consistent with globular cluster populations. These
results are extensively described in subsection 8.3.1.

On the other hand, Schiavon et al. (2017b) have estimated that at least 25 N-rich stars
could be found in the disk field, based on a scenario of binary mass-transfer, and claims
textually: One might argue that, because the disk has a higher overall metallicity than
the N-rich sample, the production of N-rich stars is inhibited, because models suggest that
intermediate- mass AGB stars produce less nitrogen at higher metallicity (Ventura et al.,
2013). However, prior to our recent new finding Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a), the
N-rich stars had not been identified in the disk. They seems to be more common in the
disk of the Milky Way than previously thought, and many other candidates ( 11 new N-rich
stars in the disk) have been collected from the SDSS-III (DR13) (Fernández-Trincado et
al. 2017, in preparation) plus recent work in progress in the SDSS-IV (DR14). Here, we
move forward to provide the orbital elements for the vast majority of that stars (Martell
et al., 2016; Fernández-Trincado et al., 2016a) with kinematic data available, we employ
in this work the barred model (Model 2) that is described in §3.

Figure 8.7 shows [Mg/Fe] versus [Fe/H] for all migrant stars (e.g., Fernández-Trincado
et al., 2016a; Martell et al., 2016) and Galactic field stars within intermediate metallicity
(−1.8 <[Fe/H]< −0.7 dex). Note that most of the migrant stars from Martell et al.
(2016) show similar Galactic abundances trend as other halo field stars (see e.g., Hawkins
et al., 2015, and references therein), while the N-rich star from Fernández-Trincado et al.
(2016a) fall within the regions dominated by the accreted halo stars (or α−rich stars)
(e.g., Hawkins et al., 2015), making it a good candidate to be a remnant of globular
cluster disruption in the Galactic plane.

Figure 8.8 provides the orbital energy distribution of these stars (when astrometric
data is available) compared to that expected for Galactic globular clusters. The main
orbital elements for 63 globular clusters (taken from the recent compilation by Moreno
et al., 2014) illustrated in the same figure are listed in Appendix C. Their orbits were
calculated using the barred Milky Way model presented in §3. This plot shows that the
vast majority of the globular clusters appear as agglomerations at higher values of EJ

(left part of the diagram) towards the region where the inner disk are situated (see e.g.,
Moreno et al., 2015), while a handful are situated around lower values of EJ (right part
of the diagram), and contain mainly the halo globular clusters. Within the errors, the
position of the migrant stars (field stars with globular cluster abundance patterns) in
this diagram is consistent with the few metal-poor globular clusters present in the same
region. The N-rich star identified by Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a) trace similar
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trend in orbital energy that a few globular clusters in the disk. These results support the
idea that the chemical anomalies observed in the disk can result in stars born in globular
clusters being brought into the field, through disrupted clusters (e.g., Carretta et al., 2010;
Carretta, 2013; Carollo et al., 2013; Fernández Trincado et al., 2013; Fernández-Trincado
et al., 2015a,c,b, 2016b,a; Anguiano et al., 2016, Fernández-Trincado et al. 2017a, in
preparation). In some cases these stars can be trapped by different resonances on the
Galactic plane produced by the Galactic bar, as it seems to be the case for 2M16011638-
1201525 (Fernández-Trincado et al., 2016a) as illustrated by its meridional orbit in Figure
8.9.

Figure 8.7: The [Mg/Fe] as a function of metallicity for a metal poor sample
(−1.8 <[Fe/H]< −0.7) from the APOGEE datasets (black dots). The orange hexagon
symbols is represent one giant star from Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a), and the five
black squares symbols are the five migrant stars from (Martell et al., 2016). All the chem-
ical abundances in this plot have been taken from the APOGEE DR13 catalogue (SDSS
Collaboration et al., 2016).
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Figure 8.8: The characteristic orbital energy (Emin + Emax)/2 versus the orbital Jacobi
energy EJ as defined in Eq. B.19. This plot shows the energy distribution for 63 globular
clusters listed in Table C.2, one giant star from Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a), and
three migrant stars (red triangle symbols) from Martell et al. (2016). Colours represent
the metallicity of each globular cluster from Harris (2010).
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Figure 8.9: Meridional orbit of 2M16011638-1201525 (Fernández-Trincado et al., 2016a)
at the non-inertial reference frame, where the bar is at rest. The red symbol indicate the
initial position of the star before integration, the blue circle refers to the Solar radius, and
the star symbols the positions of the Sun.
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8.3.1 Results from the SDSS-III/APOGEE survey
The paper attached to this thesis is the first of a serie, and presents the analysis of chemical
abundances in a very peculiar giant star identified from the manual analysis carried out
for ∼ 100,000 spectra available in the APOGEE data release 12. The revelant findings
identified from the APOGEE spectrum are:

1.) In Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a) we have measured significant variations for
some light-elements like aluminium (Al), nitrogen (N), carbon (C), and magnesium
(Mg) in a field giant star, 2M16011638-1201525, showing significant differences from
the field. Fernández-Trincado et al. (2016a) claimed that 2M16011638-1201525 be-
comes enriched in nitrogen (N-rich), and the Mg-Al cycle is activated, where Al
production happens (see Schiavon et al., 2017b), and high variations in these ele-
ments appear to originate only in globular clusters (Lind et al., 2015; Martell et al.,
2016). Identify these stars in the field may provide important clues to the origin of
such stars, called migrant by Martell et al. (2016).

2.) Hasselquist et al. (2016) has measured in the same star (2M16011638-1201525) sig-
nificant variations of ionized Neodymium (Nd II), which provides strong signature
for neutron-capture element in this star.

3.) Cunha (2017) has measured recently significant variations of Cerium (Ce II) in
the same star, revealing that 2M16011638-1201525 is also enhanced in s-process
elements (synthesized in AGB stars) (see e.g., Hasselquist et al., 2016, and references
therein).
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ABSTRACT

We report on the detection, from observations obtained with the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution
Experiment spectroscopic survey, of a metal-poor ([Fe/H]=−1.3 dex) field giant star with an extreme Mg–Al
abundance ratio ([Mg/Fe]=−0.31 dex; [Al/Fe]=1.49 dex). Such low Mg/Al ratios are seen only among the
second-generation population of globular clusters (GCs) and are not present among Galactic disk field stars. The
light-element abundances of this star, 2M16011638-1201525, suggest that it could have been born in a GC. We
explore several origin scenarios, studying the orbit of the star in particular to check the probability of its being
kinematically related to known GCs. We performed simple orbital integrations assuming the estimated distance of
2M16011638-1201525 and the available six-dimensional phase-space coordinates of 63 GCs, looking for close
encounters in the past with a minimum distance approach within the tidal radius of each cluster. We found a very
low probability that 2M16011638-1201525 was ejected from most GCs; however, we note that the best progenitor
candidate to host this star is GC ω Centauri (NGC 5139). Our dynamical investigation demonstrates that
2M16011638-1201525 reaches a distance �Z 3 kpcmax∣ ∣ from the Galactic plane and minimum and maximum
approaches to the Galactic center of Rmin<0.62 kpc and Rmax<7.26 kpc in an eccentric (e∼ 0.53) and
retrograde orbit. Since the extreme chemical anomaly of 2M16011638-1201525 has also been observed in halo
field stars, this object could also be considered a halo contaminant, likely to have been ejected into the Milky Way
disk from the halo. We conclude that 2M16011638-20152 is also kinematically consistent with the disk but
chemically consistent with halo field stars.

Key words: globular clusters: general – stars: abundances – stars: Population II

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a commonly accepted observational fact that second-
generation stars make up a significant fraction of the population
of most Galactic globular clusters (GCs; Carretta et al. 2009a,
2009b; Bastian & Lardo 2015), and they display unique
inhomogeneities in their abundance of light elements involved
in proton-capture processes. The elements C, N, O, F, Na, Al,

Mg, and perhaps Si (e.g., Gratton et al. 2012; Mészáros
et al. 2015 and references therein) provide useful information
about the environment in which they were formed. A fraction
of GC populations show a pronounced [Al/Fe] and [Mg/Fe]
anti-correlation (e.g., Sneden et al. 2004; Johnson et al. 2005;
Marino et al. 2008; Carretta et al. 2009a, 2012; Mészáros
et al. 2015), a remarkable characteristic (i.e., a chemical
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fingerprint) of some second-generation stars, which are not
typically observed in the field, except in some peculiar cases, as
described below.

Interestingly, it has been suggested that ∼3% of field stars in
the Galaxy show atypical light-element patterns similar to those
seen only among the secondary population of Galactic GCs
(e.g., Carretta et al. 2010; Martell & Grebel 2010; Martell et al.
2011; Ramírez et al. 2012). They could be explained by the
escape of individual stars from those systems (Carretta
et al. 2010; Carollo et al. 2013; Carretta 2013; Fernández-
Trincado et al. 2013, 2015b, 2015c, 2016; Anguiano
et al. 2016).

Only a few studies confirm the existence of such stars in the
Galactic field. For example, (i) some Aquarius stream stars
appear to originate from a GC (e.g., Wylie-de Boer et al. 2012);
(ii) the Carretta (2013) study on NGC 6752 identifies a few
field star candidates with clear chemical patterns of GCs; (iii)
Ramírez et al. (2012) found an elevated Na/O ratio abundance
in two field halo dwarf stars; (iv) Lind et al. (2015) recently
discovered a metal-poor field halo star with a high Al–Mg ratio;
(v) Martell et al. (2016) recently identified five stars in the
Galactic halo with GC-like abundance patterns, and these stars
are thought to be migrants from GCs; (vi) Schiavon et al.
(2016) analyzed the chemical composition of 5,175 stars in
fields centered on the Galactic bulge, and found 59 giant stars
with elevated nitrogen abundances, anti-correlated with [C/Fe]
and correlated with [Al/Fe] abundance; and several scenarios
have been put forward to explain such anomalies in the
Galactic bulge, i.e., the authors proposed that these stars may
likely come from disrupting GCs, though an alternative
scenario being considered is that N-rich stars could be formed
in environments similar to GCs (for more details, see Schiavon
et al. 2016). Detection of such light-element abundance
inhomogeneities in non-GC stars is particularly important for
understanding how many Galactic field stars could have been
deposited by GCs.

In this work, we report the first discovery in Apache Point
Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE) data of
a peculiar giant star in the Milky Way field that stands out due
to its very low magnesium and high aluminum abundance as
well as other very significant light-element abundance
anomalies, such as a greatly enhanced nitrogen-to-iron ratio
([N/Fe]>1.0). This star could be the most convincing
evidence yet for a Galactic field star stripped from a GC.

2. A PECULIAR GIANT STAR OBSERVED BY APOGEE

The star of interest, 2M16011638-1201525, was found in
APOGEE (Zasowski et al. 2013; Majewski et al. 2016), a near-
infrared spectroscopic survey (part of the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey III, SDSS-III; Eisenstein et al. 2011) targeting primarily
Milky Way red giants, at a resolution of R≈22,500, acquired
with the APOGEE multi-object spectrograph mounted at the
SDSS 2.5m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006). We refer the reader
to Holtzman et al. (2015) and Nidever et al. (2015) for detailed
information on the data and for the data reduction pipeline.

We turn our attention to the giant star 2M16011638-
1201525, which has high [Al/Fe]=1.49 and a strongly
depleted [Mg/Fe]=−0.31 (manually confirmed using
MOOG26). 2M16011638-1201525 has been identified as part
of a sample of ∼265 giant stars originally surveyed

spectroscopically by APOGEE in a field centered on
(l, b)=(0, +30), showing unusual chemical abundances and
a high-quality stellar radial velocity. Figure 1 shows a
comparison of our results with those derived from 393 giants
in 10 GC stars (see Mészáros et al. 2015) and 59 bona fide field
nitrogen-rich stars giants in the bulge from Schiavon et al.
(2016). In particular we show that 2M16011638-1201525 has
one of the most extreme combinations of abundances.
2M16011638-1201525 shows a radial velocity (with typical
uncertainties of less than 1 km s−1) dispersion (vscatter) less
than 1 km s−1 over 4 visits, which makes it unlikely to be a
variable star or a binary star. We also examine variations
between 2MASS and DENIS magnitudes and USNO-B catalogs
and find no evidence for photometric variations between
those catalogs, i.e., (K2MASS−KDENIS)= −0.016 mag and
(R1− R2)=0.07 mag.
Figure 1 shows the light-element anomalies of

2M16011638-1201525, in this case for Al and Mg abundances.
Such extreme values of Al enhancements and Mg depletions
are only observed in second-generation GC population, as seen
in Figure 1.
The main atmospheric parameters (Teff, log g, and [Fe/H]) of

2M16011638-1201525 were checked using an extended and
updated version of iSpec27 (Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014) to
work in the spectral regime of APOGEE (∼1.51–1.7 μm). For a
set of atmospheric parameters and atomic data, iSpec generates
synthetic spectra, computed from the ATLAS atmosphere model
(Kurucz 2005), and minimizes the difference with the observed
spectrum using a least-squares algorithm.
We adopt the iSpec-recommended stellar parameters:

Teff=4572±100 K, log g=1.66±0.1, and [Fe/H]

Figure 1. Al and Mg abundances of 393 red giant stars in 10 GCs from
Mészáros et al. (2015). The first generation is marked as open square symbols,
and the second generation as filled square symbols. The average metallicity
([Fe/H]) is listed after the cluster name. The black star symbol represents the
star analyzed in this work, the black open circles the Schiavon et al. (2016)
sample, and the plus symbols 211 stars with available ASPCAP abundances in
the same field of 2M16011638-1201525.

26 http://www.as.utexas.edu/~chris/moog.html 27 http://www.blancocuaresma.com/s/iSpec/
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=−1.30±0.1), which are entirely consistent with those
obtained by the ASPCAP pipeline (García Pérez et al. 2016),
and Teff=4575±92 K, log g=1.61±0.11, and [Fe/H]=
−1.31±0.05. Both sets of model parameters computed with
the ATLAS model grid are consistent with those we found
using MARCS stellar atmosphere models (Gustafsson
et al. 2008; Zamora et al. 2015).

In this work,28 we focus on the abundances of Al, Mg, C, N,
and O, which are typical chemical signatures of GCs (Gratton
et al. 2012). We did not include sodium, a typical species to
separate GC populations, in our analysis as its lines in our
APOGEE spectra (1.6373 and 1.6388 μm) are weak in the
typical Teff and metallicity for the star studied in this work,
which would lead to unreliable abundance results.

APOGEE spectra have three main windows to determine
aluminum abundances: 1.6718, 1.6750, and 1.6763 μm. We
did not analyze the line at 1.6718 μm because it is poorly
fitted in the core and this may be an indicator of NLTE or
saturation effects (Hawkins et al. 2016). The selected lines at
1.6750 and 1.6763 μm show an offset of ±0.5 dex (see
Figure 2) between the two best-fit abundances, i.e., the
derived line-to-line abundance is A(1.6750 μm)=6.81 and A
(1.6763 μm)=6.31. It is important to note that this discre-
pancy does not affect the discussion and conclusions of this
work, i.e., the line-to-line and relative abundance indicates that
the star is Al-rich. For 2M16011638-1201525 we have done a
manual inspection of the best MOOG (v. Jan2016, Sneden
1973) fitted synthesis of Al, Mg, C, N, and O lines using
atomic and molecular species, the most recent OH line list by
Brooke et al. (2016), and Solar abundance values from Asplund
et al. (2005). The best MOOG fitted synthesis of Al and Mg
lines for 2M16011638-1201525 is shown in Figure 2. For our
manual analysis, we adopted the best fit of the atmospheric
stellar parameters recommended by iSpec, in good agreement
with other independent analyses and methods. This step was
necessary to provide a consistent comparison of the results
from a manual abundance analysis with the values determined
from the ASPCAP pipeline. Table 1 gives these abundances
and those derived by the ASPCAP pipeline using a different
line list of atomic and molecular species. For comparison the
abundances derived from the photometric effective tempera-
tures are given in the same table.

We additionally computed abundances assuming the effec-
tive temperature from photometry to check for any significant
deviation in our results, i.e., a photometric effective temper-
ature was calculated from the J−K color relation using the
methodology presented in González Hernández & Bonifacio
(2009). Photometry is extinction-corrected using the Rayleigh–
Jeans color excess method (see Majewski et al. 2011), which
leads to an extinction value � § _A 0.157K

WISE mag. For
comparison, Table 1 shows the values obtained in each
procedure. The observed small discrepancies do not affect the
main result of our work about the extreme abundances of Mg,
Al, and N.
Furthermore, our abundances were compared with those in

the literature, i.e., chemical abundances from the DR12 data
(García Pérez et al. 2016) and GC stars (Mészáros et al. 2015)
—see Figure 1. Those values are quite different from ours, as
also seen in the online29 version from the best ASPCAP fit.
This is due to the fact that we used the same wavelength
windows as Mészáros et al. (2015; see their Table 3), which are
significantly different from the ASPCAP DR12 windows. Also
we did not use any of the weak Mg lines, which in these metal-
poor stars mostly disappear from the spectra. These differences
in [Mg/Fe], [Al/Fe], [N/Fe], [C/Fe], [N/Fe], and [O/Fe]
abundances are also likely to be due to the updated line list
which includes both atomic and molecular species used by
MOOG in our procedure. The chemical abundances relevant to
this work are not affected by the analysis methods used.

Figure 2. Best-fit for the Mg I and Al I lines (red curve) in the observed infrared spectrum (black filled squares) of 2M16011638-1201525 with S/N>700. The two
blue dashed curves correspond to synthetic spectrum abundance choices that are offset from the best fit by±0.5 dex.

Table 1
Chemical Abundances of 2M16011638-1201525

APOGEE DR12 This work Photometric
Teff Teff Teff

4575 K 4572 K 4340 K

[Fe/H] −1.31 −1.30 −1.30
[C/Fe] 0.09 −0.15 −0.06
[N/Fe] 1.08 1.46 1.05
[O/Fe] 0.21 −0.06 0.03
[Mg/Fe] −0.04 −0.31 −0.43
[Al/Fe] 1.06 1.49 1.28

Note. The solar reference abundances are from Asplund et al. (2005).

28 To facilitate the reproducibility and reuse of our results, we have made all
the simulations available in a public repository at https://github.com/
Fernandez-Trincado/SDSS-IV-Project0184/blob/master/README.md.

29 DR12 Science Archive Server: http://dr12.sdss3.org/irSpectrumDetail?
commiss=0&locid=4520&show_aspcap=True&apogeeid=2M16011638-
1201525.
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3. GALACTIC MODEL AND SIMULATIONS

We performed a series of orbital30 integrations using a semi-
analytical, multicomponent model of the Milky Way potential
to predict the orbital parameters of 2M16011638-1201525 in
the Galaxy, based on the reliable (Table 2) six-dimensional
phase-space coordinates (3D position and 3D velocity).

We consider axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric Galactic
models, including a prolate bar and spiral-arms structures. The
relevant parameters employed in the bar and the spiral arms are
the same as those explained in Moreno et al. (2014) and Robin
et al. (2012).

We employed the kinematical parameters of 2M16011638-
1201525 and those associated with the Galactic model and
consider their corresponding uncertainties as 1σ variations in a
Gaussian Monte Carlo sampling. The adopted Solar motion
with its uncertainties is (U, V, W)e=(−11.1±1.2,
12.24± 2.1, 7.25± 0.6) km s−1 (e.g., Schönrich et al. 2010;
Brunthaler et al. 2011). In each computed orbit, we obtain the
following orbital parameters: the maximum distance from the
Galactic plane, Zmax; the maximum and minimum Galacto-
centric radii, rmax and rmin; and the orbital eccentricity, defined
as � � �e r r r rmax min max min( ) ( ).

To estimate the effect of axisymmetric and non-axisym-
metric components of the Galactic potential in the computed
orbital parameters, we considered the following four config-
urations of the Galactic potential:

(i) Model 1: the axisymmetric model, which is the direct
scaling of the Allen & Santillan (1991) model

(ii) Model 2: the non-axisymmetric model mentioned above,
using the prolate bar with the spiral arms (see Pichardo
et al. 2003, 2004)

(iii) Model 3: the non-axisymmetric model using the boxy bar
with the spiral arms (see Pichardo et al. 2003, 2004)

(iv) Model 4: We also performed orbit integration of
2M16011638-1201525 using the GravPot1631 code. We
have assumed a Milky Way gravitational potential model
using the mass distribution of the last version of the
Besançon Galaxy model (see Fernández-Trincado et al.
2014; Robin et al. 2014) based on the superposition of
many composite stellar populations belonging to the thin
disk, dark matter halo component, and interstellar matter
(ISM; e.g., Robin et al. 2003); the thick disk (shape B;
see Robin et al. 2014) and stellar halo (Robin et al. 2014;
Fernández-Trincado et al. 2015a); and a standard triaxial
boxy-shape bar (Robin et al. 2012). The results are shown
in Figure 4. We refer the reader to these papers for further
details of the density profiles.

In these models the orbits of the star are integrated over
2 Gyr, with 104 orbits in Model 1 and 103 orbits in both Model
2 and Model 3. We have found that in Models 2, 3, and 4 the
computed orbital parameters of 2M16011638-1201525 are
very similar and thus do not depend sensitively on the assumed
model of the Galactic bar.
For the orbital computation of 2M16011638-1201525, we

also tested the set of distances and proper motions given in
Table 2; small variations in these observables do not lead to
substantial difference in the orbital parameters and do not affect
the overall conclusions of this work.
We chose to use the accurate (<1 km s−1) radial velocity

from APOGEE. We adopted the spectro-photometric estimated
distance from Hayden et al. (2014) based on Bayesian methods
developed for APOGEE data, which is in good agreement with
the distance measurements from the RAVE survey (see
Table 2). We have adopted absolute proper motions from the
UCAC4 catalog (Fourth U.S. Naval Observatory CCD
Astrograph Catalogue; Zacharias et al. 2013), because the
error in proper motion (with uncertainties <2 mas yr−1) is
smaller than those in other catalogs (see Table 2) and is less
affected by potential systematic uncertainties (Vickers
et al. 2016). We note that the small uncertainties on the proper
motions are good enough to estimate the space-velocity vector
accurately,32 i.e., (ULSR, VLSR, WLSR)=(93.9± 10.9,
−246.1± 68.9, 21.7± 19.9) km s−1.

4. POSSIBLE ORIGINS

A possible scenario producing very extreme Mg–Al–N
nucleosynthesis could be an association with an intermediate-
mass (∼3–6Me) AGB star (see Ventura et al. 2011; Schiavon
et al. 2016) in a binary companion. A future work will be
dedicated to investigating in more detail other mechanisms,
including binary stellar mergers or pollution of the ISM by a
previous generation of massive stars.
In the following subsections we will analyze other scenarios

that could have led this peculiar star to its current phase-space
location in the Galaxy.

Table 2
Phase-space Data

Coordinates (J2000)

(α, δ) (240°. 31825, −12°. 03127)
(l, b) (358°. 87794, 29°. 5692)

Heliocentric Distance [kpc]

(2.67 ± 0.68)a

(2.94 ± 0.62)b

Vlos [km s−1]

(82.23 ± 0.84)a

(84.68 ± 0.79)c

Proper Motions N E NB Ecos ,( )
( �mas yr 1)
(−11.5 ± 1.7, −16.9 ± 1.7)d

(−12.3 ± 2.1, −16.0 ± 2.1)e

(−15.7 ± 2.7, −17.2 ± 2.4)f

Notes.
a Kordopatis et al. (2013).
b Hayden et al. (2014).
c SDSS-III/APOGEE.
d UCAC4.
e PPMXL.
f Tycho-2 (unfortunately, improvements in distance and proper motions are not
available from the TGAS (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) catalog for this star).

30 We have adopted a righthanded coordinate system for (U, V, W), so that
they are positive in the directions of the galactic center, galactic rotation, and
north galactic pole, respectively.

31 https://fernandez-trincado.github.io/GravPot16/
32 The velocities (ULSR, VLSR, WLSR) are estimated relative to the local
standard of rest (LSR).
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4.1. A Dwarf Spheroidal (dSph) Galaxy Interloper?

Lind et al. (2015) argue that stars with low [Mg/Fe] ratios
are commonly found in dSph galaxies. However, [Al/Fe]
enhancement is not expected in these systems (see Koch &
McWilliam 2008). Therefore, given the high Al enhancement
and strongly depleted Mg observed in 2M16011638-1201525,
we conclude that it seems unlikely that a merged and disrupted
dSph galaxy could have hosted 2M16011638-1201525.

4.2. A Globular Cluster Escapee?

In order to study the ejection scenario of 2M16011638-
1201525 from a not entirely disrupted GC into the Milky Way
disk, we performed a kinematical analysis using Model 2 over a
2 Gyr period. It is based on a 3×103 Monte Carlo cluster and
2M16011638-1201525 orbits for a sample of 63 Galactic GCs
with good proper motion measurements (see Moreno
et al. 2014).

We assumed that 2M16011638-1201525 could have been
ejected from a given GC, with a relative velocity below a
certain threshold �V 200rel( km s−1), which may be possible in
the interaction of black holes and/or binary systems (see
Fernández-Trincado et al. 2015b). Then, we computed the
cumulative probability distribution (see Figure 3) for the
relative velocity (Vrel), which is defined as the relative velocity
during each close encounter, occurring at times t<2 Gyr and
within a distance less than or equal to the tidal radius of the GC
(δ r< rt; Moreno et al. 2014). If a close past encounter is
probable, then the GC could be identified as a possible
progenitor of 2M16011638-1201525.

Our results suggest that our hypothesis of 2M16011638-
1201525 being ejected from a given GC is negligible for 59 of
the GCs and very small (<0.5%) for four GCs in our sample
(see Figure 2): NGC 5139 (ω Cen), NGC 104 (47 Tucanae),
NGC 4372, and NGC 4833.

Other parameters also disfavor the proposed hypothesis:
2M16011638-1201525 is metal-poor, [Fe/H]=−1.30 dex,
with orbital parameters that reach a distance _Z 3 kpcmax∣ ∣
from the Galactic plane (see Figure 4), which are not consistent
with the metallicity (Harris 1996) and orbital properties

(Moreno et al. 2014) of three of the four clusters mentioned
above: NGC 104 ([Fe/H]=−0.72 dex, _Z 3.13max∣ ∣ kpc),
NGC 4372 ([Fe/H]=−2.17 dex, _Z 1.57max∣ ∣ kpc), and
NGC 4833 ([Fe/H]=−1.85 dex, _Z 1.54max∣ ∣ kpc). Both
NGC 4372 and NGC 4833 are more metal-poor than
2M16011638-1201525, while NGC 104 is more metal-rich—
having a more Mg-rich population in particular (see Carretta
et al. 2013)—than 2M16011638-1201525. Therefore, these 3
clusters are an unlikely origin for the star.
Our chemodynamical results show that among the more

probable GC candidates associated with 2M16011638-
1201525, NGC 5139 could be a possible progenitor system.
This cluster is metal-poor, [Fe/H]=−1.53 dex (Harris 1996),
and has an orbit that reaches a distance _Z 1.69 kpcmax∣ ∣ from
the Galactic plane (Moreno et al. 2014). Additionally, NGC
5139 shows enrichment levels spanning ∼−1.8 dex to
∼−0.5 dex (e.g., Villanova et al. 2014 and references therein)
and atypical light-element abundances with a pronounced Mg–
Al anti-correlation (e.g., Norris & Da Costa 1995), like that
seen in 2M16011638-1201525. From Figure 3, we conclude
that this star could have been radially ejected in any direction
from NGC 5139 (blue dashed line in Figure 3). 2M16011638-
1201525 has a velocity greater than the cluster’s escape
velocity, i.e., Vrel>60.4 km s−1 (see Fernández-Trincado et al.
2015b and references therein), reaching a total energy (E) and
angular momentum (Lz) from the ejection process slightly
similar to those of NGC 5139. We note that 2M16011638-
1201525 is moving on a retrograde orbit and has a specific
angular momentum, Lz=−307 km s−1kpc, similar to that of
NGC 5139, i.e., Lz=−342.5 km s−1kpc (see Moreno
et al. 2014); this result could strengthen the association of this
star with NGC 5139.
We emphasize that there is evidence which suggests NGC

5139 as a dominant contributor of retrograde stars and of stars
with chemical anomalies generally found only within GCs
(Altmann et al. 2005; Majewski et al. 2012; Fernández-
Trincado et al. 2015c). These stellar debris and the newly
discovered star strongly suggest that NGC 5139 was not
formed on its present orbit and has been affected by frequent
passages through the disk (e.g., Meza et al. 2005). Hence, much
of the stellar debris claimed to be part of NGC 5139 follows
orbital properties (Rmin, Rmax, Zmax) slightly different from
those of the host system.
We also highlight that 2M16011638-1201525 has halo-like

radial velocity based on the kinematics predicted by the revised
version of the Besançon Galaxy model (Robin et al. 2014),
implying that this star could also be interpreted as a ”halo
interloper,” especially given a retrograde motion and a peculiar
chemical fingerprint that is consistent with the GC halo
population.

4.3. A Galactic Bulge Interloper?

Schiavon et al. (2016) have recently discovered a new
stellar population in the Galactic bulge (called the N-rich
population), which clearly shows atypical light-element
patterns, particularly elevated nitrogen abundance [N/
Fe]>1.0 dex. Such abundances are very different from what
is seen in the normal stellar population of the Galactic bulge in
the same spatial region (i.e., � nb 16∣ ∣ , −20°<l<20°, and
5 kpc < de<11 kpc).
We consider a possible scenario where 2M16011638-

1201525 could be associated with this new stellar population,

Figure 3. Cumulative probability distribution of the relative velocities (Vrel)
during close encounters between 2M16011638-1201525 and Galactic GCs
from Moreno et al. (2014). The vertical dashed line shows the velocity
threshold (200 km s−1) adopted in this work.
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since this star shows nitrogen enhancement similar to
that of Schiavon’s sample, i.e., 2M16011638-1201525,
like the N-rich population, has elevated nitrogen abundance,
[N/Fe]=1.46 dex (see Table 1). Interestingly, our orbital
solutions show that 2M16011638-1201525 passes through the
Galactic bulge at its closest approach to the Galactic center
Rmin∼0.62 kpc and reaches a maximum distance from the
Galactic center at Rmax<7.26 kpc (see the orbit projection in
Figure 4) in an eccentric orbit e=0.53. Given its peculiar
chemical fingerprint and orbital elements within the Galactic
disk, this star could be interpreted as a N-rich bulge interloper.
It is interesting to note that there are a handful of N-rich stars
from Schiavon’s sample with intermediate Al abundance and
Mg enhancement (see Figure 1), making it difficult to
chemically link this population with 2M16011638-1201525,
which falls outside the main group of field stars and within the
locus of the second-generation GC population. However, there
is also one star from Schiavon’s sample that has Al
enhancement and a strongly depleted Mg abundance and is
likely within the Al–Mg tail of the N-rich population. On the
other hand, one might expect N-rich contaminants with
extreme Al–Mg abundance ratios. However, given the kine-
matic and chemical properties of 2M16011638-1201525, a GC-
like second-generation identification seems more probable.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We made use of high-resolution, near-IR spectra from the
SDSS-III/APOGEE survey, and we discovered the existence
of a star within the Milky Way disk with light-element
anomalies associated with one of the most extreme combina-
tions of Mg and Al anti-correlation, seen only in second-
generation GC populations. Our orbital computations based on
reliable six-dimensional phase-space coordinates of this
peculiar giant star, 2M16011638-1201525, show that it travels
through the Milky Way in a coplanar, eccentric orbit relatively
close to the Galactic plane, which suggests that this star has
been dynamically ejected into the Milky Way disk from
the halo.

A more exotic explanation of such peculiar chemistry in a
disk-like orbit star is that it could be chemically linked with the
ω Cen progenitor system, from which it might have been
ejected. However, ω Cen is a very complex and unusual stellar
system in the Milky Way, and its origin is still not well
understood (GC or dSph galaxy?). Other GC progenitor
candidates might be examined with more detail in the near
future, given the upcoming and more accurate six-dimensional
phase-space data set that will be produced by the Gaia space
mission.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions & Perspectives

We have presented a steady-state Milky Way gravitational potential model (the so called
GravPot16 model), observationally and dynamically constrained. We built up theGravPot16
model based on locally self-consistent dynamical constraints with the density profiles,
thanks to the unique combination of Synthetic Stellar Populations (Robin et al., 2003,
2012, 2014) and observational data. The significant constraint that we consider in the de-
termination of our model is the disk scale heights and the physical parameters of the local
dark matter component. This work has also provided several successful outcomes to assess
that our model is able to give results consistent with the literature. We explore simple
test particle simulations for a variety of initial conditions belonging to seven age-bin disk
components (e.g., Robin et al., 2003, 2014) and a component associated with a Hernquist
stellar halo (see Robin et al., 2014), this set of particles attempt to mimic stars with
different kinematic conditions. An important aspect of our method is the use of initial
conditions restricted to locally self-consistent recipes, but are not fully consistent globally,
which are slightly relaxed before turning on the non-axisymmetric potential, and it turns
out to be pretty much stable for the time-scales over which we have integrated it, but this
does not mean it is truly in equilibrium. It will be interesting also to check whether giving
mass to our test-particles could allow to close the loop and reproduce the bar potential
that we have used in the first place. The same for the densities of the disks in general,
where this would need to regenerate the potential if the disks thicken that apparently does
happen, this has been postponed for a future study. This simple methodology has allowed
us to evaluate the role of a realistic non-axisymmetric bulge structure on the kinematics
of each stellar sub-component which inherit information of both density-potential pair,
with the significant advantage of reproducing several observational kinematic behaviours.
Our conclusions can be summarized in the following way:

1. Throughout this study, we have taken advantage of the GravPot16 model which
is a specific model for galactic dynamics that fits fairly well several observational
characteristics of the Milky Way, including the perpendicular force (KZ) at 1.1
kpc as predicted in Bovy & Rix (2013), as well as the overall rotation curve from
observations of HI and CO gas from the compilation of Sofue (2015). However, as it
can be noted in the §3, the construction of the overall gravitational potential and the
field forces are based in a combination of semi-analytic expressions. Although some
mathematical forms can be numerically resolved. This complicated mathematical
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approach is very expensive computationally, and does not produce exact solutions
which can be important at the scale of <1 parsec. Concerning the inner thin disk,
given the complicated mathematical expressions of the gravitational potential, we
have favored a "spherical hole" following Robin et al. (2003) which is more simple
to compute numerically. In Robin et al. (2014) a "cylindrical hole" symmetry was
employed towards the inner regions of the Milky Way to fit the density profile of
the thin disk using SDSS data, but there was no significant difference in the fit
with regards to the "spherical hole". The geometric difference appears only in a
specific region of the bulge, at short distances from the Galactic center and out-of
the plane. This new geometry could play an important role in the configuration and
orbital structure of the inner region (< 0.5 kpc). However, definitive evidence for a
"cylindrical" and/or "spherical" hole in the inner thin disk remains elusive to date,
and only few studies seem to support the presence of a hole in the inner disk (see
Matsunaga et al., 2016).

2. Simple controlled simulations of massless particles were performed under theGravPot16
model developed in this thesis. With this procedure, we have obtained the final ve-
locity distributions, wich fit fairly well the overall kinematics of the Galactic bulge.
Several bar potential models were employed, varing the main physical parameters of
the bar (pattern speed, Ωbar, mass, and angle orientation, αbar) in order to produce
dynamical constrains of these parameters. All our considerations suggest that at
least the mass of the Galactic bar suggested by Robin et al. (2012) and estimated
to be of the order of 0.63 × 1010 M" is underestimated. Our dynamical approach
suggests that a mass of the order of almost twice (1.7 to 2.6 times) can reproduce
fairly well the overall global kinematic characteristics of the Milky Way bulge. On
the other hands, there is a clear tension between models and interpretations in the
literature concerning to the pattern speed of the bar, that suggests that a fast and/or
slow rotating bar can reproduce the kinematic behaviour towards the Galactic bulge
and/or the local stellar velocity space (e.g., Monari et al., 2017a,b; Portail et al.,
2017; Pérez-Villegas et al., 2017b). In this work we find, that a bar pattern speed of
35 km s−1 kpc−1 (slow rotating bar) with a corotation radius around ∼6.5 kpc may
fits fairly well the BRAVA data, with a minimum value of χ2 = 2.05 for our best fit
to data. However, we note also from visual examination that a bar with a pattern
speed of 55 km s−1 kpc−1 (fast rotating bar) with corotation around ∼4.5 kpc gives
an acceptable fit to the BRAVA data with a worse χ2 of 2.37. We conclude that
these parameters are clearly degenerated, and more strict constrains are needed to
discriminate these parameters. For example, combined interpretation of local stellar
velocity space with the bulge kinematic trends and its relation with the spiral arms
plus the Galactic bar plus variations of the geometry of dark matter component can
help to alleviate this tension, this study is postponed to future work. We also find
that the best-fitting model for the orientation of the semi-major axis of the bar for
the present-day is no less than 20◦ in good agreement with the literature (Freuden-
reich, 1998), this value is ∼ 7◦ larger that the value found by Robin et al. (2012),
however, this result is still controversial. Lastly, through this work we have favored
the bar parameters ωbar = 35 km s−1 kpc−1, αbar = 20◦, and Mbar = 1.1× 1010 M",
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which produces a smaller value of χ2 fitting the BRAVA dataset than other models.
We find that our conclusions are unchanged for the second best-fitting model, with
ωbar = 55 km s−1 kpc−1, αbar = 20◦, and Mbar = 1.6× 1010 M".

3. An important result of the study, which will be considered in a future work, is that
our simulation methodology predicts that an additional mass component need to
be invoked in the inner region of the Milky Way to fit the global trends observed
in the nuclear region of the bulge (within ∼ 1.5 kpc). Indeed, the Galactic bulge
of our model is made up primarily of a massive "boxy/peanut" bar structure plus
the contribution of other Galactic components belonging to the disk, stellar halo,
interstellar matter, and dark matter, which are essentially the same Galactic com-
ponents employed by the Besançon Galaxy model (Robin et al., 2003, 2012, 2014).
However, we find that these components by themselves are not enough to reproduce
the velocity dispersion profile as observed in the BRAVA dataset at low Galactic
latitude (|b| < 4◦).

4. In a first order, the simulations presented in this thesis, predicts the radial velocity
dispersion, σR(rgal) as a function of the galactocentric radius before and after the
adiabatic growth of the Galactic bar within the potential. We find that the pre-
dicted σR(rgal) stays similar to the imposed initial conditions at large Galactocentric
distances (rgal > 4 kpc) for the five sub-components of the thin disk, which differs
in the inner region, given that the Besançon Galaxy model assumes a non realis-
tic kinematics trend toward the Galactic bulge, this have been improved from our
dynamical approach, we find the analytical expressions, the best set of parameters
that reproduce the kinematic trends σR(rgal) as function of the galactocentric radius
(see Eqn. §4.5). Noticeable perturbations of the bar are observed along different
galactocentric radius for the two thick disk components, which are kinematically
warmer. While the stellar halo being a Galactic component kinematically hotter
produces significant trends as consequence of the perturbations of the Galactic bar.
In Figure 4.4 we clearly see that a stellar halo initially not rotating, exhibit a ro-
tation not null due to the influence of the bar in the system. This effect produces
relevant changes in the geometry of the density profile of the stellar halo as seen
in §8. In Eqn. §4.4 we find the best set of parameters (vertical gradient, dσZ

dR , and
the local vertical velocity dispersions, σ"

Z ) to set the vertical veloctiy dispersion as
a function of the galactocentric radius in the Besançon Galaxy model as predicted
from our barred model.

5. In §6 we confirm that the stellar halo is ellipsoidal in the inner region of the Milky
Way and becomes oblate in the outer parts, it was first noted by Pérez-Villegas
et al. (2017a) from the interpretation of N-body simulations. We find that an
important fraction (∼ 22%) of the particles in the inner Milky Way participate in
the bar structure, this implies that we could expect some relevant metal poor stars
streaming into the bar potential. It is important to note, that the initial conditions
associated with the stellar halo has not been thought through in depth, and there is
thus no reason for this stellar halo to be in true equilibrium, however, it turns out
to be pretty much stable for the time-scales over which we integrated it.
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6. In §7 we identify a midplane structure surrounding the Galactic bar with kinematic
properties strikingly similar to those observed in the APOGEE commissioning data
by Nidever et al. (2012). This indicates that the high Vlos feature found in the region
of the Milky Way bulge are a natural consequence of stars not associated with the
Galactic bar.

9.1 Perspectives
In this work we have developed useful tools, methods and techniques that will allow the
analysis and interpretations of many spectroscopic and astrometric surveys, including
Gaia in the near future. We have also derived new fits to the vertical and radial velocity
dispersions from test particle simulations using a barred model. These new parameters
are useful to be implemented into the Besançon Galaxy model to set the kinematics of
the model (radial velocity, and proper motions), taking into account the density-potential
pair (where the non-axisymmetries are implicitly included), and particularly to be used
for the interpretation of the Milky Way bulge observations. These implementations are
being done in the new versions of the Besançon Galaxy model, and deeper analysis taking
into account the appropriate selection function should be done. The comparisons of
our kinematic predictions with other large spectroscopic surveys (APOGEE, Gaia-ESO,
GIBS, ARGOS, etc) and particularly with APOGEE South (APOGEE-2/SDSS-IV) in
the near future, would allow to examine for example the presence/absence of high−Vlos

feature towards the Galactic bulge.
We will investigate and characterize the nature of the additional component needed

in the inner region of the Galactic bulge to reproduce the velocity dispersion profiles.
Several simulations are in process to get more information about this component.

In the future we plan to investigate more in detail the effect of the bar in the solar
neighbourhood, to compare the velocity fields and the known streams (Famaey et al., 2005)
with our model. For this aspect it will be necessary to produce test particle simulations
with a higher number of particles to get the required spatial resolution. This study
could be extended to the wide solar neighbourhood for which Gaia will provide accurate
parallaxes and proper motions in 2018 in its next data release.
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Appendix A

Density profiles

A.1 Thin disk

A.1.1 Young thin disk, Age < 0.15 Gyr

ρ(rgal, zgal) = CthinAge<0.15 ×
[
exp(−(a/hR+)

2)− exp(−(a/hR−)
2)
]

(A.1)

where a2 = r2gal +
Z2

ε2 , ε =
√
1− e2 is the ellipticity and eccentricity of an ellipsoid ob-

tained from dynamics considerations (see §1), CthinAge<0.15 is the normalization constant
associated with the local density ρ", and hR+ = 5 kpc and hR− = 3 kpc, are the scale
lengths, and hR− define a spherically symmetric hole in the inner disk. It is important to
note that the geometry of such a hole in the inner disk was not studied in detail in this
work, it was assumed to be spherically symmetric following Robin et al. (2003). A new
parametrization has been recently presented by Robin et al. (2014) for a cylindrical hole.
To date it still remains quite very uncertain, and its existence seems to be supported by
recent observations, i.e, a recent lack of classical Cepheids in the inner part of the Galactic
disk was identify by Matsunaga et al. (2016).

A.1.2 Thin disk, Age > 0.15 Gyr

ρ(rgal, zgal) = CthinAge>0.15 ×
[
exp(−(0.5 + a/hR+)

2)− exp(−(0.5 + a/hR−)
2)
]

(A.2)

a is similar to Eq. A.1, and hR+ = 2.17 kpc and hR− = 1.33 kpc.
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A.2 Thick disk

The thick disk parametrization is taken from Robin et al. (2014) and is given by the
following density profiles

A.2.1 Young thick disk, Age ∼ 10 Gyr

ρ(rgal, zgal) ≈ CthickAge∼10 × sech2(|Z|/2hZ)× (−(rgal − 8)/hrgal) (A.3)

where hZ = 0.345 kpc and hrgal = 2.040 kpc, are the scale height and scale length,
respectively. CthickAge∼10 is the local normalization constant.

A.2.2 Old thick disk, Age ∼ 12 Gyr

ρ(rgal, zgal) ≈ CthickAge∼12 × sech2(|Z|/2hZ)× (−(rgal − 8)/hrgal) (A.4)

where hZ = 0.795 kpc and hrgal = 2.919 kpc, are the scale height and scale length,
respectively. CthickAge∼12 is the local normalization constant.

In the computation of the potential the Eqn. A.3 and Eqn. A.4 have been approxi-
mated by the sum of three Miyamoto-Nagai disks (see Smith et al., 2015). This approach
has been employed in this work due to the complicated forms of the gravitational poten-
tial model, in order to reduce the computing time. For the computations in this work,
we have adopted the following mass: MAge∼10 = 7.38× 109 M" and MAge∼12 = 1.33× 109

M".

A.3 The Interstellar Matter (ISM)

ρ(rgal, zgal) ≈ CISM × exp

(
−rgal − R"

hR

)
× exp

(
− Z

hZ

)
(A.5)

where hZ = 0.14 kpc and hrgal = 5.0 kpc, are the scale height and scale length of the ISM,
respectively. For the computations in this work, we have adopted the following mass,
MISM = 4.95× 109 M".
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A.4 Stellar halo

The density profiles of the stellar halo follow the Hernquist model presented in (Robin
et al., 2014), repeated here to guide the reader

ρ(rgal, zgal) = Cstellarhalo ×
1

Ra × (Ra +Rcore)n
(A.6)

where R2
a = r2gal + (Zq )

2, Rcore = 2.1 kpc, n = 2.1, and q ∼ 0.77, see discussion about
variations of the axis ratio q in presence of the Galactic bar in §6. In the Besançon stellar
population model the mass of the stellar halo is estimated to be Mstellar−halo ∼ 0.264×109

M".

A.5 The boxy/peanut bar

The Galactic bar is an approximation to the model presented in Robin et al. (2012) and
have the following mass density distribution:

ρ(X, Y, Z) = Cbar × sech2(Rs) (A.7)

R
C||
s =

[∣∣∣∣
X

X0

∣∣∣∣
C⊥

+

∣∣∣∣
Y

Y0

∣∣∣∣
C⊥

]C||/C⊥

+

∣∣∣∣
Z

Z0

∣∣∣∣
C||

(A.8)

where the exponents C|| = 3.007, C⊥ = 3.329, and X0 = 1.46, Y0 = 0.49, and Z0 = 0.39
are the scale lengths of the Galactic bar as presented by (Robin et al., 2012). The mass,
pattern speed and angle orientation are derived in this work from dynamical constraints
(see §5). Notice that in this thesis new constraints for the main physical parameters of
the Galactic bar were presented in §5.

A.6 The dark matter

The dark matter component is the symmetrically spherical component used in the Be-
sançon Galaxy model. This component is fitted to the observed rotation curve (from
measurement of CO and HI gas) from Sofue (2015) at large galacticentric radii. The pa-
rameters are sensibly different from Robin et al. (2003) who used different observational
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constraints for the rotation curve and did not account for the non-axisymmetric compo-
nents. These variations are listed in Table A.1 for the three bar models considered in
§5.

ρ(rgal, zgal) = Cdarkmatter ×
1

1 + (r2gal + Z2)/R2
dm

(A.9)

where Rdm is the core radius, and Cdarkmatter is the central mass density distribution.

Table A.1: Dark matter parameters after fitting the rotation curve and assuming different
bar mass.

Bar mass Cdarkmatter Rdm

M"/pc3 kpc
0.63× 1010 M" 0.5011 1.32
1.10× 1010 M" 0.2974 1.72
1.60× 1010 M" 0.1816 2.20
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Appendix B

Reference systems

The particles and stars analyzed in this thesis follow the system of equations presented
below. The non-inertial reference frame is defined where the bar is at rest and the bar
rotation is in the clockwise direction.

All the computations presented in this thesis were done using the Runge-
Kutta algorithm of seventh-eight order of Fehlberg (1968).

B.1 Galactic system

The system of equations B.1 - B.5 are employed in our programs to transfom the obser-
vations (α, δ, l, b, µl, µb, heliocentric distance dhel, line-of-sight velocity Vlos)→
(Xin, Yin, Zin, V xin, V yin, V zin) generally given in the inertial reference frame to the non-
inertial reference frame, and viceversa (Eqns. B.6 - B.9). Vl, and Vb are computed using
the transformation of the equatorial proper motion to the Galactic system from (Poleski,
2013), and Xin, Yin, Zin are computed as follow,

Xin = R" − dhel × cos(l)× cos(b) (B.1)

Yin = −dhel × sin(l)× cos(b) (B.2)

Zin = dhel × sin(b) (B.3)

where dhel is the heliocentric distance, the Sun is assumed (X, Y, Z)=(0, 8, 0) kpc, l and
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b the Galactic latitude and Galactic longitude, respectively.

For V xin, V yin, V zin we employ the following expresions from Bond et al. (2010),

V xin = −Vlos × cos(l)× cos(b) + Vb × cos(l)× sin(b) + Vl × sin(l)− U" (B.4)

V xin = −Vlos × sin(l)× cos(b) + Vb × sin(l)× sin(b)− Vl × cos(l)− V" − Vlsr (B.5)

V zin = Vlos × sin(b) + Vb × cos(b) +W" (B.6)

where (U"), (V"), (W") = (11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km s−1 (Brunthaler et al., 2011), and
Vlsr = 244.5 km s−1 (this work).

B.2 Inertial to Non-intertial reference system

α(t) = αbar − Ωbart (B.7)

Xnon = Xincos(α(t))− Yinsin(α(t)) (B.8)

Ynon = Xinsin(α(t)) + Yincos(α(t)) (B.9)

V xnon = (V xin + YinΩbar)cos(α(t))− (V yin −XinΩbar)sin(α(t)) (B.10)

V ynon = (V xin + YinΩbar)sin(α(t)) + (V yin −XinΩbar)cos(α(t)) (B.11)

where Ωbar is the pattern speed of the Galactic bar.
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B.3 Non-inertial to intertial reference system

Xin = Xnoncos(α(t)) + Ynonsin(α(t)) (B.12)

Yin = −Xnonsin(α(t)) + Ynoncos(α(t)) (B.13)

V xin = (V xnon − YnonΩbar)cos(α(t)) + (V ynon +XnonΩbar)sin(α(t)) (B.14)

V yin = (V xnon − YnonΩbar)sin(α(t)) + (V ynon +XnonΩbar)cos(α(t)) (B.15)

B.4 Motion equations

The corresponding equations of motion (Pichardo, 2003) are:

d2X

dt2
=

∂Φaxi

∂X
+

∂Φnon−axi

∂X
+ 2Ωbar

dX

dt
+ Ω2

barX (B.16)

d2Y

dt2
=

∂Φaxi

∂Y
+

∂Φnon−axi

∂Y
+ 2Ωbar

dY

dt
+ Ω2

barY (B.17)

d2Z

dt2
=

∂Φaxi

∂Z
+

∂Φnon−axi

∂Z
(B.18)

B.5 Jacobi integral

We calculate the Jacobi integral EJ (Binney & Tremaine, 1994) as:

EJ =
1

2
/v2 + Φaxi + Φnon−axi −

1

2
|/Ωbar × /R|2 (B.19)

Throughout thi work, EJ is given in 102 km2 s−2.
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B.6 Orbital energy

We calculate the orbital energy E per unit mass as:

E =
1

2
/v2 + Φaxi + Φnon−axi (B.20)

We call Emin, and Emax the minimum and maximum values of E, and the characteristic
orbital energy (Emin + Emax)/2 as defined in (Moreno et al., 2015). The orbital energy
is given in 102 km2 s−2.

B.7 The Jacobi constant

The Jacobi constant (see Pichardo et al., 2004) is defined as:

CJ ≈ |(Einitial
J − Eend

J )/Einitial
J | (B.21)

Throughout this work, the Jacobi constant is conserved within a relative variation
better than CJ ≈ 10−12.
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Appendix C

Globular cluster orbits

Figure C.1 display the meridional orbital projection for 63 Galactic globular clusters
listed in Moreno et al. (2014) with high quality information available in the literature.
The sample of globular clusters have been selected from the late compilation of cluster
properties given by (Harris, 2010). The globular clusters are integrated in time from
t = 0 to t = 2 Gyr (t corresponds to a forward time integration), conserving the Jacobi
integral (EJ) within a relative variation ∼ 10−11. The best set of parameters described in
§5 was used by the Model 2 (see §3) to produce the orbital elements. The main orbital
parameters derived from our best barred Milky Way model are listed in Table C.1.
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Figure C.1: Orbital projection on the Galactic plane rgal − Z for 63 globular clusters listed
in Moreno et al. (2014). The red symbol indicate the initial position of the cluster before
integration.
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Table C.1: Main orbital parameters for 63 globular clusters orbiting the Milky Way. The
integration of the motion equations is done with the GravPot16 model (see text), adopting
the best set of bar parameters that fit fairly well the global kinematic trends in the Galactic
bulge (see 4). This table lists the main orbital parameters: minimum Galactocentric
distance rmin (column 2), maximum Galactocentric distance (column 3), maximum height
from the plane (column 4), eccentricity defined as e = (rmax − rmin)/(rmax + rmin) (column
5), minimum orbital energy, Emin (column 6), maximum orbital energy, Emax (column 7),
and the orbital Jacobi constant, EJ (column 8).
Ids rmin rmax Zmax e Emin Emax EJ

kpc kpc kpc 100 km2 s−2 100 km2 s−2 100 km2 s−2

NGC 104 5.171 9.453 3.968 0.292 -1773.61 -1704.04 -2532.68
NGC 288 5.082 16.582 12.632 0.530 -1455.04 -1447.12 -2338.29
NGC 362 0.124 10.298 10.162 0.976 -1991.74 -1749.38 -1721.91
NGC 1851 5.320 27.562 12.257 0.676 -1275.21 -1262.50 -2453.36
NGC 1904 4.877 19.521 8.086 0.600 -1450.76 -1400.75 -2452.22
NGC 2298 1.046 17.795 16.847 0.888 -1509.77 -1478.26 -1264.61
NGC 2808 1.961 12.952 4.163 0.736 -1784.05 -1560.94 -2182.16
Pal 3 32.15 384.432 116.072 0.845 43.28 43.28 -6289.78
NGC 3201 7.957 15.717 6.352 0.327 -1454.62 -1451.82 -129.078
NGC 4147 1.092 24.274 24.147 0.913 -1349.90 -1306.34 -1605.64
NGC 4372 2.696 7.313 2.744 0.461 -2024.95 -1858.96 -2442.22
NGC 4590 6.803 26.817 17.360 0.595 -1249.08 -1237.89 -2573.44
NGC 4833 0.401 8.383 3.670 0.908 -2123.52 -1733.88 -2147.90
NGC 5024 4.376 27.674 27.096 0.726 -1159.61 -1159.35 -1861.40
NGC 5139 0.481 7.098 2.950 0.872 -2225.67 -1891.87 -1907.52
NGC 5272 4.168 14.183 12.799 0.545 -1472.59 -1470.90 -2096.18
NGC 5466 0.868 40.642 42.558 0.958 -1068.88 -1057.28 -842.403
Pal 5 0.665 18.142 18.037 0.929 -1563.60 -1337.05 -1336.55
NGC 5897 0.038 8.283 8.205 0.990 -2002.23 -1689.40 -1953.25
NGC 5904 1.167 34.084 31.162 0.933 -1207.03 -1166.15 -1471.87
NGC 5927 2.532 5.636 0.927 0.379 -2308.82 -1972.21 -2573.85
NGC 5986 0.024 6.275 3.922 0.992 -2459.21 -1942.10 -2208.46
NGC 6093 0.236 5.963 4.750 0.923 -2302.57 -1922.68 -2273.92
NGC 6121 0.036 5.919 2.892 0.987 -2510.13 -2090.51 -2172.97
NGC 6144 0.059 4.680 4.439 0.974 -2445.93 -2030.96 -2189.25
NGC 6171 0.571 3.957 2.662 0.747 -2462.20 -2065.37 -2431.31
NGC 6205 0.803 14.965 15.234 0.898 -1520.72 -1515.96 -1373.82
NGC 6218 0.830 6.075 3.308 0.759 -2399.73 -1934.39 -2411.07
NGC 6254 1.804 5.479 2.913 0.504 -2362.49 -1937.05 -2461.84
NGC 6266 0.406 2.565 1.167 0.726 -2698.10 -2309.36 -2676.24
NGC 6273 0.758 2.469 1.986 0.529 -2599.88 -2299.04 -2327.98
NGC 6284 5.353 9.646 3.238 0.286 -1782.58 -1691.32 -2575.39
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Table C.2: Continued
Ids rmin rmax Zmax e Emin Emax EJ

kpc kpc kpc 100 km2 s−2 100 km2 s−2 100 km2 s−2

NGC 6287 0.089 5.778 5.462 0.969 -2248.03 -1937.25 -2155.89
NGC 6293 0.011 3.381 2.835 0.992 -2553.88 -2272.51 -2408.40
NGC 6304 0.942 2.944 0.603 0.514 -2722.89 -2245.96 -2690.90
NGC 6316 0.224 4.296 1.697 0.900 -2650.31 -2186.87 -2303.95
NGC 6333 0.041 4.138 3.261 0.980 -2484.31 -2057.16 -2358.98
NGC 6341 0.044 9.906 5.066 0.991 -2017.40 -1707.77 -1956.17
NGC 6342 0.004 2.477 1.585 0.995 -2782.36 -2348.23 -2626.44
NGC 6356 1.605 8.646 4.087 0.686 -2087.82 -1780.31 -2272.77
NGC 6362 0.843 7.194 2.465 0.790 -2380.40 -1945.25 -2398.04
NGC 6388 0.144 4.005 1.948 0.930 -2626.89 -2231.35 -2352.98
NGC 6397 3.043 6.802 2.429 0.381 -2013.84 -1914.45 -2473.32
NGC 6441 0.013 4.532 2.445 0.994 -2572.70 -2150.15 -2342.07
NGC 6522 0.052 3.602 2.690 0.971 -2549.91 -2158.30 -2439.76
NGC 6528 0.021 3.715 2.211 0.988 -2660.87 -2109.65 -2531.37
NGC 6553 1.651 8.413 0.766 0.671 -2180.14 -1760.14 -2368.39
NGC 6584 0.465 11.161 10.257 0.919 -1903.50 -1568.07 -1857.04
NGC 6626 0.034 2.681 1.463 0.974 -2734.94 -2309.31 -2641.92
NGC 6656 2.652 8.842 2.134 0.538 -1943.85 -1802.21 -2413.21
NGC 6712 0.019 6.466 2.744 0.993 -2310.47 -2031.29 -2121.13
NGC 6723 0.040 5.139 4.242 0.984 -2444.88 -1958.89 -2248.25
NGC 6752 4.032 6.250 2.003 0.215 -1956.40 -1900.82 -2540.40
NGC 6779 0.482 13.806 3.943 0.932 -1892.06 -1551.32 -1559.66
NGC 6809 0.481 5.659 4.932 0.843 -2349.57 -1968.01 -2247.96
NGC 6838 4.696 7.485 0.340 0.228 -1894.97 -1838.71 -2619.70
NGC 6934 1.612 30.252 28.461 0.898 -1212.76 -1209.40 -867.510
NGC 7006 13.72 69.528 37.955 0.670 -808.59 -808.09 -3642.92
NGC 7078 4.073 10.129 6.205 0.426 -1689.94 -1666.43 -2375.34
NGC 7089 1.690 30.884 30.290 0.896 -1210.55 -1202.64 -815.815
NGC 7099 1.036 6.623 6.521 0.729 -2097.70 -1870.56 -1768.94
Pal 12 2.807 17.019 15.661 0.716 -1457.21 -1449.86 -1955.37
Pal 13 4.482 57.106 49.206 0.854 -900.79 -899.04 222.77
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